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No. 3.-SPERMATOGENESIS OF THE BUTTERFLY,
PAPILIO RUTULUS .
•

BY JOHN P. MUNSON, PH. D .
•

INTRODUCTION .
.

'' SPERl\fATOGENESIS of Lepidoptera '' is frequently referred to in
cytological lite1·att11·e. Yet the1·e is l1ardly anything that can be called
a complete account of any one form. Tl1e vvo1·l{ of early observers
is especially fragmenta1·y and scattered, so mtich so that it now can
have but a historical interest, sl1o~ring as it does the effect of st1per:ficial obse1·vation and poor tech11ique, as well as lack of acquaintance
with the nio1·e fundamental cell problems ,vhich 1·ece11t development
of the science has br·ought so pr·ominently to mind.
Mo1·e 1·ecent write1·s shovv considerable in11)rove1ne11t in most of
these repects, yet I believe that it may be affi1·med of insect spermatogenesis as a whole that observers have been so preoccupied with
some one special problem sucl1 as the phase of reduction for instance,
as to make tl1ei1· wor·l~ incomplete i11 othe1· 1·espects. I11 rnany of these
later works, too, judged by thei1· plates, the ir1·egula1· outlines and
distorted inte1·nal strt1ctu1·es of the cells suggest impe1·fect fixation.
For a number of yea1·s I have been stt1dying the spe1·matogenesis
of Papilio rutulus (pl. 12, fig. 1) not ,,rith any one single pr·oblem
especially in view, but with the aim of ascertaining the entire life history of its sperm cell, its va1·ious phases of development, its mode of
growth and differentiation, the histor·y of its several pa1·ts, and its
relation to the 01·ganism.
The sperm cell, it seems to me, is a most inst1·uctive cell for such a
study, for it shows remarkable exte1·nal and internal changes, leading
up to a llighly specialized form well adapted to its special function.
Its connection with a gland, also, ought to commend it to the attention
of those who do not hesitate to publish star·tling co11clt1sions 1·egarding
life in general from stt1dies on secretion products. 1
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Says Matthews ('99) : "The foregoing hypothesis makes possible a picture of cell life
which avoids altogether the assumption of a11y peculiarly 'vital' substance, as distinct from lifeless, and also, as I believe, tl1at of a11y peculiar supra-molecular living
units, such as the ' physiological .t1nits,' ' pangens ' or ' biopl1ores.' ' '
1
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I was led to unde1·take this study ~rhile engaged in the microscopic
study of tl1e ci1·culation of the blood th1·ough the excised h eart of
this butte1·fly-a study which revealed not only innume1·able small
bodies in the blood resen1bling co1·puscles, but also the fact that the
perioclic contraction of the l1eart, the l1eart beat, is not confined to
the hea1·t, and is not cont1·olled by the ventral ner ve cord . While
engaged in this sttidy, I pie1·ced the testis, and vvas impressed with a
remarkable quiveri11g of its co11te11ts, due, as I sup1)osed, to contact
with the air, bt1t mo1·e p1·obably an elect1·ical effect which I hav~ never
been able to ~ritness si11ce, notvvithstanding repeated attempts to study
it mo1·e minutely.
The following is p1·ima1·ily an account of n1y obse1·vatio11s. I have
not deemed it necessary to review extensively pt1blished memoi1·s on
cytology, because I assu1ne that my own obse1·vations will show their
bearings on wo1·k already pt1blished by othe1· vvorkers in this field,
who are, of course, already familiar vvith what has been done in their
sp ecial subject. The necessity of l{eeping my paper within prescribed lin1its for publication, also permits only a brief historical survey of the literature.
I wish to express n1y gratitude to the lib1·a1·ians of tl1e University of
California, of the Leland Stanford u11iversity, a11d of the Califo1·nia
academy of scie11ces for their ki11dness in facilitati11g my w91·k by
allowing me free access to their respective libra1·ies. Professor Ritter
has also shown 1ne courtesies fo1· which I ,vish to thank him.
•
•
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METHODS.

Teasing testis on slide, and stt1dying witl1 l1ot stage in normal
fluids of the testis and no1·mal salt solution. (Pl. 13, figs. 30, 31; pl.
14, figs. 43, 44; pl. 17, figs. 151, 152.)
2. T easi11g, fixing, and stai11i11g 011 tl1e slide (1)1. 12, fig . 9-23),
picrosulpl1u1·ic and Delafielcl' s hae1natoxylin.
3. I(illing, hardening, inibedding, a11d sectioning in usual ~ray.
By applying various killing 1·eagents to teased 1nate1·ial on the slide,
and noting tl1e effect u11der the mic1·oscope ,,·bile the reagent was
acting, I ve1·y soon discove1·ed that the most perfect fixation ,vas secured
by a concentrated solt1tion of co1·1·osivTe sublimate to "'·hich is added
between one and t,,·o percent acetic acid.
Without teasi11g the testis, it is placed perfectly fresl1 into this fluid,
1.
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and allowed to 1·en1ain f1·om fiftee11 to twenty minutes afte1· which
it is t1·ansfe1·red to 50 perce11t alcoh ol and ca1·1·ied g1·adually up to
95 pe1·ce11t alcol1ol. It is then clehyd1·ated a11d imbedded in paraffin
in the usual way. I have used both the Toma a11d the Minot microtome, making the sections as thin as possible, usually f1·orn four to six µ.
Besides the corrosive acetic mixture vvhich l1as been most satisfacto1·y, I have, of course, used many otl1ers - picronitric and picrosulphu1·ic. Unusually clear asters and spindles can be obtained also,
by first leaving the f1·esh testis in norn1al salt solution for fifteen 1ninutes
and then transfe1·1·ing to corrosive sublimate (pl. 16, figs. 111, 112) .
Stainirig has been done almost exclt1sively on the slide after :fi:\.'i.ng .
to tl1e slide by means of Myer's albumen fixative. Cor1·osive sublimate
material I have allovved to 1·ell).ain in a 50 percent alcoholic solution
of iodi11e fo1· a bout ten n1inutes eitl1er befo1·e or after staining.
The following stains have been found useful, about in the order
named: (1) Grenacher's haematoxylin, (2) Dela:field's haernatoxylin,
(3) saffrani11, (4) eosin, (5) acid fuchsin, (6) lithium carmine, (7)
Biondi-Ehrlich's triple mixture, (8) H aiclenhain's iron-haemato:1.-ylin, (9) orange G , (10) blue lumie1·e, (11) borax carmine, (12) Weigert's
picrocarmine, (13) Bismark b1·own, (14) iodine green, (15) Congo 1·ed~
(16) dahlia violet, and others.
Tlie latva and clirysalis have been studied entire ,vithout dissecting
out the testis. By placing in tl1e fixing fluid the fou1·th to t he eighth
abdominal segments, good fixation is secu1·ed.

THE

DRAWING.

On comparing my dra"rings with those of Henking (' 91), Paulmier
('99), Wilcox ('95), Bessels (' 67), Meyer ('49), and some earlie1· wi·ite1·s:
on insect spermatogenesis, I notice that my :figu1·es appear diag1·a1nmatic. But a comparison of n1y drawings with the living cells of a.
freshly teased testis will prove to anyone that 11othing can well be mo1·e
diag1·a1nn1atic than those cells in their normal living state. As all my
:fig111·es with tl1e exception of figures 1, 2, 3, 7, (pl. 12) were drawn with
a camera of the latest a11d n1ost perfect constrt1ction, I consider the
regularity of my drawings as i11dicating pe1·fect fixation. I n fact, I
know this to be the case, fo1· I have studied the effect of my reagents by
applying the1n to the living · cell under· tl1e mic1·oscope. Many lulling
and hardening 1·eagents ordinarily 11sed, especially if allowed to act
•

•
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too long, produce very abnormal effects, causing not only extraordinary
shrinkage, but also late1·al pressure between the cells resulting in angular
outlines. Imperfect development of the asters of the spermatocytes
is also evidence of imper·fect methods, unless the acl1romatic figures
diffe1· marl{edly in diffe1·ent 01·de1·s of insects, which is ha1·dly probable.
As my figures show, the asters involve practically the enti1·e cytoplasm,
an effect which, of course, could not be attributed to 1·eagents.
The ach1·omatic figu1·es can be studied with the g1·eatest ease in the
living dividing cell. I have studied tl1em tl1us for hours at a time on a
hot stage. But I l1ave found it impracticable to study the whole p1·ocess of mitosis in this way, because· of the evident 1·apidity with which
some phases are passed th1·ough and the unusual slo\vness of other
phases. This is especially t1·ue of the telophase of mitosis, particularly of the last matu1·ation division.

MATERIAL.

For purposes of compa1·ison, I have stt1died G1·apta sile1ius Edwards,
a smaller butterfly, also 11ative to the N 01·th Pacific coast region, and
which, in the adult for·m, striki11gly 1nimics in color· the ba1·k of trees
on which it feeds. Bei11g a hibe1·nating for·m, its life lustory diffe1·s as
much as possible from that of Papilio rutulus, and I fi11d that while,
in the main, the spermatogenesis agrees, yet tl1ere are minor· differences
which have aided me conside1·ably in understanding some difficult
matters in Papilio. When not othe1·wise specifically stated, Papilio
rutulus is the~form refe1·red to in this work.
Papilio rutulus,. is one of the largest, most beautiful, and most strilring
in5tects on the Pacific coast of North Am e1·ica. Being esp ecially
abundant here at Elle11sburg, Washington, it has proved a very favo1·able subject for study.
I have seen no evide11ce of dimorphism, yet it resembles ve1·y n1uch
the tiger swallowtail, Papilio turnus, of southeastern United States.
The female of Papilio ri1,tulus measures nearly five inches extended,
the male about four inches. It is deep yellow with conspicuous black
ma1·lcings on body and margins of wings, tl1e internal poste1·io1· parts
of the hind wings being also sl1aded with a patcl1 of brown and two
shades of blue. Under·neath the hind wings there are also two brown
spots and a line of blue spots extendi11g parallel with the poste1·ior
•
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margin of the wing. Close to the posterior margin, which is black,
the1·e is a line of yellow dots which underneatl1 form a continuous
band on the fore wing. This latter character differentiates it f1·om its
close 1·elative, Papi lio turnus.

ECOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS.

Papilio 11·utulus makes its appearance each year between the middle
of May and the first of June, and remains with us throughout June,
July, and August. I have neve1· seen it after the :first of September.
The fem ales seem to come earlier than the males. They are easily
caught while visiting their favorite flowers, as pansies, mill{weed, or
while resting on b1·anches or leaves of trees,. especially in the early
part of the day. They are on the wing most of the time during the
middle of the day, flying with stately ease and grace always in a zigzag
course. A very la1·ge pe1·cent of those caught during the early part of
the season, say the first of June, a1·e females, while those caught the
latter part of July were with only few exceptions males.
I have always gathered a conside1·able number of larvae in the fall
and kept the chrysalids during the winte1· in my laboratory where the
tempe1·atu1·e is somewhat variable yet always highe1· than out of doors.
The confinement in a warm 1·oom does not seem to hasten the development into the mature butte1·fly, for they come out 1).0 soone1· than those
outside.
The larva (pl. 12, :fig. 2), I believe, feeds primarily on the leaves of
the willow. It is green and not easily fot1nd in Nature while feeding.
Between the :first of September and the :fi1·st of Octobe1·, they leave
thei1· feeding places, and wander about apparently in searcl1 of suitable
places for pupation. They a1·e most frequently seen after the first
autumn frost when tl1e leaves begin to fall. They are then seen on
sidewalks, on fences, and in wood piles. Soon after le.a ving thei1·
feeding grounds, and a week or two befo1·e pupating, their color changes
from a b1·ight green to a deep brown apparently in imitation of the
leaves changing to a simila1· color f1·om the effects of heavy frosts.
The caterpilla1· is often found on early frosty mornings on some exposed plank or fence, clinging motionless with its prolegs while raising
'
the anterio1· part of its body in an almost vertical position with its
front legs folded under its head, an attitt1de which under the ci1·cumstances, seems pathetic enough.
1
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The cl1ange in colo1· begins underneath and gradually spreads
up"\\ a1·d, the g1·een passi11g g1·adually into . yello":ish whicl1 assu1nes a
di1·ty gray and finally a deep velvety b1·own.
Tl1ey seem to eat little or 11othing afte1· this change of color ancl
ust1ally pupate in a fe,,, da3rs '\\ l1en put into the cage. After moving
about u11easily for some time, tl1e3r come to rest. A silke11 th1·ead is
spun, attached to tl1e ,xrire of tl1e cage, a11d p assed arou11d tl1e body
bet"\\,een the sixtl1 and seventh segments. vVhile tl1e caterpilla1· is
tht1s suspended tl1e cuticle hardens gradually, the l1ead d1·ops off, the
colo1· cha11ges to a mottled gra3' and brown p1·esenting a rougl1 ir1·egt1lar
st11·face stril<:ingly resembling old weathe1·beate11 boarcls or bark, tl1e
tisual objects to wl1icl1 they a1·e attached in Nature. I l1a v·e found the
clll·ysalis (pl~ 12, fig. 3) thus sus1)ended from tl1e edge of ~l1e siding on
the n1ost exposed " 'all of an old t111painted house, '\\ hich it strilringly
1·esembled i11 colo1·. I l1ad passed b3r it for sev·e1·a,l 1no11tl1s dt1ring the
,,,i11te1·, but l1ad not noticed it till I sa" r a s1)ar1·ow fly at it but fail to
get it.
These changing colo1·s to suit first tl1e g1·een lea,,es, then the bro,vn
withe1·ed leaves, and finally the g1·ay, somber shacles of " reatl1e1·beaten
support and cloudy " Ti11te1· " eather are certainly adaptations in tl1en1sel,res marvelous, but doubly so, because of· tl1e b1·ief period of time
(a week or two) in vvhich tl1e cha11ges are brougl1t abot1t, co1·1·es1)onding
to equally rapid changes i11 the autumn tempe1·atu1·e. Y et the frost
which kills tl1e leaves a11d thtis cat1ses tl1e deep bro,,1n of such lea,,es,
is not 1·esponsible for the cha11ge from g1·een to b1·o"'ll in the cate1·pillar, since the same cha11ge occu1·s wl1e11 the la1·, 1 a. is kept i11 the
laborato1·y at a unifor1n tempe1·ature of abot1t 70°.
Besides this seasonal cor1·es1)ondence 111 colo1· bet,,,een the la1·val
stages of this butte1·fly and the plants 011 which it lives, tl1e1·e is a dee1)er
correspondence bet"reen the general life processes of the tv\10. And
if the change in colo1· f1·on1 green to deep b1·o'v\'11 is dt1e in the caterpillar to changes i11 the l)hysiologica.l pro'cesses, it seems not t1111·easonable to assume that the transformatio11 i11 colo1· of autumn foliage
ma.y likewise be due to internal J)h3,siological cl1anges in tl1e plant
ra tl1er than to va1·iations in the exte1·nal tempe1·att11·e.
The life pheno1ne11a i11 tl1e yo11ng bt1tter:fl3r 1·ese1nble, broadly speaki11g, the life pl1enome11a in the " rillow on which tl1e caterpillar lives
at this autumnal seaso11 of the year·, in tl1e follo,,,ing particulars : (1)
in both, gro"ih ceases; (2) both a,pp1·oacl1 a seaso11 of 1·est when the
1
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active vital processes a1~e at thei1· lowest ebb, for I find that at this
stage mitosis is practically arrested even i11 the germ cells ; (3) in both,
the outer cuticle thickens a11d ha1·de11s·, causing in tl1e willow falling
of the leaves by tl1e formation of a co1·l(y r·ing around tl1e base of the
petiole, and causi11g in tl1e la1·va the shedding of its l1ead pr·obably by
a similar· hardening of tl1e ct1ticle. The cl1anges of colo1· i11 botl1 are
appa1·ently dt1e to tl1is tl1icl<:e1u11g of tl1e cuticle, the \'\rithd1·awal of
fluids to deeper 1)a1·ts, tl1e l1a1·dening and stiffening of the cells cove1·ing
the body, a11d e,,en to a certain extent affecti11g the internal metabolism
of the deeper tisst1e cells, cat1sing cl1anges i11 the optical p1·operties
of the cell pig1nents .

DEVELOPMENT OF SEX.

I have not studied the embryolog.)' of Papil·io

•

The facts
regarding the early development of the genital organs in both sexes,
I can only infe1· f1·01n v,·l1at I l1a ve seen in tl1e full3r forn1ed larva, both
1nale and female. It is often affirmed that sex is not inl1e1·ited, and
that its determination depends 011 exter·nal conditions sucl1 as temperature and food. The expe1·iments of Tr·eat (' 73) certai11ly suggest
such a concl usion.
In this form tl1e sex is determined earl3r, as in the larva it is an easy
matter to distinguish bet"v' een ova1·y and testis. It is evident that
originally the two must be very si1nilar, for botl1 l1a, e tl1e ·general
cha1·a.cters of a gland, a 1·ight one and a left one, eacl1 consisting of a
simple tube or duct, the oviduct or ,,a s defere11s, leading f1·om four
simple cl1ambers or follicles, 'w hich constitute the ovary as " rell as tl1e
testis. In tl1e o,,ary these follicles re1nai11 distinct and elongate into
tubes, while in the testis, the3r become closely applied to 011e another,
and are invested (like the o,ra1•3r) with three coats fornli11g one spherical
body. Then the right and left testes finally become closely applied
to each other·, co11stituting thus a double orga11 cha1·acterized by a
deep red coloration a1·ising f1·om pig111ent develo1)ecl in tl1e inner
investing coat, 1·eally tl1e origi11al epithelit1m of the gla11d.
Althougl1 the female is the fi1·st to emerge in the spring, the ovary
in the larva is con1paratively less de,reloped than is the testis. I
have found in the male larva the sex cells in tl1e s1)e1·maticl stage when
the oldest egg " 'as i11 its first stages of gro"v'rtl1. Possibly tl1e pl1enomena
1·1,1,titlits .

1
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of cell mtiltiplication ancl cell g1·owth may, when sufficiently under.stood, give us a clt1e to this obscu1·e matter of sex differentiation. From
my observations I am led to believe that the male elements develop
earlier th an do the fem ale elements, and further that this precociousness leads later to an ar1·ested development as shown not 011ly by the
inferior size of the adult male, but also in the inferio1· development,
so far as size is co11ce1·ned, of the male ge1·m.
Sexual maturity in the male not only extends over a greater period
of time than in the female but is also attained earlie1·. Mature spermatozoa vvere found in the chrysalis on Ap1·il 12, at least one month
before the last moult . I have found no mature spermatozoa befo1·e
the fifteenth of February. It is perhaps safe to say that the male is
sext1ally mature at abot1t the middle of its pupation period.

THE TESTIS.

In the larva the right and left testes (pl. 12, fig. 6) are separated.
They lie in the fifth and sixth abdominal segments, between the hea1·t
on the dorsal side a11d the alimentary canal.
The vas defe1·ens (pl. 12, fig. 7, v . cl.) is a be11t tube connected with
the copulato1·y organ on the postero-ventral side, and passing thence
upward and for ward, increasing considerably in diameter to for·m a
spacious receptaculum semin.is. 111 the adult this is usually filled
with spe1·matozoa either separate 01· in bundles (pl. 14, fig. 55).
The vas deferens is lined with a coll_\mnar epithelium of large cells
having very large oval or slightly irregular nt1clei very rich in chromatin. This epithelit11n forms five longitudinal folds 01· elevations whicl1
are ve1·y prominent th1·oughout its enti1·e length. It seems clear that
the vas deferens is ho1nologous to the duct of a racemose gland, but
the epithelial cells lining it evidently have a secretory function. Origi11ally this duct divides, I believe, into four branches. In G1·apta silenus
this division is very evident (pl. 12, fig. 8b). In Papilio, the division
is not so marl{ed (pl. 12, fig . 5, v. d.). But in l;>otl1 it is co11tinued by
four short tubes, the follicles.
The follicles of each testis a1·e separated by a single layer of cells
in the form of a rather thick membra11e pro,rided with large oval nuclei.
This same layer surrounds tl1e follicles peripleurally, and thus binds
the four follicles into a single organ containing fou1· chambers (pl. 12,
fig. 8).

•
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As the two testes grow they gradually app1·oach each other (pl. 12,
fig. 6), and finally fuse i11to a spherical body, tl1e right and left halves
of which a1·e indicated exte1·nally by a groove as shown in plate 12,
figu1·e 7, t. The two vasa defere11tia also become i11timately united
at the point of insertion into the testis prope1· (pl. 12, figs. 5, 7). The
two testes then become surrounded by a continuous, comparatively
thick connective-tissue layer, the tunica propria (pl. 12, fig. 8, en. l.)
which extends also down b~tween the two halves, but does not dip
down between the follicles. Outside the tunica p1·opria, there is fi11ally
a thin epithelial investing memb1·ane, tunica adventitia, which is also
continued ove1· the vas deferens (pl. 12, figs. 5, 8, pt. m.).
The inner lining of the follicles early becomes richly pigmented,
and this red pigment resisting to a remarkable degree the decolorizing
effects of reagents, gives the "'hole organ a brigl1t red appea1·ance,
which facilitates considerably this study, since the testes can easily
be seen witl1 the naked eye even in the unstained larva sectioned i1i
toto. In teasing the testes the pigmented lining epithelium (pl. 12,
fig. 8, p. l.) and the tunica propria (en. l.) rupture easily. But the
outer tunica adventitia (fig. 8, pt. m .) is quite tough and elastic, allowing the spermatozoa and cysts to accumulate between it and the
tunica propria.
I have been unable to arrive at any definite conclusion as to how
this union of the two testes, and their final inclusion within a continuous membrane is brought about. I assume tl1at it 1·esults from the
increase in size. As the two testes grow they encroach on tl1e stirrounding connective tissue of the body which finally becomes compressed
between them and crowded over the surface till it constitutes a comparatively thick investing me1nbrane.
I find these relations of the testes to each other and to the surrounding st1·oma to be the same in G1·apta silenus (pl. 12, fig. 8 b). H ere,
as in P apilio rutulus, there are four follicles in each testis. In Grapta
silenus, however, the inne1· pig1nented layer is relatively more developed
and the nuclei much more stainable and pi·ominent, but the tunica
propria is less developed (compare pl. 12, fig. 8 and fig. 8 b).

N Ol\1ENCLATURE.
We are indebted to La V alette St. George for the terminology
usually employed in this subject. I use this terminology so far as it
suffices; but, as there are some facts brought to light in my work
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"'rl1ich a1·e ne\\r, it seems necessa1•.}r for tl1e sake of clea.1·ness, to use some
te1·n1s that n1ay need definite expla11ation.
l . Tl1e ge1·n1inal mate1·ia] in the embryo is stipposed to consist of
individual cells for1n ing . a layer, the ger1n i11al e1)itl1elium - primo1·•

dial ge1·m cells .
2. At a given pe1·iod in the developme11t of tl1e la1·va, these primordial ge1·m cells begi11 to 1nultiply and contint1e to do so duri11g tl1e so
called periocl of rt1/ltltiplicatio11.
3. .l~t the begi11ni11g of 1nultiplication these p1·imordial ge1·m cells
are called p1·ima1·y sperniatogo1ies.
4. After the fi1·st division of the p1·ima1·y sper1natogone, they are
called seco1ida·ry spe1·matogones.
5. Afte1· a ce1·tain nu111be1· of di,risio11s in the division period they
a1·e said to enter on a periocl of g1·oivtli. I11 this stage of their l1isto1·y
the cells a1·e called spe1·n1atoc)rtes.
6. F1·om the beginni11g to the end of the grovvt l1 period tl1e cells
a1·e called p1·irria1·y spe1·matocytes or spe1·matocytes fi1·st 01·cle1·.
7. The spe1·matocytes of tl1e first orde1· di~de tmce in succession,
and Vi l1ile thus di,Tidi11g, tl1ey a1·e called seco1icla1·y spe1·matocytes or
1

spermatocytes seco11,d orde1~.
8. Tl1ese last t,,To di,Tisio11s, corresponding to tl1e matu1·ation
di ,risio11s of the ovum are called tl1e 1natu1·atio1i divisions of tl1e 1natu1·ation period.
9. At the end ·o f the 1naturatio11 divisions, the cells become sperma-

tids.
10. The spermatids the11 develop into the ftilly formed spermatozoa, the final product.
11. As soon as the p1·ima ry sper·matogone begi11s to multiply, a
colony of sin1ilar cells r·esults, vvl1ich is su1·r·ou11ded by a cellular· caps tile \,Thicl1 is called a cyst.
12. The cells of this cyst undergo marked changes du1·i11g the
develop1nent of the ge1·1n cells .into matu1·e SJ)e1·matozoa. It see1ns
d esirable to ha,,e a nan1e for· tl1ese cliffere11t stages.

N ew Terms.
13.

I tl1erefore pr·opose : to cali (a) a cyst containing spermatogones a gonocyst (pl. 12, fig. 9-13) ; (b) those cysts co.ntaining
spe1·111atocytes, cytocyst (pl. 13, fig·. 35-38); (c) tl1ose cysts containi11g
sper·1natids and spe1·1natozoa, spermatocyst (pl. 12, fig. 14-23).
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14. In the stages of Papilio rutulus that I have studied there is
no true germinal epithelium, but as "''ill be pointed out fartl1e1· on, the
origi11al ge1·mina.l mate1·ial from \\·l1ich pri1na1·y spermatogones arise,
has the character of a large p11.mo1·dial ge1·m cell (pl. 12, figs . 4, 8b;
pl. 15, fig. 56), which I l1a,1e called the g'randmotl2e1· stem cell.
15. The grandmother stem cell has connected witl1 it nt1me1·ous
smaller cells (pl. 15, fig. 57a), v;Thicl1 I l1ave called tl1e motlie1· bra1ic}i
cells.
16. 'The grandmother stem cell and the 1nother b1·anch cells a1·e
sur1·ounded .b y mi11ute 11uclei v;·hich I ha ,,e called co1·tical 11ilclei.
17. Finally, I have distinguisl1ed two lrinds of spe1·matOC)'tes,
the 0 rdina1·y and the giant spe1· matocytes, and ordina,ry a11d giant
spermatids. ·
1

1

GROWTH Z ONES OF THE FOLLICLES.

In the youngest la1·va ,,·l1ich I l1a ,Te stt1died, a11d v;rhile the 1·igl1t and
left testes are still separated, the gonOC)'Sts are alread)' formed. Tl1ey
practically fill each follicl e, the spe1·matocysts 11ot yet l1aving been
formed. In the pupa of abot1t tl1e 15th of Feb1·ua1·3r, fottr n1011ths
before the last moult, cytocysts a1·e fortned, some ha,ring even passed
the maturation period and entered 011 the spermatocyst stage (pl. 12,
fig. 6). But no fully for1ned spermatozoa eA'ist. Tl1ese appear about
one month before the last moult.
In the mature te_stis the larger po1·tion of each follicle is filled v;rith
spermatocysts in va1·ious stages of develop1nent (pl. 12, fig. 5, sp. c.).
In such a testis, the1·efore, tl1ere is at the 1)e1·ipl1ery, next to tl1e pigmented inne1· lining of tl1e testis, a series of ,,ariously developed gonocysts. This is the multiplicati·on zo11e of the follicle. vVithin tl1ese
there is usually a zone of cytocysts, the growth. zone, and scattered
,vithin that again are cysts in v; hicl1 n1aturation is taking place, maturation zone. Finally ,,ritl1in these, and next to the ope11ing into the
vas deferens, are tl1e variously developed spern1atOC)'Sts, tl1e n1atttre
ones being nearest the vas deferens.
Wlule it is possible, therefore, to distinguisl1, in a very general ,vay,
these various zones, tl1ey are not distinctly separated. It follovvs tl1at
as the spermatozoa become mat.tire a11d are discharged, tl1e inner· zo11es
encroach more and mo1·e on tl1e outer 011es. H ence late in the season
•

1
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the peripheral or first multiplication zone, the second growtl1 zone, and
even the maturatio11 zone have clisappeared, the gonocysts and cytocysts having all been converted into spermatocysts variously developed (pl. 12, fig. 5, f. ).
E ach follicle of the testis seen1s to matu1·e independently of the rest.
Tht1s I often find some follicles in which nothing but mature spermatocysts remain as in plate 12, figure 5, f., while neighboring follicles
may still have the original mt1ltiplication and growth zones of gonocysts and cytocysts. I shall sho,v later that this difference is due to
tl1e presence i11 the latter follicles, of grandmother stem cells from
which new gonocysts arise. It is quite p1·obable, therefore, that one
part of the testis may become quite functionless, while other parts
may continue to produce spermatozoa, the spermatogo11es in the
former being exhausted.

GoNOCYSTS.
•

In those follicles where no grandmother stem cell exists, I have been
unable to find the first stages 01· two-cell stage of the gonocyst. Even
in tl1e youngest larva examined by me wher·e the right and left testes
a1·e still separated by a considerable space, and still comparatively small,
all the gonocysts are in ·an advanced stage, judging by the number of
spermatogones they contain, i. e., not considering those follicles co11taining a g1·andmother stem cell.
I feel justifiecl in infer1·ing from this tl1at all the primary spermatogones begin their multiplication at abo·ut the same time, in a given
zone of the follicle a11d that this multiplication- begins nea1· the vas.
defe1·ens, the proximal area of the follicle, and extends gradually
towards the peripl1ery, the distal te1·mination of the follicle. The
question then naturally arises• how are new spermatozoa produced
when all the primary sp·e1·matogones a11e thus developed into advanced
gonocysts at this ear·ly period of larval life ?
For a long time this question was a mystery, for there was nothing
st1ggesting a solt1tion i11 published accounts of other insects, and I did
not at .fi1·st understand the real significance of the grandmother stein
cell. There is nothing in the plates of Henking ('92), Wilcox ('95), or
Paulmier ('99), sl1owing that these w1·ite1·s have solved the problem.
It seems clea1· that the same problem exists in those insects, but the
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matter seems to have been give11 no attention. As to the 01·igin of the
cyst cells, which was so much discussed by the ea1·lier w1·iters, l\leyer
(' 49), Bessels ('67), and others, without finding any p1·oof 01· giving any
satisfactory explanation, the late1· 1'71·ite1·s dismiss it ,vitl1 me1·e conjectures. My studies_ on the g1·andmothe1· stem cell, to be 1·elated
presently, give, I believe, a complete explanation of the problem.
T ·h e number of cells in a gonocyst increases by division till the1·e are
between
one
hundred
a11d
one
l1undred
and
fifty
cells.
The
cysts
a1·e
•
·approximately spherical. They are surrounded by a thin membrane,
that was thot1ght by ea1·lie1· writers to be the mothe1· cell which by
endogenous cell n1ultiplication had given 1·ise to the contained spermatogones. Tl1e cyst ·wall .01· membra11e is composed of a few ve1·y thin
broad cells with distinct nuclei. Sur1·ounding tl1e nt1cleus tl1e1·e is
usually a thick zpne of cytoplasm, the peripl1eral parts of each cel l
being so thin as to be sca1·cely visible in section. There is no evidence
of mitosis in these nuclei after· tl1e cyst is formed. Their number is
probably determined very early, a fact that is sustai11ed by the small
number of these cells that become so prominent in tl1e developed spe1·mato.cyst (pl. 12, fig. 14-23; pl. 13, figs. 43, 44, 48, 49, 50, 51, 54).
A comparison of the diffe1·ent for1ns repr·esented in these figures shows
that one of these gonocyst cells becomes the head nurse-cell of tl1e
spermatocyst, while the 1·est become enveloping cells of the bundle of
mature spermatozoa. The or·igin of these cyst cells is explained later
in connection with the grandmothe1· stein cell, and the 01·igin of the
primary sper·matogone. It will there be seen that they divide by tl1e
usual mitosis in that ea1·ly stage.
The gonocysts inc1·ease in size as the cells multiply, and as the cells
in this pe1·iod of multiplication lie closely packed, there being no
internal cavity, there must be some growth of the cells after each division, a conclusion which is sustained by a compa1·iso11 of the 1·elative
size of the spermatogones in tl1e younge1· and olde1· C)'Sts. I do not
consider it strictly true, the1·efore, that all growtl1 is confi11ed to the
'' period of growth'' just preceding maturation. Tl1is is illust1·ated
in the following diagram (text-fig. A.).
Degenerating gonocysts.-Both in the early stage of the la1·va a11d
in the mature butterfly, some follicles occasionally co11tain degenerating
gonocysts. These can be recognized by the fact that the contai11ed
cells vary greatly in size, some being several times large1· than other·s
(pl. 13, fig. 33). They can also be know11 by the nuclei which are
•
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•
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small, compact, spherical bodies staining very intensely in nuclear
stains. Tl1e chromatin seems to be compacted into a solid mass. The
large1· cells co11tain f1·om two to several such nuclei (pl. 13, fi g. 33).
Transformation
period

_ -·-······---····spermatozoon
-· --·-··-································-···-sperm atid

Maturation
period.

- --·-·seconaary spermatocyte
-···· ······-···-·-·· primary
spermarocyte

Growth period

•
•

Multlpllcarlon
per10<1

..... -·-···---·-······-·········secondary

spermatogone

•

.

·- ········--······-- -······ pr1 mary spermatogone

•

Division period

..---·--·-·-···········-··--··-···-·-····-cyst cell

~-¥

---····-dividing mother cell

•

00

....,..,_ ·-·····-····--·-·········-·-····-· co rti ca I nucI~i
Rest period

___

___ ···-··-mother branch cell
......... ·-·-·····-·-····-··-·•-·9 ra namother stem ce Il

•

FIG.

A.

The1·e is no e,1 idence of nuclear fragmentation, and none to suggest
that tl1e 111ultinuclea1· conclition is b1·ought about by amitosis. Writers
often insist that a1nitosis is evidence of degeneration, as it is often
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fot1nd in cells wl1ose fu11ctio11 has bee11 discha1·ged, and ~rhicl1 a1·e to
be eliminated. · Of co11rse no such cause could be assig11ed he1·e. The
multint1clear condition of tl1e la:rge1· of tl1ese cells ce1·tainly suggests
that nuclea1· divisio11 has taken place, while division of the cytoplasm
has not followecl i11 tl1e t1sual way. The ·compact co11dition of tl1e
nuclei and tl1e co11sequent capacity for stai11ing suggest an inertness
on the part of the cl1ron1atin, which in the 1101·mal cells becomes separated soon after mitosis by the sec1·etion ~rithi11 and the accumulatio11
a1·ot1nd it of tl1e l1yalir1e karyolympl1. In these cells tl1e karyolympl1
seems 11ot to be produced.
In my work 011 Cleminys· ('04) and also i11 my wo1·k on Limulus (' 98),
I ca1ne to the conclusion that th1·ough the action of th.e chro1natin
directly, 01· indirectly througl1 chromatin nt1cleoli, a nuclear mat1·ix,
nucleoplasm, was f01·n1ed as a rest1lt of chemical action; that this
nucleoplasm enters tl1e cytoplasm and acts as a digestive fluid on substances entering tl1e cell as foocl from without. As a result of this,
metaplasm (a fo1·m of a1·cl1oplasn1) arises, and is the culture medium
of the living substance, i. . e., the 1·esult of sy11thetic metabolism which
most resembles the living formed substance itself, a11d which consequently alone can serve as food.
If those conclusions a1·e co1·rect (they a1·e based on evidence), then
the dege11erating cells of tl1ese gonocysts a1·e simply dying f1·om sta1·vation resulting f1·01n indigestion, the chromatin having lost the power,
as we see, to generate the necessary karyolyinph.
Every t1·ace of nuclear membrane and cell memb1·ane disa.ppears;
the cytoplasm becomes gra11ula1·, and finally seems to crumble into
fragments; the whole cyst finally is dissipated in the fluids of the testis,
and probably serves to en1·ich tl1e latte1· ,vitl1 nt1tritive material fo1· tl1e
support of other cysts. Tl1is dege11eration also occurs late1· du1·ing
the pe1·iod of growth and even du1·ing matt11·ation. The1·e n1ay be
several st1ch degene1·ating cysts in the same follicle. Usually all tl1e
cells in degenerati11g cysts are equally affected; but occasionally some
cells still have tl1ei1· 11ormal . appea1·ance. They all, however, ultin1ately degene1·ate and crumble to pieces.
'

THE

CYTOCYST.

Like the gonOC)7St the cytocyst contint1es spherical. But t1nlike
the gonocyst, it is a hollow vesicle (pl. 12, fig. 5, cy. c.; pl. 13, fig. 3539). If we con1pare the gonocyst to the mo1·ula of a developing egg,
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the cytocyst may be compared to the blastula, so fa1· as the relatio11
of the cells to the enclosed ca,rity is conce1·ned. The causes for the
hollow conditio11 may be the same in both cases. Loeb has attempted
a physical explanation of the hollow condition of the blastula, by
assumi11g that tl1e cells acqui1·e a peculia1· affinity for water, and hence
favor its accumt1lation in the fo1·m of a large water vacuole in the
center. Such a11 eJ\.'])lanation is probably altogether inadequate. In
tl1e living mate1·ial of teased testis, it appears more like an elect1·ical
phenomenon, the sin1ilar spe1·matocysts l1aving been previously, as
seconda1·y spermatogones, c1·owded togethe1· 'as if att1·acted to one another, no\\r, a.s division ceases and growth begins, being stiddenly
1·epelled fro1n eacl1 other, and attracted by tl1e unlike cyst cells.
1\1:utual 1·epulsion on the part of the spe1·matocysts, and attraction
between them and tl1e dissimilar cyst cells would, of course, produce
tl1e hollow vesicle. The suggestion may perhaps be })ardoned, pu1·ely
tl1eoretical as it is, that du1·ing l{aryol{inesis, the opposite poles of each
spe1·matogone a1·e differently charged elect1-ically; hence the mutual
attraction of the cells at the spermatogone stages ; while during the
g·rowth period the enti1·e cell is similarly cha1·ged, hence the repulsion
between them. Such 1·epulsion n1ay, for aught we know, favor the
expansion of the cell, and hence be one of the leading factors in absorption and n11tr·ition. This hypothesis of an electrical charge is partly
sustained by the singular move1nents already described at the close
of tl1e int1·od11ction to tl1is paper as being one inciting cause of my
undertaking this study.
When the spe1·matocytes enter on their maturation divisions, the
cytocyst ·is often very la1·ge (pl. 13, fig. 35-39). The size, however,
varies. In .the sa1ne testis, and on the same slide, but usually in cliff e1·ent follicles there are cytocysts va1·ying greatly in size while tl1e
contained spe1·matocytes a1·e i11 the same pl1ases of maturation. In
the large cysts the cells are correspondingly la rge. They give rise to
giant spermatids (pl. 13, figs. 36, 39; pl. 14, fig. 46; pl. 17, fig. 138).
SPERl\lfATOCYSTS.

Soon afte1· matu1·ation, the spermatids begin to elongate and the
spermatocysts lose their spherical form. At one pole the cyst cells are
crowded out, and tl1e cyst becomes oval or ovate in outline (pl. 12,
fig. 14). From this stage on, the cyst elongates, finally · beco111ing
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cylindrical with one end rounded, the other pointed (pl. 12, fig. 15-23;
pl. 14, fig. 40- 43).
The cyst cell at the rounded end of the cyst finally develops into a
very large cell, the head nurse-cell ·(pl. 14, figs. 43, 44, 48, 54). With
this head nurse-cell the heads of the developing spermatozoa finally
become connected (pl. 14, fig. 43). At first it is a very much flattened
cell, in no way differing f1·om the other cyst cells, but as the spermatids· develop, they seem to shift tl1eir position, so tl1at all l1ave tl1eir
nuclear end turned toward or connected with one cyst cell only.
This then increases in tl1ickness (pl. 14, fig. 50), occasionally appearing oval as in plate 14, figu1·e 49. (Compare also pl. 14, figs. 4V, 50,
54, h. n.) While this head nurse-cell curves slightly to include the
heads of the growing spermatozoa (pl. 14, figs. 48, 50, 54), the other
cyst cells grow into the form of a l1ollow cylinder enclosing the bundle
of spern1atozoa: Plate 14, figu1·e 52, sho,vs one of these in section
transverse to the long axis of the spermatocyst. (Compare with this
also pl. 14, fig. 43, c. c.) From tl1e ante1·ior head 11u1·se-cell, the cyst
cells diminish in thickness hacl{ward, till they become so thin as to
be scarcely visible. I have occasionally found one of these cells at
the tail end of the cyst in the early stage of development, but that is
an exception rather than the rule.
The head nu1·se-cell varies considerably i11 shape du1·ing the development of the spermatocyst; but it ultimately becomes the la1·gest
cell and mo1·e 01· less spherical in sl1~pe. It has a large oval or irregular,
rarely sphe1·ical nucleus (pl. ·14, figs. 43, 44, 48, 54, Ii. n .). The nucleus
is rich in chromatin a1·ranged in the form of a network, which is sometimes massed irregularly (pl. 14, fig. 54). There is usually a condensation of the chromatin at one poi11t, which can hardly be called a
true nucleolus, though it is tl1e only body present to suggest one.
The cytopla.sm is greatly developed. In the living cyst it is bright
and nearly transparent (pl. 17, fig. 151). In prese1·ved n1aterial, it
shows a distinct and well developed cytoreticulum. Tl1e other cyst
cells a.gree in these respects (pl. 14, fig. 54, c. c., h. n .).
•

f

AB NORMAL

SP ERMATO CYSTS.
,

Very rarely spermatocysts a1·e found having the appea1·ance represented in plate 14, figure 45. It consists of a spherical mass of nuclei
with little 01· no cytoplasm surrounding each, and with little or no
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trace of an enclosing memb1·ane. The cent1·al portion of this mass
is more compact a11cl tl1e nt1clei ~ucl1 less disti11ct. Indeed the nt1clei
in the central po1·tion see111 n1ore or less disorganized, appearing more
like a granular cent1·al portion wi.tl1 nuclei at the peripl1e1·y.
Into this mass a1·e i11se1·ted the heads of a bu11dle of fully formed
spermatozoa. I a1n 1mable to ex1)lai11 this exce1)t on either of two
suppositions . It seenis to b e a case where only a few of the spermatids
have developed into spe1·matozoa, tl1e 1·emaincle1· being gradually
absorbed as foocl. Possibly this rnay be dt1e to a failure of the cyst
cells to develop p1·op e1·ly, which is qt1ite evide11t. The central solid
portion may be tl1e head nt11·se-cell, "·hich has becon1e imbedded in
the mass of undeveloped spe1·ma.t ids.
I have thougl1t that possibly also ~ nu1nbe1· of n1att1re spermatozoa,
ha,~ng. bee11 discl1a1·ged f1·om the c3-·st, but not fu1di11g tl1ei1· way into
the vas defere11s, have t aken possession of a11 undevelo1)ed gonocyst or
cytocyst.
.
Fate of tl1,e sperrriatoc:z;st.- .vVher1 the sp e1·matozoa are m atu1:e, the
spermatoc3rst is discharged into the vas defe1·e11s . But just before
this,. the cyst cells seem to dissol,re, allo,v~11g, tl1e sper1natozoa to escape
either singly (pl. 14, fig. 51), 01· collectively (pl. 14, fig. 5.3). Remnants of the cysts are fou11d nea1· tl1e e11trance to tl1e vas defe1·ens often
crowded into masses of debris between the stall~ed cells (pl: 12, fig.· 5) .
Traces of cyst cells are also found in tl1e . vas clefe1·ens, but usually
o°'ly parts of the head n111·se-cell to _v\ hich the heads of tl1e spermatozoa
are still attached (pl . .14, fig. 55). I have. never fot111d a com1)lete
spermatocyst in the vas .defe1·ens, tl1ough tl;ie spe1·111atozoa frequer1tly
occu1· adl1ering in bundles (pl. 14.1 fig. 55), as tl1ey are also found
within the testis after being discha1·ged frorn the1.cyst (pl. 14, fig, .53; ·
pl. 12, fig. 5),.
. . .
:
1
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That pa1·t of the vas . def erens ·W l1ich penet1·ates .the testis, a11d
which in Grapta sileni1,s divides into fot1r b1·a11ches, one fo1· each
follicle, is lined " ritl1 a modified e1)ithelium differing in so1n~ respects
from that lining the vas clefe1·ens p1·oper. The cells are 1nore sphe1·ical
and the nuclei a1·e unusually la1·ge, spl1e1·ical, and ve1·y 1·icl1 in ch1·omatin
(pl. 12, figs. 5, 8b, v . d .) .. .
.·
Stalked cells. - Appa1·ently connected with the. epithelial cells de-.
•
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sc1·ibed above~ a1·e 1111n1e1·011s ch ains of cyli11d1·ical cells placed e11d to
end, tl1e te1·minal 011e being spherical (pl. 12, fig . 5, st. c. ; p l. 15, fig.
68). They a1·e not visible in the t estes of th e la1·ya 01· pupa. They
seem to develop late in t he season, for tl1ey a1·e seen only in th e older
fo1·ms. i t n1ay be that tl1ese chains a1·e 011ly empty spermatocysts
1·em aini11g tempo1·arily after the sper1natozoa h ave been clischarged.
Yet £01· 1·easons -wl1icl1 the follo,ving description ,vill m al<.e clear, I
h ave not been able to satisfy myself that this is the t1·t1e explanation
of tl1em.
Tl1e la rge te1·1ninal ce.11, which I at first tl1ought to 1·e1)resent the
h ead nu1·se-cell of a spe1·1~atocyst, is sphe1·ical (pl. 12, fig. 5, st. c.).
Their si7,e var·ies so1newhat but th ey are the la1·gest cells in th e testis,
lar·ger even tl1an the grandmotl1er sten1 cell to be described prese11tly.
I l1ave found no 1·efe1·ence to tl1ese stalkecl cells in lite1·ature. The)'
have a lar·ge sph erical, tl1ougl1 often irregula1· nu cleus not especia 11;
r·ich in cl11·oma.tin. The nucle11s is us11ally locatecl about midv,Tay
bet,veen the center of the cell and its periphe1·y. The1·e is a- distinct
11uclear. 1·eticul11m ,v·ith stai11able bodies at tl1e nodes. These stainable
bodies are sometimes agg1·egated into an i1·1·egular mass at one poi11t.
Tl1e1·e are ofte11, also, one or· two paler bodies, p1·obably 1·ep1·esenting
nucleoli (pl. 15, figs. 68, 69, 77) .
The cytoplasm is slight ly g1·anular, and a cytoJ:eticu lµm is visible,
but not alvvays equally distinct. Xn the center· of the cytop~asm,
tl1e1·e is a s1)l1e1·ical b ody -having the appea1·ance of a1~choplasm with
a central condensed portion contai11ing a gran11le. . That a 1·elation
exists betwee11 tlus attraction spl1ere and tl1e l l ucle11s is suggested by
figures 68, 77 (pl. 15) wl1e1·e the n11cle11s is indented 011 the s~de facing
the spl1ere. The body is also su1·rou11ded by zones vv·l1ich a1·e in relation with th e nucleus (pl. 15, fig . 68) . I am fo1·cibly 1·emi11ded, in
tl1is case, of the cytocenter ·and the cytocoel of the ovarian egg of
Clemmys (lvlunson, '04) .
O ccasio11ally similar· cells are found free in th e fluids of the follicle
(pl. 12, fig. 5, .1;). In plate 15, figu1·e 69, is 1·ep1·ese;nted such a f1·ee cell.
Besides t he nt1cleus a11d sphe1·e which in this case a1·e nea1· the {2ente1·,
there are i11 the cytoplas1n seve1·al i1·regt1.lar bodies 1·esembling tl1e
yolk n11cleus of the tortoise egg. In fact, these cells 1·esemble eggs
very closely. In fig111·e 83 (pl. 15) another Stich f1·ee cell is 1·epresented,
l1aving a more distinct cytoreticultim and lil{ewise a . sphe1·ical body
nea1· the nucleus . Two lGLrge vacuoles partly su1·round it. Figure
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84 (pl . . 15) represe11ts two such free cells co11siderably smaller but
lying side by side as if 01·iginated by division of a free stalked cell.
Partly imbedded i11 the 11ucleus is a mass of archoplasm (a'rch.)
which in the second cell (b) has divided into two ma.sses as if preparing ior cell division. In plate 15, figure 85, is represented anotl1e1·
free cell, apparently of the san1e l{ind,. in the m etapha se of l{aryokinesis. The asters are well developed and the spindle is ver3r distinct. The outline of the original nucleus is still visible.
The free cells are found in that pa1·t of the follicle whe1·e the spermatocysts are fully developed. They are not common. I see no way of
accou11ting for them except 011.the assumption tl1at they are the sphe1·ical end cells of the stalk (pl. 12, fig. 5, st. c.) set free. There are no
isolated free spermatogones of the usual l<ind, the primary spe1·mc1togones being found in the immediate neighborhood of the grandmother stem cell.
If we compa1·e figtue 85 (pl. 15) witl1 the next (pl. 15, fig. 86), a
spermatocyte - a spermatocyte f1·om the unusually large cytocysts
already referred to (pl. 13, fig. 36) and wl1icl1 give rise to the giant
spermatid (pl. 14, fig. 46; pl. 17, fig. 138) - the question a1·ises
whether these free stem cells do not give rise to tl1e giant spe1·ma~ocytes. There are good reasons for ass tuning that such is the case.
Yet I do not feel tl1at the evidence in this case is sufficient to justify a
definite statement. It needs further i11vestigation in other fo1·ms.
Should the above hypothesis prove t1·ue, we would he1·e have a case
where the primo1·dial gern1 cell gro,vs like an egg witho11t dividing
and finally segments into a number of cells, spermatocytes, the period
of growth- unlike the usual mode - p1·eceding the divisio11 period
as is the case with a segmenting egg.
·

THE . G RANDMOTHER STEM CELL.

In some follicles a very large cell is found whicl1 dese1·ves s1)ecial
attention. l Jnlike the free stall{ed cells considered above, this cell
is ttsually surrounded by a compact mass of small cells forming, as
it were, a heap, in the ·center of whicl1 the la1·ge cell is inva1·iably
found. I have named it the grandmother stem cell. I have never
found more than one of these in a follicle, and never more than four
in a testis (pl. 12, fig. 5, g. rn. c.) . As there are eight follicles in a
•
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double testis, all follicles do not have one of the cells. My first
impressions consequently were tl1at this is an abno1·mal gro,vth of one
of the gonocysts. From the ge11eral appearance of the grandmother
stem cell and its connection with surrounding cells resembling an egg
follicle, I suspected that it was a case of prima1·y spermatogones gro,ving from the first, instead of dividing, as an oocyte or young egg.
An examination of the developing ovary of a young larva reveals
indeed a st1·iking resemblance between the grandmother stem cell
and the young growing egg. Excepting the irregular ones in the
grandmother stem cell, the nuclei a1·e strikingly similar, and the cytoplasm of the young growing egg very strikingly resembles that of the
grandmother stem cell. I found even that the young egg, lil{e the
grandmother stem cell, sends out protoplasmic p1·ocesses to the su1·rounding follicle cells, and see1ns thus to have a protoplasmic connection with each follicle cell. So fa1· the resemblance is certainly striking.
But in some transverse sections of the young ovarian tube - of which
there are four, corresponding to tl1e four follicles of the testis - the
food or nurse cells (few in number and highly specialized, partic11larly as regards the nucleus), occ11py the position held by the cortical
nuclei in the grandmother stem cell.
,
The fact that .each testis has at least one, sometimes two, three, or
fo11r of these grandmother stem cells (pl. 12, fig. 8 b) seemed not to
sustain the view that it is merely an abnormal or accidental growth
of a spermatogone; while, the fact tha.t eve1·y follicle does not seem
to have such a cell, forbade me, as I tho11ght, f1·om assigning any
great importance to it. Yet the. origin •of the primary spermatogones
and the origin of the cyst cells su1·1·ounding the al1·eady developed gonocysts remai11ed a mystery, as no f1·ee pri1nary spe1·matogones or-pri•
mordial germ substance could be seen.
·
Tl1e significance of the grandmothe1· stem cell assumed an entirely
different aspect when I began to suspect that the testis has originally
but a single lumen, and that the partitions separating the testis into
four chambers 01· follicles appea1· gradually as the testis enlarges,
so that the already formed gonocysts are included in each cl1amber.
Consequently it does not matter much in wl1ich of these follicles the
grandmother stem cell finally becomes lodged. The fact, to·o, that
it is always close to the inne1· pigmented lining - (I have found only
one instance where it was 1·emoved slightly f1·om the peripheral wall)
- seemed to st1ggest some original origin or function of this cell.

,
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Tl1e latter h)rpothesis asstln1ed the ce1·tainty of a fact in my mi11d
"\\rl1e11 I discove1·ed ·that the bodies in1bedded i11 the outer cytoplasm
of tl1e cell are real nuclei (not g1·anule~ as I had supposed) and further
that imn1ediately con:11ected with the gra11dmotl1e1· stem cell, there
are cells " rlucl1 divide, ·o ne p1·oduct of· divisio11 being in fact a, p1·imary
spe1·matogone. I found f11rther tl1at only in tl1is 1·egion immediately
su1·1·oundi11g the grandmother stein cell, a si11gle cell can be found
dividirrg, something to be fou11d no'\'\rhere else, as all the cells of a
gonocyst divide at tl1e same time. 1\Io1·e ca reful exa1nination shov,1 ed
that eacl1 prima1·y sper111atogone is accompanied by· at least one small
11uclet1s at its periphery, which proved to be tl1e '' anlage '' of tl1e future
cyst cells.
·
The g1·andmotl1er stem cell is· ir1·egular i11 outline, the cytoplasm
all over its surface being J)rolo11gecl into c3rtoplasmic· p1·oce·sses which
on a superficial examination seem to extend out between the numerous
smaller cells su1·ro.u nding ·it. Its ge11e1·al ot1tline is about the same
in whatever plane looked at, the n1ain bod)7 of the cell being a sphere
(fJl. 15, fig. 56). It has a la1·ge nucleus which is usually regular and·
spherical ·or oval. In 111any cases, the1·e is on 011e side of the nucleus,
an unstained portion 1·esembling a vacuole, as large as or e, en la1·ger
than the 11ucleus itself. \Vithin tl1is area, there is often a spherical
body suggesting a sphere with its arcl1oplasn1, bt1t 111ore freq11e11tly
a 111a,ss of grantlles 1·ese111bli11g cl11·omatin in stai11i11g 1·eaction (pl. 12,
fig. 4). O ccasionally this is double a11d· ,looks as if it might be part
of a fragmented nucletls, but less 1·ich i11 cl11·01natin tl1an the main
pa1·t of tl1e nucleus (pl. 15, fig
.
57a).
-In
111ost
cases,
the
cl1romatin
•
forms a netwo1·k, but occasionall)r it is co1npacted into a mass (pl. 15,
fig. 56). Granules 1·esembling chromatin a1·e so1netimes to be seen
also in the cytoplasm, usually co11tain:ed in _1·atl1e1· small , 1ac1.1oles.
The cytoplasm of these cells is very much the same in all. It is
distinguished f1·om that of all othe1· cells· of the testis by its 1·esistance
to stains. It is appa1·ently devoid of those cytoplasmic grant1les
v.1hicl1 take the stain as it seems also devoid of cytoreticult1m and
cytomicrosomes. In appearance the ·whole cytoplasm resembles
archoplasm. It stai11s well in saff1·anin, but remains practically
unstained in hae111atoxyli11 and borax carmine and most 11t1clear stains
that I l1a, e used. I11 tl1is, too, it •1·esembles a1·choplasm. I consider
it the most undifferentiated cell i11 the testis. I shall p1·esent othe1·
good 1·easons for believing this to be the real 01-igi11al ger1n cell, for
which reason I have called it the g1·andmother sten1 cell.
1

1
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Tlie co1·tical nuclei.- Sur1·011nding· the grandmothe1· cell ·and apparently imbedded in its pe1·ipl1e1·al ·c)rtoplasm ·are numerous nuclei of
various sizes, mostly very minute. · They extend also along the protoplasmic projections or br·anches of the grandmotl1er cell, and seem
to surrot1nd tl1ose branches like a n1a11tle: I ha,re called these cortical
nuclei. As they do not stain readily and are so variable in size
and often ver·y minute, the)' a1·e easily ·overlooked, if the right kind
of stain is not used. In this r·esistance ·to stains, they r·esembie the
cytoplasn1 of tl1e g1·andmotl1er cell. In material pre1)ared according
to my metl1od, they ar·e made clear· a11d pr·ominent by n1eans of saffra. nin, much less so b)' means of haematoxyli11.
.
As the ~hole s111•fa;ce of the g1·a11dmotl1e1· cell is studded with the
protoplasmic processes or b1·a11ches, tl1ese cortical nuclei become
crowded in betwee11 the ·b1·ancl1es, making it diffict1lt to understand
their real natur·e except in .,,ery favorable cases. Out of tl1e large
number of these remarl{able cells whicl1 I l1a ve carefull)' examined
and compared, I have had several sucl1 fa,1orable · specimens from
which my drav\rings are made (pl. 12, fig. 4; pl. 15, fig. 57a). · They
have shed a flood of ligl1t on the whole ver·y complex and obscure
problem regarding this cell colon)' a11d the origin of the primary
spermatogones, of tl1e gonocysts, and of the cyst cells.
Tlie mothe1· b1·anch cells.- At their te1·n1ination, the protoplasmic
strands (branches) p1·oceeding from the grandmother stem cell, a.r e
connected ,,ritl1 cells about the size of a prin1ary spe1·matogone, whose
nuclei are many tin1es larger tha11 these cortical nuclei. I have called
them mother branch cells (pl. 15, fig. 57 a, b1·. c.). These cells a1·e
ovate or partly · cuneate, \\ritl1 tl1e nucleus located in the broad peripheral end and the apex tu1·ned inwa1·d towa1·d the grandmother
stem eell. Each pr·otoplasmic branch (pl. 15, fig. 57a, q.) divides at
or near its termi11atior1 into several fi11er b1·a11ches, each of which
becomes inser·ted into the apex of the 1notl1er b1·anch cell. E\ridently
the cytoplasm of the gra11dmother stem cell is contint1ous through
the numero11s protoplasmic br·anches ,,,.ith the cytoplasm of all the
mother branch cells. Tal<ing
into conside1·ation the great size of the
,
grandmother· stem cell as compared \\1 itl1 the short diameter of the
mother branch cell, tl1e great nu1nbe1·s of•the latter·, thus connected,
can be reaclily conceived, closely pacl{ed as they are.
Considering the intimate relatio11 betvveen the grandmother stem
cell, the mother brancl1 cells, a11d the cortical nuclej, a primitive germi-
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nal syncytium is suggested, out of which the cortical nuclei are being
organized into cells, while the mother branch cells are completely
differentiated with the exception of their protoplasmic connection
•
with the stem cell.
I have never seen the grandmother stem cell divide, there being
never more than one in a follicle (pl. 12, fig. 8b ). The nucleus, however, often presents appea1·ances suggesting amitotic division (pl. 15,
fig. 57a) . Yet, aside from the granules resembling chron1atin in the
cytoplasm (pl. 15, fig. 56) I find nothing suggesting an origin of the
cortical nuclei from tl1e nuclei of the grandmothe1· cell.
..
The cortical nuclei are usually elongated, compressed, and irregular,
· and it may be possible that tl1ey multiply amitotically, tl1eir minuteness preventing a definite determination of that matter. I have
neve1· seen any evidence of karyokinesis in these nuclei, ·though I
have seen it in their descendants, the young cyst cells, soon to be considered. On the other hand, the mother branch cells present beautift1l mitotic figu1·es (pl. 12, fig. 4; pl. 15, fig. 57a). It is necessary to
consider ve1·y care£ ully ,vhether the nucleus of tl1e mother branch cell
may not be merely developed cortical nuclei, and the whole mother
branch cell in fact a developed cortical cell to be 1·eplaced by tl1e latter
as they develop. Facts do not sustain this hypothesis. The cortical
nuclei not only surround the p1·otoplasmic processes or branches,
but extend also over and between the mother branch cells, where they
a1·e apt to be overlooked except in most favorable preparations. At
the distal end of tl1e mothe1· b1·anch cell, tl1e cortical nuclei are generally considerably larger (pl. 15, fig. 57a).
J{aryoki1iesis of tlie mothe1· branch cell.- Du1·ing rest the mother
brancl1 cell is more or less conical, the apex being in all cases turned
toward the grandn1other stem cell, wl1ich is the point of attacl1ment
with tl1e branch. Near the cente1· of the p1·oximal pointed pole there
is often seen a body suggesting a cent1·osome and sphe1·e witl1 archoplasm.
The nucleus in the resti11g state is coinparatively large, spherical,
and ricl1 in chrqmatin (pl. 15, fig. 57a, bt·. c.). The latter is in the
form of a network evenly distributed witl1 spherical, deeply staining
cl1romosomes nea1· the peripl1ery, and an i1·1·egula1· aggregation of
deeply stai11ed g1·a11ules near the center - the 011ly 1·epresentative of a
nucleolt1s.
When division enst1es, the nucleus is transformed into a cornpara-
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tively large and distinct spii1dle, having the t,venty-eight spherical
chromosomes ar1·anged perfectly in the equatorial plate. This pl1ase·
is very common (pl. 1,5, fig. 57 a, d). The chromosomes then split,.
each l1alf being drawn to an opposite pole of tl1e spindle, . The separation and the movement toward the poles is accomplished with the
utmost regularity, m al{ing beautiful dyasters . The anaphase is.
evidently passed through much more rapidly than the metaphase·
or telophase, as it is rarely seen (pl. 15, fig. 57a, e). The. telophase(pl. 15, fig. 57a, f) is f1·equently _to be seen, the beautiful intermediate
fibers of the spindle 1·emaining apparently fo1· a long time after· the
separation of the chromosomes is completed. In only one instance
have I seen as many as four mother branch cells belo11ging to the same
grandmother cell dividing at the same time (pl. 15, fig. 57a). Usually
only one is seen in mitosis.
v\,"ithout exception, the spindle is arranged in the long axis of tl1e
cell, and consequently vertically to the surface of the grandmother.
stem cell. This arrangement of tl1e spindle results, as the cytoplasn1
constricts at the equator, in the division i11to t,vo unlil(e and unequal
parts - a distal spherical cell (p. g.), and a proximal conical cell (i.),
connected as was the 01·iginal mother cell witl1 the central g1·andmothercell.
The peripheral, spherical daughter cell (p . g.) becomes detached
from _its sister, and is, i11 fact, a p1·im.ary spe1·matogone. • ·Tl1e proximal daughter cell retains the 01·iginal characte1· of tl1e mother stern
cell, occupying the same position and still connected with tl1e grandmother cell. Afte1· gro,ving to its original size it evidently divides
in the same manner again and again thus giving rise to a succession of·
p11.mary spermatogones. somewhat as a branch of so111e trees gives rise
to new buds to replace those that drop off, a single tree thus beco1ningthe parent of a forest.
As the p1·imary spe1·matogo11e is tl1us pinched off in l<:a1·yokinesis
f1·om its sister cell-the mothe1· branch cell-one 01· mo1·e of the cor·tical nuclei also accompany it, and a1·e later developed i11to tl1e
cyst cells (pl. 15, fig. 5.7a, k) . A section th1·ough the cells (b1·. c.) in
the plane indicated by the dotted li11e is 1·ep1·ese~ted in plate 15, figure
57b, where the relation _ of the mantle nt1clei to the mothe1· b1·anch
cells is clearly seen . Tl1ey fo1·m a ci1·cle of tl1ree 01· fou1· nuclei_
around each cell. The same relation is, of course, obtained in a
similar section thro1.1gh primary spermatogones.
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This constant pi11ching off of the primary spe1·111atogones in this
f1,y accot1nts for their acc1Jmulation he1·e in the 11eighborhood of the
g1·and1notl1er stem cell, and for· tl1ei1· absence in all other parts of the
testes. ·It explains, too, l1ov\r tl1e production of nev;, spermatozoa is
possible in tl1e ad11lt bt1tte1·fly even thot1gh all gonocysts a1·e already
"·ell de,reloped in the ver3r yotlng -larva.
Su.1nma1·y 011, the g1·a1idmothe1· stem cell.- I am not a ware that an
accou11t has eve1· been published of a simila1· case, and I consequently
anticipate on tl1e part of 1n3r 1·eaders a scepticis1u no less ·hostile than
has been my o'\v·n du1·ing my study of this subject: · I the1·efore sum1na1·ize the facts 011 ".,.l1icl1 my conclusio11s a1·e b·a sed: 1. There is at least one, but may be as many as four grandmother
stem cells i11 a testis (pl. 12, fig. 86).
2. There are no f1·ee spermatogones exce1)t in the immediate
,,icinity of this ·cell (pl. 12, fig. 4).
3. Follicles tl1at do not contain sucl1 a cell, soon have all their
contents conve1·ted into matt11·e s1)ermatocysts (1)1. 12, fig. 5, f.) .
4. Follicles co11taining tl1is cell continue to functio11 to the end
of tl1e breeding season (pl. 12, fig. 5, g. c., g. m . s.).
5. Tl1e cell exists in tl1e immature testis of the yot1ng larva (pl.
15, fig. 56) as well as in that of the adt1lt 11ear the end of tl1e breeding
season (pl. 12, fig. 5).
-6. The body of the cell though very la1·ge is ·apparently undifferentiated 1·esembling a1·choplasm i11 its homogeneity (pl. 12, fig. 4).
7. The nt1cleus sometimes sl10"\\'S signs of amitotic division (pl.
15, fig. 57a).
8. The cell is amoeboid in outline, sending ot1t p1·otoplasmic
st1·ands all over· its spherical surface (pl. 15, fig. 56).
9. Apparently imbedded in its peripheral p1·otoplasm are numerous
mi11ute nuclei, cortical nt1clei, wl1icl1 because of their va1·iable size
and sl1ape are easily mistaken for g1·anules sur1·ounding the cent1·al
cell (pl. 12, fig. 4) .
10. i\ttacl1ed to the end of eacl1 p1·otoplasmic process or branch
is a ~onical cell (1nother b1·ancl1 cell), witl1 its apex turning inward
toward the central g1·andmother cell (pl. 12, fig. 4).
11. · T _h e conical branch cell divides independently of otl1er cells
by mitosis (pl. 12, fig. 4).
.
12. The positio11 of the spindle is inva1·iably in the long axis of
the cell, the spindle axis being in line with the protoplasmic bra11ch
, ,1
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and consequently ,rertical to the· body of the gran·d n1other cell (pl. 12,
fig. 4).
13. Division of the branch cell, conseque11tly, 1·esults in t,,ro
unequal daughte1· cells, a p1'oximal attached portion (pl. 15, fig. 57a,
i. ), and a distal free spherical ' eel],. the· primary spermatogone (pl.
15, fig. 5 7, p. g.) .'
_14. Tl1e co1·tical nuclei 11ot ·only su1·round the protoplas1nic strands
or· b1·anches, but extend also a1·ot1nd t.he b1·ancl1 cell, tlte one at the
distal ·end becoming especially developed (pl. 15, fig. 57, c.) .
15. When the brancl1 cell divides, some of tl1e ma ntle nuclei
incltlding tl1e la1·ge distal 11ucletls (c.) are pinched off with the p1·imary.
sper1natogo11e.
16. Tl1e ntlclei tl1us associated 1'1.th the primary spermatogone
become the cyst cells (I)1. 15, fig. 57b) .
17. The proximal attached siste1· cell g1·0,vs afte1· division to tl1e
normal size of tl1e 1notl1er branch cells and then divides again.
18. Chains of tl1ree or four s1)herical primary spermatogones can
tht1s be seen di1·ectly i11 li11e with each mother b1·a11cl1 cell, l1aving
been pinched off from it, as it we1·e, like so man3r bt1<ls, bt1t by a p1·ocess
of karyokinesis (pl. 12, fig. 4) .
19. Beyond these chains of pri111a1·y sp ermatogo11es may be seen
isolated spindles, the first di,rision of the spermatogone into a tvvocelled gonocyst. ·
20. It is onlj· in this vicinity that I have ever fou11d isolated di,,iding cells and gonocysts in the two-celled 01· four-celled stage (J)l. 12,
fig: 4, c, d, e).
21. In the advanced gonocysts, all cells di,ride a.t the sa1ne time
(pl. 13, figs. 30, 31). H ence single spi11dles cannot be seen, except
wl1ere p1·imary spern1atogones begin tl1eir first division (pl. 12, fig.
4, b).
22. Soon after tl1e prima1·y sp ermatogone divides, tl1e cortical
nucleus accompan3ring it 111ay also be seen to divide mitotically (pl.
12, fig. 4, f).
23. The spi11dle of the prima1·y spe1·matogone does not have that
constant position which the mother b1·a11ch spindle has witl1 refere nee
to the grandmotl1e1· stem cell (pl. 12, fig. 4, b) .
24. Beginning ,,,ith the grandmother stem cell as a center and
drawing a line 1·adially outwa.1·d as in plate 12, figure 4, the1·e are, fi.1·st,
the mother b1·anch cell; second, one or mo1·e p1·i111ary spermatogones;
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thi1·d, a dividing spermatogone •; fourth, . a gonocyst in the two-celled
stage; fifth, a gonocyst in the four-celled stage; sixth, a gonocyst in

•

the eight-celled stage, sixteen, thirty-two, etc., stages.
25. The gr·andmother stem cell group is always found close to
the inner pigmented layer, at the peripl1ery of the follicle (pl. 12, fig.
4, g), never in the ce11ter of a follicle nor near the vas deferens where
the mature spe1·matozoa and tl1e stalked cells are found (pl. 12, fig. 5) .
. When all the above facts are .conside1·ed together, it will be conceded
that my conclusion in regard to the character and function of the
gr·andmother stem cell is fttlly justified. The subject certainly deserves
further study in other forms. As I find this cell also in a different
genus of butterfly, G1·apta silenus, I am surprised to find no mention
of it by Henking (' 92), Paulmier (' 98), 01· Wilcox ('95) in their work
on other· insects. Paulmier claims to have studied Papilio, and
draws one of his most important conclusions concerning the centrosome from it.
A suggestion.~ In my ''Researches 011 the oogenesis of Clemmys
ma1·mo1·ata '' ('04) I found that the follicle cells are the sister cells of
the egg, having originated fr·om tl1e same pr·imorclial oogoniu1n.
The relation of the mother brancl1 cells to tl1e g1·andmother stem cell
resembles very mucl1 tl1e relation of follicle cells to the egg. This,
I have al1·eady poi11ted out, is suggested when we examine an ovary
of the butterfly larva. Withottt running the risk of draw.ing unwarranted conclusions, it 1nay be st1ggested, at least,
that we seem to ha,re
.
in this grandmother· stem cell a singular rever·sal of function. In the
female the ce11t1·al cell functions as tl1e ger1n cell, wl1ile in the male,
tl1e peripheral cells corresponcling to the follicle cells of the ovary
become.the germ. If there is any homology between this grandmother
stem cell and the Se1·toli cell of the mam1nalian testes,. then may not
the Sertoli cell be homologous with the ovum of the mam1nalian
ovar·y?
.
•

•

•
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HISTORY OF THE 8PERMATOGONIA.
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In tl1e preceding account of the grandmother stem cell, I have given
the evidence for n1y conclt1sion that the primar·y spermatogones orig•
inate from tl1e mother· branch cell by. division of the latte1· (pl. 15,
fig. 57, /). The distal half becomes a free p1·imar·y spermatogone,
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while the proximal half grows and divides alte1·nately, givi11g rise thus
successively ·to a se1·ies of primary spe1·matogones .
At the same tin1e one or n1ore cortical nuclei (pl. 15, fig. 57, le) are
pinched off ,vith the p1·ima1·y spermatogones and become the cyst
-cells (pl. 15, fig. 58).
The nucleus of ·tl1e p1·ima1·y spermatogone is large and regula1·ly
.spl1erical. The cytoplasm is not especially abundant. The cyto1·eticulum is distinct. At one pole of tl1e nt1cleus an ir1·egular mass of
.archoplasm can be seen when properly stained (pl. 15, fig. 58).
Period of multiplication.- When the spermatogone prepares for
division the cl1romatin of the nt1clear reticulum is aggregated into
,s pherical chromosomes, ar1·anged near the peTiphery. There are
twenty-eight
ch1·omosomes.
Tl1ey
pr·eserve
their
individuality
to
a
.
remarkable exte11t tl1roughout tl1e history of the cell.
The archoplasmic mass elongates and finally divides, each half
moving to opposite poles of the nt1cleus (pl. 15, fig. 59), where two
large asters, with minu_te but distinct centrosomes, are developed.
The nuclear membrane disappea1·s while tl1e nucleus is being converted into a spindle with the chromoso111es at the equator (pl. 15, fig.
60). The spherical chrt)rnosomes are then split and eacl1 half is
drawn towa1·ds its respective pole (pl. 15, fig. 57a, e) . The metaphase
.and the telophase are most freqt1ently seen, the prophases and anaphase being passed th1·ougl1 r·apidly. The details of the propl1ases
.are more readily made out in matu1·ation, wher·e they are described
more fully. The chromosomes having 1·eached thei1· respective poles,
the cytoplasm constricts through the equator of the spindle, forming
two equal cells which owing to the persistence of the intermediate
-fibers remain united for some time (pl. 15, figs. 61, 62). The chron10.somes then begin to separate owi11g to the formation of karyolymph,
.a new nuclear memb1·ane appears (pl. 15, fig. 63), the intermediate
fibers gradually disappea1·, and the two-celled stage is attained (pl. 15,
fig. 64).
They are surrounded by the cortical cells (pl. 15, fig. 64), ,vhicl1
also divide a fe,v ti111es by karyol(inesis, forming a distinct spindle
like that just described (pl. 12, fig. 4, a, f) . I infe1· that these co1·tical
-cells, now the cyst cells, divide only in this early period, because I
h·ave never seen them divide in the larger and-more developed cysts.
A second division of the two spermatogones (pl. 15, fig. 64) soon
-ensues, leading to the four-celled stage (pl. 15, fig. 65). During their
•
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periocl of 1·est, the spermatogones see1n to grow slightly, whicl1 is
evident f1·om the gradual increase in size of the cyst as a " 7hole. (Comp are pl. 15, fig,s . 6-:1:, 65, 66.)
At 1·est the nt1clei a1·e la1·ge and spherical. An indistinct nuclear
net,vork is present, but the sphe1·ical cl11·omosomes are arranged
cl1iefly a1·ound tl1e })eriphery (pl. 15, figs. 65, 66, 70). There is
us11ally an indistinct, i1·regular, feebly staini11g body 1·epresenting a
nt1cleolt1s (pl. 15, fig. ·55) . Bt1t usually notl1ing can be seen except a
dee1)ly stai11i11g i1·1·egular 1nass of chromatin g1·an11les - a chromatin
11ucleolus. 111 mitosis this body disappears. It is probably an aggregation of cl11·omosomes " hicl1 assume their position at the equato1·
of the spindle lil(e the 1·est.
Even these s111aJl spermatogones in the four- or. eight-celled stage
of the cyst sl1ow distinct and beautiful mitotic figures (pl. 15, figs. 66, .
67). Sectio11s th1·ough the equato1· sl1ow t,venty-eight chromosomes
(pl. 15, fig. 66a).
vVhile in nearly all cases. all the cells of a cyst are i11 the san1e phase
of mitosis, there a1·e occasional exceptions (pl. 15, fig. 66b). These
exceptions have aided me consiclerably i11 dete1·n1inipg the rather
obscure seq11eilCe of events.
The original bounda1·y o.f tl1e nucleus ca11 so1netimes be seen after
the 11uclear 1ne111b1·ane has disa1)pea1·ed an cl the spindle is fully fo1·med
(pl. 15, fig. 66c) . Tl1ere is 110 1·easo11 wl1ateve1· to doubt tl1at the p art
of tl1e S})indle lyi11g bet,vee11 the outer circle of . the ce11troson1e is
de1·ived enti1·ely from the nucle11s. This " 1ill be see11 to be even more.
evident in tl1e fi1·st
matu1·ation di,risio11 .
.
The1·e is 1·ep1·esented in plate 15, figure 67, an unusually distinct
preparation sl10"1i11g the circles of 1nicrosomes surrot1nding each centrosome ancl tl1e 1·elation. of the cl1ron1osomes to those ci1·cles .
Sy1iapsis .- , vhen the cells of a cyst a1·e nearing tl1e end of the
multiplicatio11 period, they pass tl11·ough a se1·ies of changes which I
have called synapsis, a te1·m used by 1VI001·e (' 95) to designate similar
appearances in elasmobranchs.
Up to this time, the spermatogones have 1·emained spl1erical. No,,r
they becon1e crowded ancl consequently i11 tangential section regula1·ly
fi, e-sided (pl. 15, fig. 70). They also become 1·egularly arranged,
acquire a co11ical shape., the apex bei11g t111·ned toward the center of
the cyst, tl1e base or b1·oad encl i11 contact with the enclosing cyst wall.
In this broad oute1· part of the cell, the la1·ge spherical nucleus is ir1variably found (J)l. 13, fig . 25) .
1
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In the p1·eceding sphe1·ical condition of tl1e spermatogones, the
ch1·omatin is in the fo1·1n of a 11etwo1·k with chromoso1nes a1·rangecl
a1·ound t he periphe1·y, ancl an i1·regular chi·omatin mass 11ea1· the
center (pl. 13, :fig. 24). Novv the chro111atin is al] massed .a t the in11.e1·
pole of the nucleus, close to the n t1clea1· n1e1nb1·ane (pl. 13, fig. 25). I
have come to the co11clt1sion that tl1is is ~1ot the effect of reagents. I t
occurs in the best p1·eserved mate1·ial, a11d regularly in cysts of that
partict1la1· stage. The nt1clet1s shOVl'S no sig11 of shrinkage as it is
1·egula1·ly
sph
e1·ical.
But
O\\TJ.11g
to
the
massi11g
of
tl1e
chr
omati11
at
.
the inner pole of the nuclet1s, the latter has the ap1)eara11ce of a la1·ge
vact1ole (pl. 13, fig. 25). The cl1r,01natin then gradt1ally expan ds into
tl1e vacapt part of th e nucleus, tl1e cl11·oruatin st1·ands g1·ovi7ing out
along the p eriphery, and finally turns out to be a much coiled si11gle
th1·ead with regt1la1·ly a1·ranged small chromosomes (pl. 13, . fig. 26).
At :61·st tl1is coil appears nea1· the pe1·i1Jl1ery of tl1e nµcleus leaving a
clear vacant space in the cente1·. Bt1t. this, too, becomes obliterated,
and the nucleus finally p1·esents tl1e appea1·a11ce 1·eprese11ted in plate
13, figure 2:7. The cell$ have novv again become spherical (pl. 13, figs.
26, 27), the nt1clet1s has inc1·eas~d i11 size cat1sing the· cytoplasrn to
appear less abu11dant th an in the first synaptic stage (pl. 13, fig.
27). The chromatin is now agai11 in tl1e fo1·m of a n~tworl~, but the
linin fibers a1·e very delicate, and i11te1·sect one another at va1·iable
a11gles. At th ese points of inte1·section, the spl1erical chromosomes,
n.o w greatly reduced in size,: are fot1nd. The ,vl1ole net,vo1·l{ l1as tl1e
appea1·ance of beii1g in a . state of tension, cat1sed b)7 the expa11sion of
the nucleus (pl. 13, fig. 27).
These cells . 110w proceed to divide mitotically. T,,ro centroson1es
each with an indistinct aste1· appea1· at the opposite poles of tl1e 11ucleus;
the nt1clear membrane disappears, and the nuclea1· contents ar·e co11ve1·ted into a spindle (pl. 13, :fig. 28). The ch1·01noso1nes are ar1·anged
at tl1e equator of the spindle. . They a1·e spherical and appar ently
single (pl. 13, fig. 28, a). They soon split (pl. 13, fig. 28, b). Each
half chromoson1e 1noves to its 1·espective pole (pl. 13, fig. 28, c). I
have seen only one fibe1~ attached to each chro1nosome. As the hal,,es
separate, the intermediate fibers connect the halves, but tl1ese fibers
seem much more delicate than the 01·iginal spindle fibe1·s (pl. 13, :fig.
28). I shall refer to this . again in conn.e ctio11 vvith the n1atu1·ation
division, som e phases of which are re1)resented in plate 13, figt1res 29,
30, 31. I feel certain that figt1res 25, 26, and 27 represent propha.ses
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leading up to the ·division represented in figu1·e 28. It is of course
next to impossible to deter1nine just vvl1at happens. But it seems to
me that there is first a conjugation of ch1·omosomes (pl. 13, fig. 25),
then a re-formation of mixed chromosomes (pl. 13, fig . 26), then a
pulling apart of those new chromosomes into double the original
numbe1· (pl. 13, fig. 27) . A 1·eunion of different h alves is then brougl1t
about in the fo1·mation of the spindle, tl1t1s restoring ·t he original
number of twenty-eight chromosomes. I have see11 nothing in these
stages suggesting a pseudoreduction. It may l1ave something to do
with the comparatively long pe1·iod of rest and growth which follows.
The efficiency of tl1e cl1romatin in metabolism of the cell may b e
enhanced by this new eqt1ilibrium of its chromosomes brought about
by rearrangement of their constituent units .
Pseudomitosome and abnormal spe'rmatogones.- At the close of
this synaptic mitosis, tl1e s1)indle, or intermediate fibers, disappears
more slowly tl1an usual, and consequently gives rise to a body co1·responding to the '' nebenke1·n ' ' of the spermatid. This pseudonebenkern gradually 1nelts a vvay at the periphery causing a large spherical
vacuole extending partly if not completely a round the nucleus (pl. 13,
fig. 32). It is abot1t the size of the original nucleus just before the
formation of the spindle (pl. 13, fig. 27). At one pole of this vacuole
lies the compact spl1erical nucleus (pl. 13, fig. 32, c) apparently witl1out
nuclear membrane, and evident ly with little or no karyolymph. The
original spindle substance, 1nitosome, gradually diminisl1es till nothing
remains bt1t a small spl1erical body in appearance not unlil(e an attraction sphere (pl. 13, fig. 32, b). This occasionally has one or two
central bodies suggesting cent1·osomes (pl. 13, fig. 32, a).
As this occurs in cysts _w hich I ha..ve to interpret as gonocysts and
in cells of the size of spermatogones in synapsis, I have to· select one
out of two possible conclusions. Either there is here an abortive
attempt of the spermatogones to form spe1·matids, thus omitting the
spetmatocyte stage, and hence the usual maturation divisions, or else
it is a pathological condition of the cells, a fact which is suggested by
the peculiar position and behavior of the nuclet1s.
It is of course possible that the nucleus (pl. 13, fig. 32, c) may expand till it ultimately fills the vac1.1ole, thus resto1·ing the cell to its
original resting co11dition. In that case tl1e centrosome and spl1ere
remaining after the pseudomitoso1n e is abso1·bed, would lie close to
the nuclear membrane bet,veen tl1e nucleus and cytoplasm,- a posi•
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tion which it actually do~s occupy in the normal sper1natocyte (pl. 13,
fig. 36, ,c) .
That which gives these cells their· pathological aspect is the compactness of the nucleus. I l1ave already called attention to si1nila1·
nuclei represented in pla.te 13, figure 33, wl1ere tl1ei1· pathological
nature is very evident since these cells actually crumble to pieces. In
those cells, too, the n11clei a1·e compact, deeply staining bodies <le, oid
of karyolymph. I assume that the cl11·om atin, fo1· some 1·eason, has
ceased to function, inasmuch as t he ka1·yolymph - which I have
found in 0th.er cells to be a pr·oduct of chromatin, i. e., nuclear activity
- is no longer produced. I should hesitate to co11sider as pathological, the somewhat similar nuclei 1·epresented in plate 13, fig11re 32,
were it not that in most cases after· 1nitosis, the daughter nuclei are
soon re-formed and expanded.
Tl1e large cells in plate 13, figure 33, witl1 several nuclei st1ggest
that while the nuclei have divided into tv\ro, four, 01· even six distinct
nuclei, the cytoplasm has evidently failed to constrict. The general
appearance of this cytoplasm is ce1·tainly pathological; but it is difficult to decide whyther the disorganization is d11e to the 11ucleus 01· to
the cytoplasm. The evide11ce vvill ha1·dly permit the co11clusion that
synapsis is a diseased conditio11 leading up to the final diso1·ganization
represented in plate 13, figu1·e 33. (Compare pl. 13, figs. 24, 25, 26,
27, 28, 32, 33.)
Period of growth.- It seems cer·tain, judging from tl1e gradual
increase in size of the gonocysts, that the1·e is a slight period of growth
after each mitosis dt1ring the division period. But it is equally clear
that ther,e now intervenes a consider·able rest pe1·iod in which the
spermatogone, now a spermatocyte, sin1ply grows . I have sought to
represent these facts i11 the diag1·a1n (text-fig. A).
The size finally attained b y tl1e sper1natocytes ,raries greatly. At
maturation 1nost spe1·n1atocytes are comparatively minute (pl. 13,
figs. 29, 30, 31) . These minute ones ar·e 11sually found nea1· the
periphery, the cytocysts being scatter·ed among the go11ocysts. Occasionally, in tl1e same testis witl1 the fo1·1ner, ther·e are found, nea1·er
the center of the follicle, and among the matt1re spern1atocysts, enormou,sly developed cytocysts witl1 un11sually lar·ge spe1·n1atocytes. Hence
there ar·e ordinary spermatocytes and giant spermatocytes (pl. 13,
figs. 35, 36, 37, 38; pl. 1fi. figs. 76, 78, 79, 80).
Under the heading ''Stalked cells," and in connection with cyto1
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cysts, it has already been pointed ouf that a possible connection may
exist between tl1ese giant spe1·1natocytes and the stall{ed cells (compare
the series, pl. 15, figs. 68, 69, 77, 83, 84, 85 and figs. 86J 87, 88, 89, 78,
79, 80, the forme1· being free cells, possibly originally stalked like fig.·
68, the latter, giant spe1·matocytes in process of maturation).
Aside from their origin, the gia11t spermatocyte and the ordi11ary
smaller ones differ in· no particula1· except size. The end product,
too, tt1rns out to be identical. I h ave discovered no diffe1·e11ce in the
spe1·matozoa, but the spermatids differ g1·eatly as to size.
Because of their size the giant spermatocytes are especially favo1·able
for the study of tl1e phases of n1itosis and 1·eduction, as well as fo1· the
various problems connected with the t1·ansformation of the spermatid
into a mature spermatozoon.

SPERlVIATOCYTE FIRST ORDER.

•

•

When the sper1natocyte b egins to g1·ow, its 1·elatio11 to the other cells
of the cytocyst cl1anges. For, whereas du1·ing the mi1ltiplication
period, the sper1natogones form a solid cyst lil{e the morula of a segmenting egg, the spermatocytes form a hollow cyst reserr1bling a blastt1la. Under the heading '' Spermatocysts '' a physical explanation
of this has already been suggested. All the spe1·matocytes assume
a definite relation to the sur1·ounding cyst cells. Each spermatocyte
now has one pole in contact with the cyst wall, the opposite pole free and
next to the ce11ter of the cyst. On all othe1· sides they are subjected
to pressure from neighboring cells. Consequently they are elongated
radially. Transver sely to the 1011g axis tl1e outline of the cells is
similar to that of the spermatogone in some phases of its development
(pl. 15, fig. 70). 111 the radial axis, they show a flattened base next
to the cyst wall, and a free rounded side next to the lumen of the
cyst (pl. 13, figs. 35, 36) . At this sn1aller, f1·ee pole the spherical
nucleus always lies (pl. 13, figs. 35, 36, 37) .
The ch1·omatin netwo1·k 1·esembles that of the spermatogone at
rest, but the arrangement of tl1e chromosomes is not so definitely pe1·ipheral. An irregular, deeply staining body is also p1·e~ent here. It
has a somewhat va1·iable positio11 11ear the cente1· of the nucleus.
Relatively, the cytoplasm increases more tha11 the nucleus though
the latte1· also exceeds the nucleus of the spermatogone (compa1·e
•
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fig. 35 with fig. 24, pl. 13). A disti11ct reticula1· structure with cytomicrosomes can be seen in the cytoplasm of the 1·esting cell. In this
1·espect, as in many others, these spe1·matocytes differ very ma1·kedly
from the grandmother stem cell. · From the latter up to the spe1·matocyte, there seems to be a g1·ad11al evolution of the cytoreticulum,
as _even the cyton1icrosomes, practically •invisible in the grahdmotl1er
stem cell, seem also to increase in size with the growth of the cell.
While the cytoplasm is distinctly g1·anular, the1·e is nothing that could
be compar·ed to the yolk of eggs.
The centrosome of spe'r matocyte.-Although often impossible to
see, favorable prepar·ations reveal a cent1·osome. Its position is somewhat var·iable (compar·e pl. 13, fig. 35, a, b, c, cl, e, with fig. 36, c). In
the spermatocytes of Papilio 't utulus, the centrosome, in the resting
cell, is imbedded in the nucleus, causing an indentation in the latter·,
by which it car1 often be located (pl. 13, fig. 36, c; pl. 15, figs. 71,
75). This, however, seems not to be the case in Grapta silenus (pl.
13, fig. 35). In Papilio, it is usually found on the inner free pole of the
nucletis. In material preserved as indicatecl in the '' method," it is a
clear unstained vesicle or archoplasn1ic body very regularly spherical, but sometimes more irregular. In G1·apta silenus, the centrosome or small sphe1·e has a mo1·e variable position (pl. 13, fig. 35).
Giant spe1·matocytes.- At the end of the growth period, the spermatocytes of the same cyst are remarkably uniform in size, thougl1 as
al1·eady pointed out the size var·ies greatly in diffe1·ent cysts (compare
pl. 13, figs . 29, 30, 31 with figs. 35, 36, 37).
I have never· fo1u1d these giant spermatocytes in the larval testes.
They occtir in tl1e mat11r·e butterfly chiefly late in the season, when,.
as already shown, the stalked cells and the free cells (pl. 15, figs.
68, 69, 77, 83, 64, 85) are also found. Consequently there seems to_be
some cor1·espondence between the growtl1 of the sper·matocytes and
the general maturity of the insect. No such difference exists betwe~n
the spermatogo11es of the larva and the adult.

•
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PERIOD OF l\1ATURATION.

Having completed their gro,vth, the spermatocytes enter on their
t"\\TO final clivisions to form spermatids. Tl1e first indication of
approaching division appear·s in the ce11t1·0s01ne (pl. 13, fig. 35, a, b) ..
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Even in the 1·esting stage, the centrosome is appa1·e11tly double (fig.
35, c). But in most cases this is not evident (pl. 13, fig. 36, c; pl. 16,
fig. 90). No changes can, as yet, be discovered in tl1e nucleus.
P1·ophases of mitosis.- The two centr·osomes se1Ja1·ate. As yet,
there is no evidence of an aster, and there is no spindle uniting tl1e
two centroso1nes as they separate (pl. 13, fig. 35, d). Each cent1·0som e moves a1·ound tl1e nucleus through an a11gle of ni11ety deg1·ees.
The original position of the cent1·osome is ust1ally i11 the long axis
of the cell, the axis ve1·tical to the tangent at tl1e cell's bas~ or· cyst
membrane. Consequently the line joining the two ce11trosomes when
tl1ey have reached their destina.tion at opposite poles of the nuclet1s is
at right angles to tl1e vertical 01· long axis of the cell.
Shortly befo1·e a1·1·iving at tl1eir 1·espective poles (pl. 13, fig. 36, e, f)
01· immediately afte1·,vard, an aste1· is developed around each cent1·0some (pl. 16, 6=g. 92).
Tlie aster.- Ustially both aste1·s a1·y developed at the same time,
but a case has been see11 ,;vhere one aste1· was well developed while
the other was not (pl. 13, fig. 37, a, c), the cent1·osome ~rithout an aste1·
having apparently 11ot yet 1·eached its destination.
Tl1e aster is developed enti1·ely at the .expense of tl1e cytoreticulum,
the entire cyto1·eticult1m being in,rolved (pl. 16, fig. 92). All fibe1·s
of t he cytoreticulum co11verge at tl1e two ,opposite poles of the nucleus,
from wl1iGl1 point they 1·adiate i11 st1·aigl1t li11es to the very pe1·ipl1ery
,of the cell.
O"\\ring to the constant eccentJ::icity of the nucleus, near the inner
free pole of the cell, the asters a1·e necessa1·ily unsy111met1·ical, i. e.,
the 1·ays on one side are ve1·y much longe1· tl1an those 011 tl1e opposite
side (pl. 16, fig. 92; pl. 13, fig. 36, d, e, f). The ar·choplasm theory of
the ast1·al rays finds no suppo1·t here. The1·e is no evidence of a gradt1al
outg1·ovvth f1·01n the centrosome or spheres of tl1e ast1·al 1·ays . The
microsomes <)f wl1ich tl1ey a1·e com1Josed seem sn1alle1· than those of
tl1e fo1·1ner cytoreticulum.
The study of these asters inc]i11es on e more a11d more to favor the
vievv of an actttal splitting of the original c3rto1·etict1lu1n and cytornicroso1nes. Ther·e is a very evident cr·ossing of the astr·al r·ays in the
larger proximal pole of the cell (1)1. 16, figs . 92, 03, 94, 95, 96, 97).
Bt1t there may be a connection at tl1e pe1·ipl1ery of tl1e cell bet,veen
tl1e long fibe1·s of one aste1· a11d a co1·1·esponcling sho1·t fiber of the other.
This might prodtice tl1e crossed appeara11ce, a11d "' 0ttld 11ot necessa7
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1·ily i111ply a 11e,,r fo1·mation of the ast1·al 1·ays. In the immediate 11eighborl1·o od of th·e centroson1e the rays a1·e so crowded as to obs-cure the
cent1·osome e11tirely, and cause a da1·lr cloudy effect ,vl1ich can ·be seen
with a magni:ficatio11 too low for tl1e e11tire aster to be seen.
The cent1·osome. - In sp ecially favo1·able preparations, the centrosome can be seen with tl1e l1igl1est 1nag11ifying ·povver as a 1ui11ute
dot at the focus of 'tl1e astral system (pl. 16,' fig. 111). It is surrou11ded by a.n i11ne1· circle of mici·osom es. At a11 equal 'distance outside this is a second ci1·cle v,rl1icl1 ba:1·ely toucl1es the nt1clear m emb1·ane
(pl. 15, fig . 75), a11d ot1tside tl1is a tl1ird ci1·cle \vhich inte1·sects the
nt1clet1s (pl. 16, fig. 92). Vie,ved fro111 the })Ole the aster appears
regula1· and syn1metrical, shov,ring tl1·e san1e thicke11ings of 't l1e fibers
which give the three-ringed appearance (pl . 16, fig. 112) . In these
prepa1·ation s, wl1icl1 are especially clear, tl1e astral rays seem to proceed
di1·ectly f1·om the ce11t1·osome. That being the case, tl1e minuteness of
the centrosome, i. e., the central g1·anule, is 1·ema1·l<able. If the centrosome were tl1e 1·est1lt of coalesce11ce ·o f 1uany cytomicrosomes of the
ordinary kind, it ot1ght to be la1·ger. · It scarcely exceeds a single
mic1·osom·e. It is only in t l1e most favorably preserved m·aterial,
consequently, tl1at it witl1 its ci1·cle of mic1·osomes can be s·e en. Figu1·e· 111 and figure 112 (pl. 16) we1·e d1·aw11 frorr1 111aterial left fo1· :fifteen minutes in normal salt solutio11, then t1·ansferred to a concentrated· solution of corrosive· subli1uate ·for· fifteer1 minutes· more, after
which a one-percent solution of acetic acid was added and allowed
to act for ten minutes. Before staining in saffranin, it was left for
te11 minutes in a fifty-percent alcoholic solution of iodine. ·
The nucleus. · While the asters have ·t·ht1s 'bee11 fully_ developed,
the nucleus has remained practically unchange'd . The distance' of
the centrosome from the 11uclear membrane · is u·s u·ally very constant,
the second 1·ing of microsom es appa1·ently touching the nuclea1· m embrane, which is still as p1·ominent as· ever. The nucleus ·is . regularly
spherical' (pl. 15, figs. '78, 86; pl. 1-6, fig. 92). It is rarely ·elbngated
in the directio11 of the centroson'les (pl. 15', fig. 81); b·ut on the other
l1and frequently indented at one pole (pl. 15·, figs. 71; 75) , or at ·both
poles, being compressed laterally (pl. 15, figs. 76, · 82). To suppose
that this indentation is due to a pushing in of the astral · rays as· t hey
shoot out from the centrosdme is about as absurd a proposition as
could well be made - absurd even if no account be taken of the fact
that such indentation exists often befo1·e the rays are dev~loped (pl. 15,
fig. 84; pl. 16, figs. 90, 91).
.
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.H istory of the chromatin.-The chromatin nucleolus has now disappeared, but the nuclear network see1ns still unchanged. The cl1romosomes are still ir1·egularly scattered througl1out the nucleus ; and
apparently connected with the linin strands. These are grant1lar
as usual.
A change now ensues. The loose wavy linin strands become conve1·ted into a well defined system of straight intersecting tl11·eads by
wl1ich the chromosomes a1·e sus1)ended about equidistant from one
another. The linin threads seem stretched, and the chromosomes
are more regular and more clearly defined than previously (pl. 16,
fig. 93).
Formation of the spireme.- What up to this time appeared as a
network, has now been converted into a single coil, witl1 the chromosomes arranged like a bead st1·ing. Tl1e coil is wa,ry and as it does
not lie in the same plane, it is difficult to understand and even more
difficult to represent in a d1·awing (pl. 16, fig. 94) .
The thread then becomes closely packed in a solid mass at one pole
of the nucleus (pl. 16, fig. 95). The point of condensation seems to
vary as it is not always found at the same pole, considering the position
of the asters.
This mass then moves into the center of the nucleus (pl. 1(3, fig. 96).
It now consists of a double thread - two pa1·allel rows of chromosomes
- which viewed in the rigl1t plane has more or less the sl1ape of a
horseshoe . or imperfect circle: This then elongates (pl. lq, fig. 97)
a11d the rest1lt is a second doubling of the thread,. making a thread of
four chromoso1nes lying side by side (pl. 1·6, fig. 98). Very little of
the linin is to be seen between the chromatin. The rest of the nucleus
is a clear vacuole. I have discovered no definite relation between the
position of this chro1natin thread and the axis uniting the two centrosomes.
Formation_of tetrads.-The chromatin thr~ad now begins to break
UP,, .and the fragments separate g1·adually (pl. 16, figs. 99, 100). Each
fragment consists of four. chromosomes (pl. 16, fig. 101). As they do
not all lie in -the same _p lane, they are nqt all visible at the san1e time .
Hence some of the phtomosomes of a tetrad seem less distinct than
others. No cle~r linin fibers connecting the tet1·ads a1·e visible.
The tetrads are thus formed from a single chromatin thread doupled
twice on itself. The1·e being originally twenty-eight ch1·omosomes,
the thread when thus doubled .shows seven chromosomes in a line,
I
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but four chr9mosomes . deep. These seven tetrads are then sepa•
rated (pl. 16, fig. 101).
Formation of diads.- Slight t1·aces of linin fibers can finally be seen
connecting the tet1·ads, a11d as they separate more and more, the linin
becomes more evident. I assume that in the preceding stages, the
linin has been co11t1·acted a:r,id formed an imbedding mass in " 'l1ich the
chromosomes lie.
The tetrads
1·emain distinct as tetrads only for a short time. As
.
they separate they are pulled apa1·t into twos, thus making fourteen
diads from the original seven tetrads (pl. 16, fig. 103).
Formation of the spindle.- As the diads ~ecome more and n1ore
distributed throughout the nt1clear space, the linin becomes more
distinct, while the individual chromosomes of each diad seem to
diminish_in s ize (pl. 16, fig. 104). Slight indications of a polar arrangement of the linin strands can now be seen (pl. 16, fig. 105).
The nuclear membrane now disappea1·s. And this occurs while
the first undoubted spindle fibers connecting the two centrosomes
are being formed (pl. 16, fig. 106). The original outline of the nucleus
is still apparent and the diads are distributed about equally throtrghout the nuclear a1·ea. All tl1e linin fibers are now, howeve1·, much
more distinct; and a definite polar· arrangement is clearly seen . The
original nuclea1· area is now slightly elongated in the direction of the
asters (pl. 16, fig. 106).
The central par·t of the spindle is first to be formed. As the remaining fibers are pulled i11to place, the chromosomes, also, a1·e brought
into line with the ~pindle axis. In the meantime the distance between
the a~ters se~ms to ill;crease; hence the 9val shape which the spindle
finally assumes (pl. 16, fig. 107) .
It is very evident that tl1e spindle is of nuclear origin, the entire
nuclelrs being gradually converted into a spindle. , But that part of
each spindle fiber extending from the centrosome to the second microsome ring of the aster is of course cytoplasmic in origin as the entire
asters are.
This
is
seen
clear.ly
in
plate
16,
figure
109,
where
the
.
original nuclear area is still ,·isible.
Prophase of first maturation div'ision.- The ch1·omosomes still
apparently grouped in twos when the first sig11s of spindle formation
appear, are at first scattered eqtrally tl1roughout the nuclear area,
and are brought into li11e at the equator of the spindle as the spindle.
forms. I infer this from such ap•p earances as are represented in .
'
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plate 16, figure 107. I feel obliged to consider tl1is stage as the first
rr1atura.tio11 di,1isio11 for reasons wl1ich appea1· •in the desc1·iptior1 of
the second 1naturation divisio11 (see fig. 117).
In this division the ch1·omosomes ne,rer forn1 such a perfect equato1·ial plate as they do in corresponding phases i11 division ·of the
spermatogo11ia (pl. 1,5, fig. 66). In nearly all cases some of the chro1nosomes are slightly ecce11t1·ic.
1.l f etapliase .- The number of ch1·omosomes in tl1e equatorial plate
is readily determined in these giant spe1·n1atocytes. I have repeatedly
counted tvventy-eight cl11·0111osomes. Sections through the equator
of the spindles a1·e con1mo11 (pl. 16, fig. 110). The spindle· is circula1· in transverse section. In this first 1naturation division, there is
no sepa1·atio11 into n1antle fibe1·s a11d central spindle. The chromosomes a1·e 1·egularly dist1·ib11ted, a fact which facilitates the counti:ng
of them. In 1nany if not in all cases the chromosomes in the equatorial plate sl10,v a ma1·kecl tendency towards a lineal ar1·angement (pl.
16, fig. 110), more ma1·ked in some cases than i11 others (pl. 15, fig.
72) . There is also a distinct radial a1·rai1gement of the granules of
the cytoplasm, ,vhicl1 1·epresent tl1e c11t ends of the ast1·al rays (pl.
15, fig. 72 ; pl. 16, fig. 110) . Bt1t this is not nea1·ly so ·marl{ed as in
the case of the aster looked at from th·e pole (pl. 15, fig. 73; pl. 16,
fig. 110).
While tl1e chron1osomes still occt1py the equatorial plate they split
into halves.
A naphase.-The l1al,1es of eacl1 chromosome the11 move to opposite poles. The movement of some segme11ts' is faste1· than tnat of
others, the result being that in tl1is phase, 'also, it i:s a rare occtrrrence
to find such pe1·fect diaste1·s as in a corresponding phase of ·s permatogonia mitosis.
·
They all reach their respective poles where they become crowded
closely together i11to a more 01· less crescent-shaped mass p·artly encircling the centrosome (pl. 16,-fig. 113; pl. 15, fig. 74). From what I
have seen of this in hundreds of cases both i11 the living 'dividi11g spermatocyte and in tl1e best preserved material, I have been led' •to the
conclusion that the chromosome segments approach the centrosome
no nearer than the second mic1·osome ring (pl. 16, fig. 109), which is
the limit of that po1·tion of tlie spindle which is formed from ·the
nucleus. I feel certain that this is also the case in the karyoki:hesis of
the spermatogonia (pl. 15, fig. 67).
•
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As tl1e cl1ron1osome segments are thus drawn towards thei1· respective poles, they seem still united by the intermediate fibe1·s "v\1hicl1
p1·esent in gene1·al otitline the form of the original spindle (pl. 16, fig.
113). The connecting · fibers seem finer tl1a11 the 01·iginal spindle
fibers ; and the questio11 11atu1·ally arises "v\rhethe1· the original fibers
are 11ot really composite. I have reason to believe that this is the
case; for by the applicatio11 of acetic acid eithe1· in stronger solt1tion
of fo1· a longe1· pe1·iod of tin1e, tl1e spindle ca11 be made to s,,,ell out
greatly till it is nea1·ly ci1·cula1· (pl. 13, fig. 38). In tl1is case, the number of spi11dle fibe1·s seems greatly increased. 011 several occasions
spindle fibers have appea1·ed to be split up into two 01· more st1·ancls;
and in still otl1er cases they va1·y g1·eatly in tl1ickness as if so111e had
been split while otl1e1·s l1ad tl1e strands still tinited.
This may accotint fo1· the fact that the i11termediate fibers seem
finer tha11 the original ones. It n1ay stiggest, too, th at the sepa1·ation
of the chromatin segme11ts is due to a splitting of the spindle fiber .
Assuming that each spi11dle fibe1· a1·ising from the original nt1cleus is
really composite from a double folding on itself of a fiber lil{e the letter
S, the origi11 of the inte1·mediate fibe1·s as well as the cat1se of their
thin11ess could be ex1)lained. If the t,vo ends of the comp1·essed S
cont1·act, ·then tl1e two l1alf chro1noso1nes belongi11g to eacl1 a1·1n of
the S would be sepa1·ated, leaving onl)r one tl1i1·d of tl1e origi11al fibe1·
as tl1e intermediate fiber.
Telopl1ase.-Some time after the cliromosome segments have
~eached their 1·espective poles, the cytoplasm begins to constrict at
the equator, the constriction reaching the spindle before tl1e latte1·
begins to disappear (pl. 16, fig. 114). In the living cell, I have watched
this intermediate spindle for hou1·s, and noted the gradual constriction
of the cytoplas1n, being i1npressed by tl1e p e1·sistence of these intermediate spindles and their re1narkable clea1·ness in tl1e living state.
•

••

SECOND MATURATION DIVISION.

Soon after the first division is accomplished, the cell prepares for the
second division, apparently before a new nucleus has been d eveloped
out of tl1e chromosomes. Even before the first division is completed,
and while the intermediate fibers of the first spindle still exist, the
centrosomes at the poles divide, eacl1 forming two small asters which
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g1·adually separate (pl. 16, fig. !14). The ch1·omatin segme11ts are
soon d1·awn i11 between the two sepa1·~ting asters, and a new spindle
is formed (pl. 16, fig. 115). The separation of the new asters is not
always equally rapid in the tv\ro dat1ghter cells of the spermatocyte
(pl. 16, fig. 115). One spermatoc)·te second order may even be
completely divided, wliile the other has not yet begun to divide (pl.
16, fig. 116). This may take place v\rhile the intermediate fibers of
the first division still pe1·sist. As a 1·esult of this the1·e may be one
la1·ge cell (spe1·n1atocyte second 01·de1·) connected by half of a divided
spindle with each of tv\ro smaller spermatids, the latter in turn being
also connected by a spindle (pl. 16, fig. 116). This is not at all common. Gene1·ally the first division is completed before the second
begins.
Tlie achromatic figur;·e in the second maturation division is very
much like that of . the first division; but tl1e chromosomes have a
decidedly different relation to the spindle fibers. In the first place,
no equatorial plate is formed. 111 the second place, it is only the
central fibers of the spindle that are attached to chromosomes, the
ch1·omosomes being strung along tl1ese cent1·al fibe1·s f1·om pole to
pole. The outer fibers of the spindle are e11tirely devoid of chromoso1nes (pl. 16, fig. 117). I take this to be due to ·the fact that division
begins before the nuclet1s is reconstructed after the first division, and
the fact that, unlike the first division, the separ~tion of the chromosomes is not preceded by spirerne and tet1·ad formation. Hence
tl1ere is in this case no division no1· splitting of the chromosomes.,
There is me1·ely a sor·ting of them in sucl1 a way that one half the
original number is drawn tov\7ard one pole, the other half number
to,vard the other. This of course results in tl1e 1·eduction of the
number of chromosomes to fourteen in each cell, 011e half the somatic
numbe1·.
Orientat1·on of cell and spindle.-The cytocyst bei11g a hollow
spl1ere, with the spermatocytes arranged in a single layer next to the
cyst wall, the cells acquire an outer broad base, and a narrow inner
rounded end turned toward the cyst cavity. The nuclet1s of tl1e
cell has an ecce11tric position, qeing always located near the inner,
narrow end of the cell. vVhen the spindle develops in th~ first maturation division, it is always placed in the ~hort axis at right angles to
tl1e long or vertical .axis of the cell and parailel to the cell's base.
Tl1is 1·esults i11 the division of the spermatocytes into exact ha,lves.
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As the cell is about to constrict, how~ver, i~ asst1mes a more spl1e1·ical
shape (pl. 16, figs. 112, 113).
The spermatocytes second order thus formed have a more s1)herical
form (pl. 16, fig . .117), and do not 1·emain so definitely related to the
surrounding cyst wall. This is especially true of the small fo1·ms of
spermatocytes, which are by far the most common (pl. 13, fig. 31).
The above account of the 1natu1·ation divisions is based on the
giant spermatocytes (pl. 13, fig. 35-38). But I have the. best of reasons
for assuming that the processes in these large o~es do not differ from
those in the ordinary spermatocytes. Tl1ey, too, show an eccentric
nucleus and a similar orientation of the spindle; they show the spireme
thread, tl1e early development of the asters, and a si111ilar disposition
of the chromosomes (pl. 13, figs. 29, 30, 31). I have given most
a~tention ·to the giant spermatocytes for the obvious 1·eason that .the
more difficult details a1·e there more easily made ot1t.
The small
spermatocytes a1·e considerably more crowded .
•

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS ON MATURATION.

1. The centrosome of the growi11g spermatocyte of Papilio riitulus
appears as a clear sphere, lying close to the nucleus, causi11g an indentation in it. In Grapta silenus it i.s more va1·iable in position being
sometimes close to the nucleus, sometimes l1alfway between it and
the cell periphery. There are two little gra11ules lying side by side.
2. These granules s,epa1·ate and move to opposite poles of the
nucleus.
3. Asters are then developed out of the general cytoreticulum,
the astral rays extending in all directions to the ve!y periphery of the
cell.
4. At the equato1·, between the two asters, the as.tral fibers cross
one another, suggesting that they are fibers instead of compressed
alveoli. •
. .
.
5. There are reasons for s-u~pecting that not only do the ce11t1·0somes divide and separate, but that there is also a division of the
fibers of the reticulum and cytomicrosomes, the division of the centrosom~s being me~ely the first of a long series of divtsions in botl1 cytoplasm . and nucleus (fiber and granule) which finally results in the
formation of two cells from one .
•
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6. The cent1·osome is ext1·emely mint1te, a m e1·e dot at the point
,
of con vergence of the astral 1·ays .
7. The cen troson1e is st11·r·ot1nded by th1·ee ci1·cles bf microsomes,
,vl1ich are so 1·elated to the astral rays tliat they appear like considerably enlar·ged cytomic1·oso1nes. ·
8. T h~ 11uclear mem brane persists long after the asters a1·e formed.
9. The theo1·y of tl1e in·d ividuality of the chromosomes is · well
su·s tai11ed in these sperm cells.
10. I t seems to me that the chron1osomes can be· traced from the
primary spe1·matogo11e to the fully developed sperm cell. ·
11. T he n uclear linin forms a 11etwor1~· vvith which fhe chromosomes
a1·e associated .
12. }"'rom what I l1ave seen , I believe that tl1e chromatin and
linin are i11timately 1·elated ; that · the smalle1· g:ra11ules in tl1e linin,
forrr1ing tl1e stainable 11uclear network , 1·esem ble the· cyton1ic1·osomes,
and may in ce1·tain states of the lini11 be added to or subtracted from
the chromoso111es, causing tl1em to vary i11 size.
13. In a state of 11uclea1· rest, the granules sep arate from the
aggregated cl1romosome, and become scatte1·ed along the lini11 fib er·,
wl1icl1 tl1t1s appears granular and stai11able.
14. On approaching 1nitosis, the g1·anules all flow together into
their respecti,Te la1·ge stainable chromosomes, · which are united by
··
the clea1· linin st1 bstance, appea1·ing novv as ·if ·stretched.
1,5. From this stretchi11g there resl1lts a sin·gle chain · of chromoson1es a1·ranged around the periphery of the nucleus.
'
· ·
16. This thread becomes folded by si11kir1g together of the whole
chron1atin substance at 011e pole of tl1e nucleus .
17. Out of tl1i s compact m ass · the1·e ·en1erges a · double ' thread,
spireme, p a1·tly doubled a second tiine. ·
18. As the second doubling progresses, ther·e 1·esults a thread of
four series of chromosomes, seven i11 a line. ·
19. This thread finally b1·eaks up or 1·ather separates · between
each chromosome giving rise to seven groups of four ch1·omosomes,
tetrads.
20. By continued separation, the four · chromosomes· of a tetrad
are sep arated into two ·groups; ·diads. ·
· · ' ·
21. T etrad formation h·e re is consequently a temporary conjugatio11 of chromosomes, i11 which there may be· a 11 exchange of constituent granules or ids.
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22. The tetrad formation and the follov\'ing diad fo1·mation lead
to a gradt1al 01·ientation of t11e nuclear mate1·ial with reference to the
asters and centrosomes.
23. Tl1e vacuole-like appearance of the nucleus in the spireme
stage may t>e due to -vvithdra,,,al of the linin into the chromosomes.
24. Tl1e spindle is forn1ed fron1 . the nuclear conte11ts.
25. The e11ti1·e transformation c>f the nucleus, including the
spireme and tet1·ad fo1·mation, i11to a spindle is ac<'Oll1JJlished afte1·
the large asters ar·e f ul]y_fo1·n1ed.
29. The 11uclear memhran e disappears ,vl1en tl1e first t1·aces of
the spin<Jle appea.1·.
27. The occasional indenta.tion of the nucleus wl1ere it is in contact with the aster, is not due to the gro,,,ing out of tl1e astral fibers,
nor does it seem proper· to say tl1at the spindle fibe1·s grow into the
nucleus and become attached to tl1e chromosomes.
28. The chr·o1nosomes are gradually ch·a,,rn into tl1e eqttator of
the. spindle as the latt.e r is being formed.
29. T l1e chromoson1es divide bt1t as they are spl1erical, it is absurd
to speak of a longitt1dinal or a transver·se splitting of tl1ese chromosomes.
30. Tl1e tetrads are fo1·n1ed fro1n separation of the four· chror110somes lying side by side in the doubl.)r folded spireme.
31. Tl1ere is in maturatio11 only one case of undoubted division
of a chromosome - the splitting of the equatorial plate in the fir·st
maturation division.
32. Th~ first mat1,11·ation division is an equatio11 division, one
half of each chromosome being drawn tovva.1·d its 1·espective pole.
33. The second maturation di,rision someti1nes begins befor·e the
.
first has been completed .
34. The spin dle i11 the second matur·ation di ,,ision differs from
that of the fir·st in tl1at 011ly the ce11tral fiber·s are connected vvith the
chromosomes, and in that no equatorial plate is f or·med.
35. The seco11d matt1ration di,rision results only in a sorting of
the chromosomes, four·teen beir1g d1·a,vn towar·d one pole, fourteer1
toward the othe1·.
36. It might be thought that the diads i11 the first maturation
divisio11 fuse, wer·e it not that sections throtigh the eqt1atorial p late
show twent.)r-eight cl1romosomes, tl1e somatic ntunber.
37. I infe1·, therefore, that each spermatid r·eceives one half tl1e
•
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number· of half cl11·omoso1nes 01· one fourth the original chromatin
mass.
38. With refere11ce to the number· of chromosomes, the second
m aturation division is the reducing division.
39. Tl1ere are two l<:inds of spermatocytes as there appear to be
t,vo kinds of primary spermatogonia, and, as we shall see, two kinds
of sperma.tids.
40. From the above facts, and also from the sorting of the chromosomes in the last maturation divisio11, it must be inferred that, even
if the chromosomes are bearers of her·edity, in W eismann' s sense,
the spermatids and consequently also the mature spermatozoa differ
in their hereditar·y qualities. ·
41. The equal division of the cytoplasm is as scrupulously accomplished her·e as is the equal division of the nucleus.
42. The tl1eory of the indi,riduality of the chr·omosomes is well
sustai11ed here.
43. There are reasons for· believing that the fibers of the spindle
are capable of being split up into smaller fibrils, and that these thin
•
fibrils can reunite into lar·ger fiber·s.
44. The theory of a special archoplasm giving rise to the astral
rays is not at all sustained here.

THE SPERMATID.
•

As tl1ere are giant spe1·1natogonia (stalked cells), arid giant spermatocytes, so ther·e are giant spermatids . Excepting their· size, there is
-nothing to show that tl1ese giant sper·matids are abnormal or pathological. I am convinced that their unusual size is not due to an
ar·rested mitosis during maturatio11. D egenerating gonocysts have
already been noted. The spermatogonia they contain often differ
in size as three or four to 011e.. As the largest of these may contain
two 01· eve11 four nt1clei (pl. 13, fig. 33), I feel safe in asst1ming that
they ar·e cases of arrested mitosis. Their variable degrees of disintegration in the same cyst 01· in differe11t cysts are sufficient evidence
of their p athological condition.
There a1·e, hovvever, also spermatocytes ,vith two or even three
nuclei (pl. 17, figs. 122, 123) . All these nuclei are well developed
and evr.ide11tly as normal as those wher·e only one exists. The cyto-
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plasm also looks .normal. Tl1e tvvo nl1clei a1·e probably not the 1·esult
of amitosis, but unusual cases of failure ' on the part of the cytoplasm
to const1·ict afte1· tl1e anaphase of 1nitosis. Mention has already been
made of those cases in matu1·ation, where the second division has
begun before the first is co1npleted and where the tvvo spermatocytes
second orde1· diffe1· as to the time in vvhich they prepare for tl1e final
division. No1·n1ally all cells in a cyst, whether spermatogonia or
spermatocytes, a1·e found in almost identical phases of mitosis (compare fig. 24-32, pl. 13). But tl1ere are 11ot a fevv exceptions, and
these have been of great service in determining tl1e sequence of events
(compare fig. 29 and fig. 34, pl. 13). These. are, it must be admitted,
exceptions, but there is no reason to suspect that their presence indicates pathological material.
Occasio11ally a spe1·matid also with two nuclei has been found (pl.
17, fig. 124). It is not absolutely certain that one of the tv\1 0 bodies
is not an enlargecl cent1·osome.
.
The giant spe1·n1atids show no trace of these abnormal features .
Theit great size offers special opportunity to study their strt1ctt1res
and their transformation into spern1atozoa (p]. 13, figs. 39, 39a; pl.
16, fig. 119-121; pl. 17, fig. 131; compare these with pl. 17, fig.
126-130).
After the last matu1·ation division, the resulting spermatid can be
identified by the presence, in the cytoplasm, near the nucleus, of a
large spherical body, the so called nebenlcern.
While the large cytocysts are l1ollow spl1e1·es, with the spe1·n1atocytes a1·ranged in a single layer a1·ound the periphe1·y, the spermatocysts have cells also in the inte1·ior of the cyst (pl. 13, figs. 39, 39a).
I have already shown that, in the first maturation division, the
spindle is always so placed as to lie in the short axis of the cell and
consequently parallel to its base. This results in an equal division
of the cell (pl. 13, figs . 36, 38).
But in the second matu1·ation division no st1ch relation of the spindle
exists. The second division ofte11 rest1lts in the p1·oduction of one
cell related to the cyst wall, and another occupying the hollow cavity
of the cyst (pl. 13, figs. 39, 39a) . Those in the lumen are usually
spherical, while those in relation with the cyst wall a1·e comp1·essed
laterally and of cou1·se :flattened at the base (pl. 13, fig. 39a).
Origin of the 1iebenke rn. · Owing to the fact that, at the end of the
first maturation division, the nucletis is not entirely reconstrt1cted
•
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befo1·e the second division to form spermatids begi11s, the second
spindle differs 1narl{edly f1·om the first as 1·egards its orig·in. It has
already bee11 pointed out tl1at, whereas in the first n1aturation spindle,
(de1·ived wl1olly f1·om tl1e 11ucleus) e.a ch spindle fibe1· is connected with
a disti11ct ch1·omoso1ne, in the second division, tl1e spindle consists
of a peripheral portion, whose fibers have no connectio11 with ch1·omosomes, and a central po1·tion to which the ch1·omosomes a1·e attached.
I believe these two pa1·ts of the spindle have different 01·igins ; the
oute1· '' m antle fibe1·s," being de1·ived fron1 the l)ersistent intermediate
fibers of the fi1·st spi11dle, ,,Tl1ile the ce11t1·al spi11dle is derived, partly
at least, f1·on1 the cl11·on1osomes. As the1·e are now only fo.t1rteen
ch1·on1osome segme11ts to be dra ~r11 to each pole, only a co1·respo11ding
numbe1· of spindle fibers with chromoso1nes is formed (compare pl.
16, fig. 111 ,vitl1 fig. 117) .
.
Tl1is difference i11 the outer and inne1· pa1·t of the second maturation
spindle becomes 1nanifest i11 tl1e peculia1· behavior of the intermediate
fibe1·s of this spindle before and afte1· the final completion of the last
di, isio11. Before tl1e final separation of tl1e t,vo spe1·matids (pl. 16,
fig. 118), the ot1ter portion of tl1e spindle 1nelts away by breaking up
i11to granules. ~he ce11tral fibers persist till tl1e final const1·iction of
tl1e cytoplasm (pl. 16, fig. 118) . As the final constrictio11 of the
i11te1·mediate fibe1·s occu1·s, tl1e cent1·al fibers cont1·act and withd1·aw
i11to tl1e ce11te1· of tl1e cell. Here they for1n a l1omogeneot1s a1·choplasm-like body close to tl1e cl1romoson1es ~rhicl1 have not, as yet,
expanded into a 11ew nuclet1s (pl. 16, fig. 119). The outer· g1·anula1·
1·e1nnant of the mantle fibe1·s 11ovy fo1·ms a 1·ing around tl1e central
a1·choplas1nic po1·tion, as the cytoplasm .closes in at tl1e place of constriction (pl. 16, fig . 119) . This co11cent1·ic st1·iation of the contracted
spindle, now the '' nebenl{e1·n," gradually disappears as tl1e cent1·al
portion ass111nes more and more tl1e character a11d appearance of the
ot1te1· layers.
The resistance of tl1e 1natu1·ation spindles to 1·eage11ts is 1·en1a1·kable.
111 stt1dying the Ii vi11g dividing cells on tl1e slide, I l1a ve seen the cytoplas1n g1·adually disintegrate, beco1ne ,,acuolated, and disappear wl1ile
tl1e spindles remai11ed as p erfect as e,,e1·. I11 testing the effects of
reagents, too, I have been able to dissol,,e practically tl1e ~rl1ole of
the cytoplasm of all the cells of tl1e cyst, " ·hile the spi11dles remained,
sl1owing a system of con11ected spindles th1·oughout the whole cyst.
In tl1e case of tl1e second matu1·atio11 spi11dle ,vhicl1 is transfo1·med
1
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into the nebenkern (pl. 16, fig. 121), there a1·e various reasons for
belie,ring that its persistence is due not only to tl1e fact tl1at the cent'r al
spindle fibe1·s a1·e de1·ived directly f1·01n tl1e chromosomes, causing
their considerable di1ninutior1 in size, but also to the fact that chromatin
g1·anules are separated off ·f1·om the ch1·omoson1es as tl1e)' move toward
the poles . . Occasionall3r entire ch1·omosome seg111ents seem to be
left bel1ind' (pl. 16, fig. 119; pl. 13, fig. 31). Often a fev\' straggling
chromoso1ue segments a1·e found scatte1·ed alo11g the spi11clle fibe1·s
(pl. 13, fig. 31; pl. 16, fig. 118), 01· else drawn out i11to stainable threads
parallel with tl1e spindle fiber.
It seems ·to be tl1e })resence of this ch1·on1ati11 graclt1ally sl1ed or
eliminated along the pat]1 a.s the cl1ro1nati11 segments approach their
1·especti,re poles, \\·l1ich gi,res tl1e nebe11kern its sta3ring })Ov\·e1·.
Relation of 1ieberlk:e1·n to n1.tcleus.- I l1a,·e bee11 led to believe that
in 1nitosis of the E-})ern1atogo11ia, tl1e con11ecti,·e fibers are reabsorbed
by the nucleus as it expa11ds, a11d tl1at it does 11ot 111erely disinteg1·ate.
The nucleus in tl1ose cases is acti,·e, fully 1·e-forn1ed after· each mitosis
'
as the cell also seerns to gro"'·· The n11clet1s becomes la1·ge occup3ring
a consider'a ble par·t of tl1 e cell.
At the completion of tl1e last 111att1ration di,·isio11, too, tl1e 11t1cleus
is J)artl}· 1·e-for111ed, but it is different f1·on1 the 01·iginal nucleus. It
never becomes so la1·ge a11d rich i11 nt1cleoplasm as the nt1clei of the
spe.rmcttogo11es (compare fig. 2--1 "rith fig. 39a 01· ,,-ith fig. 32, pl. 13).
I consider this failt1 "e on the 1)a1·t of tl1e 11ucleu~ to 1·egain its original
size and to acqtii1·e a larger st1p1)l)Tof l<.a.1·3rolyn1pl1 as e,ridence of its
decli11ing fttrictional activit3r. This is suggested partly l)y the fact
that no further ·n1itosis is to occur.
In my ,vork on. Li1nulus (lv1t1nson, '98) and also i11 that 011 the
tortoise (l\1unson, '04), I ,vas· led to conclude tl1at ka1·yolymph is
produced inside the cl1romatin masses especiall)r in the ch1·omatin
nucleoli of tl1e oocyte; and that it is secr·eted or extruded by these
ch1·omatin masses. Tl1us it acctimulates betweer1 tl1e ch1·omatin
g1·anules, cat1sing the whole nucleus to expancl. The la1·ge expanded
state of the nuclet1s is tl1erefo1·e, in ID)' 111i11cl, e,~idence of nuclear
activity. It ma)·' be v\ro1·tl1 v\rhile co11side1·ing \\Thetl1er tl1e compa1·ative
inertness of tl1e chromatin mass, after tl1e la,s t n·1at1iration divisio11, is
not responsible fo1· the persistence outside the nticleus, but in close
contact with it, of the nebe11ker11. Tl1e lagging bel1i11d of some
chromosomes may be another· evide11ce of fl1is inertness .
•
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Nume1·ous cases, lil{e that represented in plate 13, figure 32, have
led me to st1spect that in tl1ese cases, the large vacuole containing a
mitosome derived f1·om the inte1·mediate fibers of the preceding
division and the ho1nologue of the nebenkern, is due to a failure on
the part of the nucleus to expand and occupy the space which it normally would occupy. I believe that such an expansion would normally take place, and the mitosome consequently be reabsorbed by
the nucleus (pl. 13, fig. 32, b). Even if i11 this case tl1e mitosome
has a cent1·osome in its i11terior as is suggested by the central, condensed portion (pl. 13, fig. 33, a, b), the normal expansion of the
nucleus wot1ld cause it to fill the vacuole in which the mitosome lies
and crowd the centroso1ne into tl1e na1·row space between the nucleus
and cytoplasm. This na1·row s1)ace would have the form of a crescent
if the kinoplasm surrot1nding the cent1·osome were sufficient in amount
to spread out as the nuclet1s expanded.
Considering the mechanism of mitosis, the 1·elative position of the
centrosome, chromosomes, and i11termediate fibers in the anaphase
of mitosis, we should l1ardly expect a priori to fi11d tl1e centrosome
associated with the nebenl{e1·n de1·ived from the intermediate fibers
of the spindle, a11d, indeed, I £nd they are often separate bodies (pl.
13, fig. 39). They may lie at opposite poles of the nuclet1s.
In those spermatids \ivhich retain a fixed 1·elation to the cyst wall,
alrea<ly referrecl to, tl1ere is a definite orientation, also, of the nucleus
and nebenke1·n. The nucleus is alwa.ys nearest the periphery of the
cyst, or at the fi.xed pole of the cell, while tl1e nehenl{ern is always
nearest tl1e f1·ee end of the cell. The nebenkern consequently occupies
the position wl1icl1 tl1e nucleus l1as in spe1·matocytes of the first order,
the nucle11s having now changed its position from the inner free narrow
end to the outer fL~ed pole of the cell (pl. 13, {ig. 39). This, of course,
cannot be see11 in those cells that lie free i11 the lun1en of the cyst.
But all these sperrnatids later . acquire definite 1·elation to the cyst
wall, and then the3; all show this 1·elutive position of nucleus and
nebenl(ern (pl. 14, figs. 40, 46).
Rela.tion of cent rosome to nucleus ancl 1iebenke1"ti.- Immedia.tely
after formation of the spermatid, the chromatin segments form a
compact mass ofte11 sligl1tly crescent-sl1aped lying betvveen the aster
and the intennediate fibers which give rise to the nebenkern (pl. 16,
'
figs. 119, 121). ..t\.s the nucleus develops, it expands more toward
one side than the other, and consequen.tly seems to move out frorr1
1
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bet,veen tl1e centrosome and 11ebenker11, causi11g these bodies to
apr)roach eacl1 other. In plate 13, figure 39a, are seen t1·aces of the
original 1nantle fibe1·s of tl1e second maturation spindle, the central
spindle having condensed, as described, into a nebenkern. The
nucleus is here al1·eady expanded and its eccentricity caused by this
expansion is also evident. Compare, also, tl1e other spermatids in
this cyst (pl. 13, fig. 39) with those in £gure 39a. It is here seen that
the nebenkern, nuclel1s, and centrosome ra1·ely lie in the same axis.
Writers ,,Tho have obse1·ved this almost i11variably attribute the effect
to m<)vement of the centrosome, the latter being described as changing
its position and movi11g around the nucleus till it ultimately is thought
to become perma11ently located between the nebenkern and nuc:leus
or even to become imbedded in the nebenker11. I shall show that
that is not trt1e in this case; for as the spe1·matid elongates into the
spermatozoon, the nucleus becomes again crowded in between the
centrosome and the nebenl<:ern, and the three bodies - centrosome,
nucleus, and nebenkern - all assume their fixed position in the long
axis of the growing spern1atozoon in the order named (pl. 14, figs.
40, 46). Thus the centrosome finally becomes located at the head
pole of the nucleus, the 11ebenkern invariably at its tail pole. Thif
is just what could be predicted from the relation of the three at the
close of the second maturation division.
Accidental bodies.-The subject of spermatogenesis has been unnecessarily complicated by writers ,vho describe two or three other
bodies .under special names such as mitosome, a.crosome, and
chromophile bodies. In a very few instances I have seen in the
neighborhood of the nucleus a minute archoplasmic body resembling
a second smaller nebenkern (pl. 17, figs. 133, 134). But I interpret
it either as a slight 1·emnant of the first maturation spindle, owing
its persistence perhaps to a stray ch1·omatin granule accidentally left
remnant of .the astral
behind in the first mitosis, or as a condensed
,
rays or archoplasrn of the c.yntrosome. I have also see11 a small
body resembling a cent1·osome in the neighborhood of the nebenkern
(pl. 17, figs. 128, 130), which led me to believe that the centrosome
divides, one centrosome taking its position at the head pole of the
nucleus, the other at the tail pole. A somewl1at similar body is also
occasionally seen inside the nebenkern. I regard these now as f1·agments of c·hromatin left behind in the last rnatu1·ation spindle, which
either become imbedded in the nebenker11 as it forms, or are left jt1st
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outside developing a vact1ole of their own lil(e a pset1donuclet1s. These
as " Tell as the fi1·st body are 1·a1:e exceptions destinecl ultimately to
disappear, a11d consequently take no pa1·t in tl1e for1nation of the
sperrnatozoon. To
gi,re
st1ch
tempora1·y,
accide11tal
bodies
a
name
•
can 011ly lead to conft1sion .
•

•

•

DEVELOPl\1ENT OF THE SPERMATOZOON.
'

'

,,rith the precedi11g or·ientation of th~ esse11tial par·ts of the spermatid - centrosome, 11ucleus, nebe11ke1·n_, a11d cytoplasm - i11 1nind, the
tra11sfo1·mation of the spe1·1natid i11to a spe1·1natozoon can be exp1·essed
i11 a. few v;rords. The spe1·n1atozoon is sin11)l.)T a greatly elongated
spe1·1naticl, consequent~.)7 a g1·eatl3r elongated and C(>lnpressed cell.
The origir1al]y spherical sper1natid (pl. 13, figs . 39, 39a) ea1·ly begi11s
to elongate. It beco1nes .i1·regt1l::i1·, wedge-sl1a1)ed, and pointed (pl.
17, fig. 125-132). Tl1e gia11t spe1·111atids a1·ising 1101·mall3r
f1·om the
•
gia11t spermatocytes, a1·e almost fro111 the begin11i11g in relation -vvith
the c3rst wall (pl. 13, fig. 39). Tl1ey all soo11er or later· acquir·e st1ch a
•
relation (pl. 14, figs. 40, 46).
That part of the cytoplasrn in v'i!l1ich tl1e n ebe11l~e1·n is located, g1·0V\ S
ot1t into tl1e tail of tl1e sper·matozoon. Tl:ie cells a1·e 11o"Tso or·iented
tl1at the tail g1·0,,?s to,,1a1·d the center of tJ1e cyst (pl. 14, fig. 4()). ...L\.s
this elongation conti11ues, the c3rst bt1lges
out
at
on~
point,
tov;'ar·d
.
,vhich tl1e growi11g tails are directed (pl. 14, fig. 41). There is evidentl31
considerable later·al p1·essu1·e. G1·0,,,tl1 of the cell is in the di1·ectio11
of tl1e ~ree pole of tl1e cell, ,,1 hicl1 O\\'ing to its relatio11 to the enclosing
cyst cell and tl1e st11·roundi11g spern1atids is necessar·ily tl1e tail e11d.
Tl1e axial filament.- \i\Thile tl1e cell is thu·s being compr·essed into
the elongated fo1·1n, tl1e1·e g1·0,,rs out fr·om tl1e nucleus a nber· "'rl1ich
penetrate~ the nebenkerr!, and extends apparently along the path
rnad~ by the or~gi11al inter·mediate fibers. It ~0011 en1e1·ges f1·on1. the
cytoplasrn at tl1e pointed tail e11d as a long flagellt1m (pl. 17, fig . 133135). .
.
Originally there 1nay.be tl1ree .or four of these fibers·; bt1t tl1ey finally
t1nite; and ~~ tl1e point of union a. ~not 01· sma.11 enla1·gement someti1nes appea1·s. Tlus is ~pt to be mistake11 for· a centroso1rie. The
J)Oint of union v:a1·ie.s, a1~d co11seqt1ently tl1e l<:not is sometimes see11
in the ce11te1· of the nebenl{ern (pl. 17, figs. 133, 139), at tl1e distal or
•
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tail pole of it (pl. 17, figs. 134, 135), or close to tl1e nucleus (pl. 17,
fig. 143). At tl1e point ,vhere tl1is axial filan1ent is attached to the
nuclet1s, the1·e is freque11tly a staina.ble body, vvhich is easily 1nistaken
for a centroso111e. But as it ·stains like chromatin and is without
dot1bt i11side tl1e nuclea1· memb1·ane, I look u'p on it as an agg1·egation of ch1·omatin, caused by the' convergence at tl1at point of the
fibrils ,vhich together co11stitute the axial filament.
·
Tl1at the axial fila1nent is con1posed of several th1·eads seems supportecl also by the fact that the constituent fib°i·ils sometimes sepa1·ate
at va1·ious points along their course throt1gh the tail of the spermatozoon (pl. 17, figs. 140, 141).
It is not at all imp1·obable that the cytoreticulum is continuous with
the nuclear 1·eticulum ir1 othe1· cells, a11d it ougl1t
riot to be conside1·ed
..
improbable, a p1··io1·i, that the axial filament may have a similar connection ,vith the nucleus.
In my wo1·l{ on the ovarian egg of Limulus (' 98), I removed the
'
germinal vesicle from the living egg and found that thread-like processes adhered to tl1e nt1clear 1nernb1·ane as if the brol{en cytoplasmic
:fibe1·s of the retict1lum were i·eally conti11uous with the linin of tl1e
11uclea1· netwo1·k. Otl1er appearances i11 the sectioned material of
tl1ose oocytes, led me t(? the same conclt1sion. The phenomena of
1nitosis, too, st1pport that view.
In my wo1·l{ on Clemmys ('04) I have described a division of the
cytoplasm into a cent1·al portion a11d a peripheral portion. These
two zones, which I also found in the oocyte of Limt1lus, I believe are
p1·esent in most cells. I have called the line sepa1·ating them, the cytocoel.
Tl1e cytocoel in the spe1·matid is the li11e bet,veen the cytoplas1n
and the nebenl{ern. At fi1·st the material of tl1e 11ebenke1·n fills the
inner space C<)mpletely. But I feel co11,ri11ced that .if the material of
tl1e nebenkern could be remo,,ed entirely, the1·e would remain some
slight trace of a reticulum i11 the vacuole thus fo1·1ned. This is supported by the fact that tl1e n1aterial of the nebenl{ern, in numerous
instances, does not fi ll the sp·ace entirely (pl. 17, fig. 125). In those
cases traces of a retict1lum ,vithin tl1e nebenkern vact1ole can be seen.
The fibrils resemble in appearance tl1ose wl1ich coristitute the a,xial
filament .
l\iJy conclusion is tl1at the axial filament of tl1e spermatozoon represents the greatly compressed cytoretict1lum of that portion of the cell
'
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lying within the cytocoel. As the sperma tid elongates into the sperm atozoon, the cortical cytoplasm of the spe1·matid becomes elongated
into a na1~row tube, the lumen of which is bounded by the 01·iginal
cytocoel. Into this lurnen, the cytoreticulum of the cent1·al portion
of the cell becomes compressed till it looks lil~e a mere fibe1·. Thus,
if tl1e cell represented in figure 125 (pl. 17) were pulled out lengthwise
to rnany ti1nes its original lengtl1 would there not res11lt some such an
effect as in the cell rep1·esented in figure 143?
Compa rir1g the mass of the spermatid v\rith the mass of the fully
de,,eloped sperm atozoon (pl. 17, fig. 149), the1·e is no ground for
supposing that the trans£01·n1ation of the sp ermatid into the spe1·matozoon involves an actual increase in the quantity of protoplasm.
Tl1e con1pa1·ative inertness of tl1e nucleus at the close of the last
m aturatio11 division and. ever afterv\rard (already considered) would
not justify us in asst1ming tl1at this is a g1·owtl1 p e1·iod primarily in
the history of the spermatozoon; but rather that it is a transformation
p eriod of those organs tha t a1·e already present and fully grow11 in the
sperm atid stage. This transfor1nation in all the organs of the cell is
m erely an elongation s11cl1 as could be b1·ought about, doubtless, by
prolonged eqtial late1·al pressure.
Fate of the 1iebenkern.- l\tfy interpretation of the sp ermatozoon as
being in a sense a tube forrn ed by the cortical cytoplas1n, and containi11g the axial filament representing tl1e greatly attenuated central
cytoreticulum of the original spermatid, is supported by some other
considerations to be noted 1·ega1·ding the fate of the nebenkern.
The nebenkern has notl1i11g to do with the middle piece of the
spermatozoon. Origi11ally the nebenker11 al,vays occupies tl1e position
where one would natu1·ally expect the middle piece to develop. In
this position it remains, too, for so1ne tirne. Its size apparently varies
,vith the size of the cell. Co1n pare tl1e srnall sperrnatids (pl. 14, fig.
40 ; pl. 17, fig. 126- 130) v\7ith the gia,n t spermatids (pl. 14, fig. 46;
pl. 17, figs. 131, 138) . It can l)e readily seen eve11 in u11stai11ed sections.
Its staining reaction is cytoplas1nic. Its fi1·st appearance reminds
one forcibly of tl1e cytoplasm of the grandmother sten1 cell. Lil{e it,
•
too, it is re1n a1·kable for its 1·esistance to nuclear stains. It stains, as
does the g1·andmother cell, in saff1·a11in and a.cid f t1chsin. In tl1e la1·ge
spe1·m atids, esp ecially, it is often many times the size of the 11ucleus,
an d app a1·en-tly per·fectly spherical. .i\.t fi1·st, hon1oge11eous and resemblir1g a1·cl1oplasm, it gradually becomes mo1·e granular, and as the
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cell becomes mo1·e and more elongate<l a11d comp1·essed, it assumes
an oval form (pl. 17, figs. 142, 143) .
Finally it leaves the nuclet1s and moves down along the axial filament (pl. 17, figs. 140, 141). It is now a n1ass of g1·ant1les suspended
in a fluid, which collects at points alo11g the axial filament giving rise
to swellings or oval vacuoles at regular i11te1·vals (pl. 17, figs. 140, 141,
143, 144, 145). In fresh living material of teased testis, these spherical
vacuoles can be seen distribt1tecl at regular intervals along the lumen
of the tail of the spermatozoon. In this matt1re state, they lbok like
clear vacuoles. I talre these to be temporary accumulations of cytolymph in the lume11 of the tail su1·rounding the axial filament. The
granules of the disintegrating nebenke1·11 are evidently dissolved finally
in this cytol)rmph and ca1·ried along with it th1·ougl1 the cytocoel of
the tail of the spermatozoon.
.
In this respect, the nebenkern behaves very much like the yolk
nuclei described by me in the egg ·of Clemmys. It shows many of
the chemical and physical properties of those bodies. I came to the
conclusion that the yolk 11uclei in the oocyte of Clemmys represent
a kind of metaplasn1 arising in the neighborhood of the nucleus, and
by the influence of the nuclet1s and cytoplas1n combined; that after
flowing throughout the cytoplasm chiefly in the cytocoel, it is g1·adually
absorbed by the living substance of the egg as food. The nebenkern
originates essentially in the same way, but i11clirectly th1·ough the spindle, being partly of 11ucle~r, partly of cytoplasmic 01·igin. Its fate, too,
is essentiall)' the same, nan1ely, absorption as food.
In the larger vacuoles formed by the disinteg1·ated nebenl<:ern and
combined with cytolyrnph, the separation of the axial filament into its
constituent fibrils can sometimes be seen (pl. 17, fig. 141). I talre
this to be a11otl1er p1·oof of my assumption that tl1e axial filament is
not a me1·e fiber but a greatly comp1·essed and attenuated reticulu1n
belonging to the central portion of the original spermatid, but obscu1·ed
in that stage of the cell by the substance of the nebenke1·n. That
cytolymph may accumulate ~rithin tl1e area cor1·esponding to the
cytocoel, is suggested by the appearances 1·epresented in plate 17,
figures 125, 136, 137, 138, and 143, where a clea1· space is seen around
the nebenkern. I do not believe that t]1ese a1·e a1·tefacts due to shrinkage, but that the)' are essentially similar to the vacuoles seen in the
living material, along the axial filament of the spermatozoon.
The centrosome.- Dl1ring the earlier stages of t1·ansformation of
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the spe1·matirl irtto the spermatozoon, tl1e centroson1e is fou11d close
to the nt1cleus. The latte1· becon1es sphe1·ica] ,1,nd expands into a
vesicle, with the cl11·omatin arranged chiefly arot111d th~ periphery
(pl. 16, fig. 125). The cent1·osoine becomes unusually p1·ominent at
this time. The ast1·al rays have clisappeared; and the centrosome is
now a compara.tively la1·ge bocly occupyi11g tl1e ce11ter of a vact1ole,
which almost equals the nuclet1s i11 size (pl. 17, fig . 134) . Its position
with 1·efe1·ence to tl1e nt1clet1s is ext1·emely variable, except th~t .it is
always close to the nt1cleus. In the 1najo1·ity of cases, ~t occupies the
anterio1· pole of tl1e 11uclet1s (pl. 17, figs. 132, 134, 136). But it may
also be found to t he 1·ight or to the left of it (pl. 17, figs. 133, 135,
137), or even at the posterio1· pole (pl. 17, figs. 140, 141). Isolated
cases like tl1is are apt to be misleading as one migl1t be easily led to
conclude tl1at the axial filament grows ot1t f1·om the centrosome at
this point, and that late1· tl1e cent1·oson1e is conve1·ted into the middle
piece of the sper1natozoo11.
·
I have already <lesc1·iberl the 01·igi11 of tl1e axial filament. Assuming
a contint1ity of the cytoreticultun \Vith the nt1clear retict1lt1n1 for reasons already given, there is no 1·easo11 ,vhy the axial filame11t should
not be con11ected with the centroson1e even tl1ougl1 t};le latte1· is located
at the anterior· pole.
·
The va1·iable position of th~ ce11t1·os.o me I have al1·eady explained
as being clt1e not to n1igration of tl1e cent1·0s01ne arot1nd the nucle11s,
but to lateral g1·owth of tl1e nt1cleus as it is reconstructed after the last
maturation clivision. The s11bseqt1e11t l1istory of the spermatozoon
shows tl1at vvl1e1·e ve1· the cent1·oso1ne may be located (p]. 14, figs. 40,
46) at first, it ultima.t ely con1es to occupy the ante1·io1· pole of the
nucleus (pl. 14, figs. 43, 44, 48, 54, c.).
Changes in g1·011·tli of spe1·matozoo1i.- In the ea1·lier stages of trans-:f ormation a11d g1·o~'th of tl1e spe1·matozoon, tl1e poste~io1· or· tail end
is the 011ly pa1·t whicl1 le11gtl1ens out, the . ce11trosome, nt1cleus, and
nebenkern being always found near the a11terior end close to the
e11closing cyst ,,rall (pl. 14, figs . 40, 41, 46). As the spermatozoa ·
increase in length, the cyst is tra11sfo1·n1ed into a greatly elongated,
hollow cylinder, ,, ith the elo.11gated $pe1·m cell arranged parallel
within.
When tl1is transfo1·111ation of tl1e cyst is accomplished, the head end
of the spe1·n1 cell begi11s to elongate, possibly fron1 tl1e increased lateral
pressu1·e (pl. 14, fig. 49). .l\ .t the sa1ne ti1ne the nebenl{ern disappears
1
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in the manne1·
desc1·ibed
above.
The
nl1cleus
the11
moves
away
f1·on1
.
the a11terior end of tl1e spe1·1u cell which seems at the same time to
sever its connection \\rith the sur1·ou11ding cyst \Vall. The cyst· then
becomes spindle-sl1aped; and the nuclei of the sperm cells now occupy
a zone near. the largest pa1·t of the cyst.
Tlie 1iucleus.- Previot1s to this, the nuclet1s has been comparatively la1·ge and spl1e1·ical after its 1·econst1·uction._ No,v after tl1e cells
have sevc:!.'ed their connection witl1 the cyst ,vall, and tl1e nuclei have
moved down from the . ante1·ior end, it becomes small and compact.
The chromatin takes the fo1·m of a c1·escent, which pa1·tly surrounds
a large clear vacuole in the ce11ter of whicl1 there is a stainable body,
about the size of the cent1·osome of earlier stages. The ho1·ns of tl1e
crescent-shaped nucleus sometimes point forv\·ard to the ante1·ior encl
of the cell, sometimes backv\ra1·d, and sometimes laterally. Hence
the stainable body, wl1ich I take to be tl1e cent1·osome (though it n1ay
possibly be a nucleolus), is eitl1er ante1·ior 01· posterior 01· late1·al to the
nucleus (pl. 14, fig. 49) .
D evelopment of the Jiead n1,1,'rse-cell.- Afte1· the sepa1·ation of tl1e
sperm cells from the su1·1·ot1nding. cyst, and the t1·ansformatio11 of the
latte1· into a con1p1·essed cylinde1· ,vith pointed e11ds, tl1at cyst cell
wl1ich occupies the ante1·ior· e11d of the cyst begins to g1·ow ·rapidly
ancl from now on. contin11es to expand. Its cytoplasm v\r.h ich t1p to
the p1·esent tim.e has been so flattened ot1t as to be scarcely visible,
llOW accumulates a1·ound tl1e nucleus, being in part relieved of the
late1·al pt1ll v\1hicl1 n111st exist in tl1e ea1·ly stage of tl1e spe1·matocyst
(pl. 14, fig. 49). The nuclet1s, also, inc1·eases in size and assun1es
a more sphe1·ical fo1·m.
The ante1·io1· end of all the spe1·m cells now becomes attached to this
one head nurse-cell. It is in connectio11 witl1 tl1is, that the late1· clevelopment of the head end of tl1e spermatozoon is accomplisl1ed. As
soon as this nev\r con11ectio11 between the spe1·1u cells and tl1e l1ead
nt11·se-cell is established, the nuclei of the sperm cells leave their ce11tral position a11cl move up close to tl1e nurse cell, at the same time
losing their crescent forn1 and becoming small compact deeply staining bodies (pl. 14, fig. 50) .
At this time it is difficL1lt to dete1·rnine the position of tl1e ccntrosome,
as tl1e sperm cells are now extremely elongated and con1pressed r
lool~ing l1a1·dly large1· tha11 a hai1·.
Lateral cyst cell.s.- As the heacl nu1·se-cell de,,elo1)s, the other

,
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cyst cells also incr·ease in size. The nuclei i11 them become large and
distinct, fairly rich in chromatin. This for·ms a loose network.
A.s one of these lateral cyst cells gr·ows, it gradually surrounds tl1e
bundle of sper·m cells, and finally coalesces on tl1e opposite side, thus
formi11g a ring or tt1be (pl. 14, fig. 52, c. c.). Hence beginning at the
•
head nurse-cell (pl. 14, fig. 43), there is a single row of these tubular
cells gradually diminishing in thickness, but broadenii1g out ar1teroposteriorly toward tl1e tail end of the cyst. In one or two instances
one of these cells has been seen at the extreme end of the cyst, but
tl1ese are 1·a1·e exceptions .

HISTORY OF TEE HEAD OF THE SPERMATOZOON.

The spermatozoon has now acquired its definite length, and the
tail probably is completed. The head of tl1e spermatozoon is now
so intimately related to the head nurse-cell, being i1nbedded in its
cytoplasm, tl1at these l1ave to be considered together. While the head
nu1·se-cell is gro,ving rapidly, the original 11ucleus 0f the spermatozoon
(pl. 14J fig. 50) elongates enorn1ously (pl. 14, fig. 44). The remarkable regularity in the length of tl1ese ·nuclei, their· perfectly par·a.llel
arrangement, their homogeneous appearance, and their uniform staining in nuclear stai11s are ,,ery striking. I have found it difficult to
make my drawings as diagrammatic as these sperm heads, taken
together, appear 11nder the microscope.
The acrosome.- At this stage (pl. 14, fig. 44)J "re find again evidence
of the positio11 of the cent1·osome. The anterior· end of the cell has
become greatly attent1ated and elongated. This has penetrated the
spongy cytoplasm of the head nu1·se-cell till it 11early reaches the
nucleus, the nurse cell having at the same time developed greatly.
Near the middle of this anterior J)Ortion of the sperm cell, the centrosome occupies a little ,racuole i11 a slight enlargement of the cytoplasm.
All these tal<:en togetl1e1· f orn1 a 1·ow 1·u11ning parallel to the anterior
ends of the greatly elongated nuclej (pl. 14, figs. 43, 44, 48, 54). The3·,
too, a,re imbedded i11 the head nu1·se-cell. The elongated nuclei take
the green of the Biondi-Erlich triple stain; the centrosomes are eminently cytoplasmic, being made distinct by 01·ange G and acid fuchsin and saff1·anin.
T1·ansverse section th1·ough the elongated 11uclei is represented in
'
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plate 14, figure 47. A similar section through the ce11t1·osomes is
represented in plate 14, figure 42. The la1·ge nucleus of the la1·ge
nurse cell so1netimes oc~upies an eccentric position, and hence it is
visible in transverse sections. The loose a1·rangement of the cytoreticulum of the head nu1·se-cell is seen to the left in figu1·e 42.

F URTHER GROWTH AND JVI0J)I FI C1\.TI ONS.

It seems that the chromatin substance within the greatly elongated
nucleus of the spermatozoo11 ca11 shift its position. Instead of being
pulled out lengthv\1ise as in figure 44 (pl. 14) it may condense near
the base of the head nurse-cell as in figt1rf_; 43. I infer that this represents a more ad,·anced stage tl1an figure 44. This same coi1densation appears in figure 48, a stage still mo1·e advanced.
The mature stage is probably that 1·eprese11ted in figure f>4 (pl. 14).
In all of these cases the row of centrosomes is visible. In the later
stages (pl. 14, fig. 48) the centrosome appears elongated, the vacuole
in which it lies having also as;,umed an o,ral forn1.
The greatly elongated nt1cleus shov\'S distinctly that it is 11ot homogeneous, but composed of granules, probably the ch1·01nosomes considerably reduced (pl. 14, fig. 48) .
The discha rge of mature spermatozoa.-\iVI1en a spermatocyst is
mature, the lateral cyst cells g1·adually dissol, e. This takes place
just as the cyst is about to enter the vas deferens . The spermatozoa
then escape in a-bundle into the vas defe1·ens. Occasionally tl1ey are
discha.rged into the follicle of tl1e testis one by· one (pl. 14, fig. 51).
In that case they show a tendency to associate in bundles forming
rings (pl. 14, fig. 53). These appea1· occasionally to beco1ne irµbedded by their heads into an unripe gonocyst causing a gradual
degeneration of those cells (pl. 14, fig. 45). ln the vas deferens the
spermatozoa are frequently found in bundles, and even still attached
to the partly disorganized l1ead nu1·se-cell. They usually separcite at
once, on entering the vas deferens, and probably unde1· the infltience
of its secretions become wavy and coiled-the only evidence of moven1ent I have seen (pl. 14, fig. 55).
The elongated head now becomes conside1·ably shortened and bent
into the form of the lette1· S, the centrosome fo1·mi11g an enla1·ge1nent
of the a11te1·ior filament. In many cases the tail forn1s a loop just back
1
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of tl1e l1ead (pl. 17, fig. 149); 01· else the head is co11sicle1·ably more cor1t1·acted, with a single bend and a s~ight enlarge111ent at the ante1·ior
end - tl1e head piece formed by tl1e centroso1ne.
In figtire 151 (pl. 17) is represented a group of ripe spe1·matocysts
f1·om a teased testis. 111 sucl1 fresl1 material one occasionally finds a
matu1·e spe1·matocyst discha1·ging its s1)ermatozoa (pl. 17, fig. 152) .

GE ERAL SUl\11fARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

1. Eacl1 testis origi11ally 1·esembles a sin1ple gland "rith a duct a11d
a termi11al enla1·gement containing tl1e ger1ninal mass.
2. T he ge1·n1inal mass is st1rrounded by a layer of cells resembling
an epitl1elit1m, wl1ich early fo1·n1s septa dividing the origi11al follicle
into fot1r approxi1nately eqt1al follicles which, when the gonOC)'Sts are
forn1ed, diffe1· considerably i11 size. Tl1ese fot1r follicles correspond
to tl1e four· ovar·ia11 tubes of tl1e female butterfly.
3. T l1e lining epithelium becomes early pig1nented, giving the
fully f or·med testis a bright red appearance.
4. Ot1tside tl1e pig111e11ted laye1· there is a thick tunica propria.
As the rigl1t and left testes develop independently, they app1·oach
eacl1 otl1er and become unitecl in a dot1ble organ.
5. Tl1e entire testis is surr·ounded by a thi11 tot1gh_tunica adventitia.
6. The 01·iginal germinal n1ass has tl1e appear·ance of a syncytium
out of wl1icl1 tl1e1·e is diffe1·entiated in each testis _one or more large
grandmother· stem cells witl1 pr·otoplas111.ic processes connected with
a 1notl1er· brancl1 cell.
7. Surr·oundi11g the g1·a11cl1nothe1· stem cell, its pr·ocesses, and-the
in.other branch cells, are nuclei p1·obably de1·ived from the or·iginal
syncyti1im, the co1·tical nticlei.
8. The pr·imary spermatogonia are derived fr·om tl1e mother
br·ancl1 cells which divide r·egularly by mitosis, 011e half remaining
attached to the grandn1othe1· cell ar1d continuing thus to divide, the
otl1er half being separated a11d constituting the primary sp ermatogone.
9. vVhen a pr·imary sper·matogone is })inched off in mitosis, one or
mo1·e of the co1·tical nuclei accornpany it and furnish the '' anlagen '' of
the cyst cells.
·
10. The grandmo~l1e1· sten1 cell does not clivide by mitosis.
11. Ther·e is at least one, but I have seen as many as four grandmother sten1 cells i11 a testis.
'

'
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12. In the late1· larval and adult stages, tl1e primary spermatogones can. be fou11d only in the immediate neighborhood of tl1e
grandmother stem cell.
13. The pri1nary spermatogones di'\ride and form secondary sper1natogones to tl1e ntimber of 011e l11i11d1·ed and fifty cells co11tained in
a cyst.
14. The cortical nucleus constricts off witl1 the p1·i1na1·y spe1·ma,'
'
togone, divides by mitosis 011ce or t,,·ice, and gives 1·ise to tl1e cyst.
15. In the spermatocyst stage, one of the cyst cells develops into
a large head nurse-cell, i11 the body of "'rhicl1 the l1ea ds of the n1atu1·e
spermatozoa are imbedded.
16. The va1·ious stages ·of de, elopinent of the spe1·m cell can be
t1·aced in their regular orde1· 011ly by choosing a grand1notl1e1· ste111
cell as the sta1·ting ·poi11t, tl11is: (a) g1·a11d111otl1e1· stem cell, (b) 1notl1er
~ranch cell, (c) co1·tical 11ticlei, (d) prin1ary spe1·matogone, (e)
'
.
gonocyst, (/) cytocyst, (g) spermatocyst.
17. • In those follicles l1a,·ing no grandmotl1e1· stem cell, tl1e above
series cannot be fo1i11d, as the p1·ima1·y spermatogone is h e1·e wanting
and no ne~ ones a1·e 1)1·oduced.
18. Tl1e grandmothe1· stem cell gi,~es 1·ise to nev\ sperma_togones,
and consequently even late i11 tl1e seaso11, 11e"' spermatogo11es a1·e produced.
•
19. This butter~y is sexuall3r n1ature in tl1e ptipa sta.te a n1ontl1 01·
two before the last n1olt.
20. The secondary spermatogones are sphe1·ical -and fill the gonocyst.
21. · Near the e11cl of the period of n1ulti1)lication, probably just
before the last spermatogone di,risio11, the s1)ermatogones become co11ical with the la1·ge nucleus at the broad exte1·11al pole.
22. The ch1·omatin becomes 1nass_ed at the i11ner pole of tl1e 11ucleus
leaving the 1·emainder of tl1e 11ucleus a la1·ge ,,acuole.. I t seems to
to the syna1)sis of '\\ rite1·s, bt1t notl1i11g indicates
tl1e pseudoco1·1·espond
.
.
reduction generally att1·ibuted to it.
·
23. After synapsis tl1e ch1·omatin fills again tl1e nuclear , 1acuole,
and _appears nov'\ as a ve1·y delicate loose · networl~ of st1·aigl1t intersecting fibers . This is preceded by a s1Jireme.
, 24. _From this nucletis, tl1e1·e is developed a s1)i11dle v\ ith all tl1e
ch_romosomes ar1·anged. ver3r 1·egtila1·ly
in the equato1·ial plate. The
. .
chromosomes split, fo1·1n a diaster, a11d in the anaphase move simul•
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taneously in line ·to tl1eir respective poles. Here they soon develop
a new nucleus, and the cytoplasm co11stricts i11 the usual way.
25. The 1nitosis of the secondary spermatogones is quite similar
to that of the mother b1·a11ch cell and the primary spermatogones.
26. Afte1· the last division of the secondary spern1atogones with
its peculiar prophases, the cells, now spermatocytes, enter on a
period of growth.
,
spermatocytes
differs
from
27. The cytocyst containing gro"ring
.
the gonocyst in being hollow, the spermatocytes being arra11ged in a
single layer and definitely oriented with refere11ce to the cyst wall.
28. Besides the 01·dinary small spermatogones derived from the
mother b1·anch cell, there a1·e giant stalked spermatogones in the testes
of the mature butterfly, esp~cially late in the season. These differ
f1·om the ordinary ones in that they are stalked and also in that the
pe1·iod of g1·owth precedes the period of multiplication.
29. After being loosened from its stem, the giant spermatogone
gives rise to gia11t spe1·matocytes and these to giant spermatids.
30. The end p1·oduct of the two kinds seems to be similar, as I
have found no t1·ace of giant sper1natozoa, unless it be those that I
have desc1·ibed as forcing tl1eir heads into gonocysts and apparently
causing their disintegr3:tion.
31. -Like the synapsis stage of the spermatogones, the spermatocytes have a definite orientation with refe1·ence to the ~yst wall, the
outer pole of the cell being larger than that facing the central cavity.
But, unlike tl1e spermatogones, the spermatocytes have the nucleus
in the inner narrow end of the cell.
32. In the fi1·st maturation division the spindle is transverse or
parallel to the cyst "rall. In the second maturation the spindle is
vertical to the cyst wall, hence one cell resulting from the division
lies freely in the cyst cavity.
33. In tl1e prophase of the first maturation division, the centrosome lying i11 an inclentation of the nucleus divides, each of the two
resulting centrosomes moving to an opposite pole of the nucleus where
asters are fo1·med.
34. A general division or splitting of the cytomicrosomes and
cytoreticulum simultaneously with the division and separation of the
centrosomes seems not at all improbable.
35. While the nuclear membrane is still intact, and while the
asters are fully developed, the chromatin in_side the nucleus under•
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goes changes as follows : (a) the chromatin is massed at one side of
the nucleus; (b) f1·om this there develops a spireme surrounding the
nucleus as a single wavy thread; (c) this is then drawn together again
at one pole; and, f1·om this, there emerges a doul)le thread partly
doubled again on itself -- a double thread bent in the form of a horseshoe; (d) by elongation, this second doubling is accomplished; (e) this
thread separates or segments between the chromosomes giving rise to
seve11 tetrads; (/) the tetrads then divide into two, giving rise to fourteen diads.
36. The spindle is developed at this time entirely from the nucleus;
but that part of each spindle fiber extending from the centrosome to
the second microsome .ring is cytoplasmic.
37. The first spindle fibers to appear are the central ones, extend•
ing directly from centrosome to centrosome.
38. At first the chromosomes are scattered evenly throughout tl1e
nuclear space where tl1e spindle is being fo1·med. But later they a1·e
drawn together f1·om all sides; and by the time the spindle is form ed,
they occupy the eqt1ator of the spindle.
39. There are twenty-eight disti11ct chromosomes in the eq11ato1·ial
plate. As this is the somatic number, the p1·eceding tetrad and diad
formation must have some other significance than' that usually ascribed
to it. It may be a process of conjugation of chromoso~es, an inte1·change of ids, or a phase in the arrangement of the chromosomes for
their final division in the metaphase of the mitotic process.
40. The t,venty-eight chromosomes split i11to halves, each half
being drawn to its 1·espective pole by a single spindle fiber.
41. As the chromosomes are spherical, and equal in size, it is useless to talk about longitudinal and transverse splitting.
42. That the chromoso1nes are 11ot bivalent is to be inferred from
the fact that there are twenty-eight chromosomes, the somatic num her
in the equatorial plate of the first maturation division.
43. The second maturation division follows soon after the first .
Occasionally the centroso1ne has divided and asters are formed
before the first maturation division is completed.
44. The spindle of the second matu1·ation division, differs from the
preceding in that it l1as : (a) mantle fibers formed apparently from
the intermediate fibers of the preceding division and consequently
devoid of cl1romosomes; and (b) a central spindle de, eloped from
the chromosomes, each central spindle fiber being connected witl1
one chromoson1e.
•
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45. I n t l1e secon d di,·ision tl1e cl11·on1oson1es fo1·n1 no equato1·ial
plate; they a1·e d1·agged alo11g 011e by one to each pole, fourteen being
d1·av,rn to 011e pole a11d fot1rteen to the other.
4(). At tl1e close of tl1e secon d matt1ration divisior1, the inte1·mediate
fibe1·s, especially those of the cent1·a l spindle, h a,,ing mo1·e 01· less
ch1·omati11 g1·a11ules adheri11g to them , pe1·sist as tl1e 11ebe11l{ern. The
nebe11l~e1·11 conseqt1entl3r is a mitoson1e.
47. The nebe11l(e1·11 does not fo1·m t l1e middle piece of the sperm atozoon nor tl1e inne1· sl1eatl1 of tl1e axial filame11t, b u t pe1·sists for a
co11side1·able time at tl1e base of the nt1cleus, ·a fte1· \\rl1ich it is g1·adually
abso1·bed, mo,·ing b~dily down a long t he axia l fila1ne11t form ing
,,acuoles at 1·egt1la1· inte1·,,a ls a long its" path .
48. Tl1e axial filament is not a single fiber, but a g1·eatly a tten uated
ce11t1·al cyto1·eticult1m in connection " "ith tl1e 11t1clet1s.
49. T he centroson1e fi11ally takes up its l)osition at the l1ead of
tl1e n uclet1s; as tl1e latte1· elo11gates i•n to the n1att11·e spe1·matozoo11
l1ead, the centrosome with the a11te1·ior pa1·t of tl1e sperm cytopla.sm ,
becomes imbed ded i11 tl1e c3rtoplasm of tl1e l1ead n u1·se-cell as the
ac1·oso1n e.
.
50. I have seen notl1i11g t hat cot1ld positi, 1ely .be ide11tified as a
middle piece.
.
51 . Tl1e mature spe1·n1atO'lOOn is a g1·eatly comp ressed a11d elongated cell, " rit h its nucleus cor1·espondingly elor1gatecl, witl1 its fourteen
cl1ro111oson1es a rra11ged in a ro,'{, and the cent1·oso111e at the a11te1·ior
e11d.

H ISTORICAL SURVEY OF TH E L ITERATURE .
•

l\1alpighi is 011e of the first to gi,,e an accou11t of the sexua l orga11s
of i11sects. He studied tl1e sill{\\ror111 a nd described the 1nale genita.l
orga11 of t he lar,·a. I t \\ras som e time before tl1e ova1·y ,,ras clisc<.)ver·ed,
tl1e r·ed pigment of the testis· 1nal{ing it 111ore easil~, seen \i\'ith the 11a ked
e.)·e.
S"·ammerdam ,,,as t111able t o find tl1e o,ra r3r; hut l1e described the
tt>stis of V a1iessa 1.1,1·ticae as t,:\ 0 · kidrle.)'-sl1aped bodies. These he
claims coul d not be fot1nd again i11 the pupa, as l1e fo t1r1d 011 ly a red
body occt1p3rir1g about tl1e san1e l)osition.
BesseJs ('67) giv·es a C'O rrect ·e;, pla 11ation of t l1is in calli11g attention
1
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to the fact that in Bombyx, the .1·igl1t and left testes, which in tl1e larva
are sepa1·ated (as· i11 Papilw. ruti1,lus), are united in tl1e pt1pa into one
double body as it l1as been·descr·ibed in the p1·esent v,rorlr.
I n a11 a11atomical t1·eatise, L.)ro11ett gi,res a ·desc1'iption of the testis
of Oossit.s li9·nipe1·da and states l1is opinion that from this body either
the 1nale or tl1e, fe1nale genital. organ is developed, hence st1ggesting
the simila1·ity· of the t,vo ·dt11·ing the early stages.
H erold ('15) was one of tl1e fi.r·st to disting11isl1 bet"\\reen the male
an~ . tl1e female ge11ital organs. He co11jectu1·ed tl1at the sexes are
diffe1·entiated in the early e1nbryo, as he fou11d the1n ,,,ell differentiated
in the lal·va just escaped -f1totn tl1e egg. Bonnet also claii11ed to l1ave
seen the ovary of the sill{,,ror111 de,·eloped in tl1e la1·,,a as co1npletely
as in the adult 111otl1. ·
The first disco,rer}' of spermatozoa is ofte11 att1·ibt1ted to · Lot1is
Ham (1677); but mo1~e usually Leet1V\ enl1oek is give11 c1·edit for this
discover·y. .I fi11d, ho,,re,7er, i11 a11 old volt1me by Hen1·y Balre1· (1743),
this i11teresting stateme11t ,,rhich 11eeds no co1nn1ent: '' At the begin11ing· of the year· 1678, 1\1:r. N icholas Ha1·tsoeker, of Rotte1·dan1, decla1·ed in ·a Treatise of Diopt1·iGs, b)r hi111 tl1en publisl1ed, that it was
twenty yea1·s sin•ce he fi1·st began to exan1ine tl1e Se1nen n1asculinum
of seve1·al li,,i11g• c1·eatures by tl1e l1el1) of l\1ic1·bscopes; that, as far as
l1e k11ew, l1e was t l1e fi1·st .person ,vl10 l1ad e''ler done so; tl1at l1e had
found in sucl1 semen i11finite numbers of ...t\.ni1nalct1les, n1ost exceedingl.)r
n1inute,. almost in the Shape of Tadpoles 01· young Frogs; and that
l1e l1ad made tl1is ,Disco,re1·y kno"\\rn to ,all tl1e World i11 tl1e 30tl1 of
the Epl1emerides E1·udito1·u1n, printed at Pa1·is in tl1e same .)rear 1678.
'' lvI1·. L eeu"\\renl1oel(, i11 the 113th of l1is Epistles, da.t ed J anua1·y 1678;
is ,rery angry at tl1is claim; a11d asserts that l1e himself fi1·st discove1·ed
the Animalcules in Semine, · a11d sent an accot1nt ther·eof to the Royal
. Society in No,rembe1· 1677, as he pro,res by the Philosopl1ical T1·ansactio11s published i11 De~en1be1· 1677, and in January and Feb1·ua1·y
1678; Nay, he fu1·tl1er affi1·1ns, that Lette1·s had past bet"\\reen him
and Mr. Oldenbu1·g 011 this St1bject in 1674."
B esides tl1e extensi,·e · studies of L eeu,\renhoek · a.n d Ha1·tsoelrer, tl1e
st1bject ''"as stuJie-d also by Spallanzani, and at tl1e beginning of the
nineteenth ,centu1·y by Prevost and Dumas ('24) . All these ea1·ly
observ-e rs studied merely tl1e exte1·nal form a11d appearances of tl1e
spermatozoon. They seem to have bee11- especia.lly inte1·ested in its
movements ·and its mi11uteness as compa1·ed "\\11th tl1e animals with
1
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which they wer·e f amilia1·; f 01· the spermatozoa were regar·ded as real
independent animals and often lool<ed upon as parasites. Atten1pts
were even made to classify tl1ern, some regarding them as Infusoria
(Ehrenberg), others as worms. Thus to quote the same at1thor: ''It
is wonderful to consider· the minuteness of these little animals, and
particularly the an1azing slenderness of their Tails; which m11st, notwithstanding, be furnished with as many Joints as the Tails of larger
creat11res, since tl1ey a1·e able to move them with great Agility; and,
besides, ever·y one of these J oi11ts must be provided with its proper
Muscles, N er·ves, Ar·ter·ies, and Veins; and also v\7ith Fluids circulating
thro' them, and supplying them with Nourishme11t, Strength, and
Motion. I11 short, the mind loses itself in contemplating a minuteness
beyo11d all human co11ception; tho' Reason tell us, it certainly
must be."
N otwitl1standing this conception of spermatozoa as animals, samenthie1·chen, as tl1ey were called, no effort seen1s to have been made to
trace tl1ei1· origin and development. For· this, their· methods were
altogether too crude. The true idea of the spe1·matozoon being a
cell could not, of cot1rse, be entertained before the announcement of
the cell theory. The ver·y able discussion of this tl1eory by Schleiden
('38) a11d Schwann ('39) gave a new impett1s to the study of tisst1es,
though the cell nature of tissues was already known thr·ough the
researches of Rober·t Brown, U11ge1·, and others.
It was not befor·e the year· 1840 that it became known that these
were not animals in a true se11se having an i11dividt1al life of parasitic
worms, but rather were gradual formations from undiffe1·entiated
cells.
Duvernoy gave them the name of sper·matozoids or zoosper·ms.
R. Wagner ('36) i~ thought to have published the first v\rork dealing
especially with sper·matogenesis. He studied the spermatozoa of
birds. Peltier (' 38), Hallma11n (' 40), Dujar·din ('37), and von Siebold
('36) made mor·e 01· less imporiant co11t1·ibt1tions also.
That branch of cytology which we call spermatogenesis really
began with the fi1·st wo1·l{ of l{olliker (' 41). I-le desc1·ibed the sperri1atozoa of sever·al invertebrates, replaci11g the name samentliiercl1en
with samenfaden. He showed that tl1ey are developed from the cells
of the testis, but he tl1ot1gl1t tl1at the nucleus was primarily involved.
He was doubtless influenced by the theory of a cytoblastemaof Schwann
which assumed that the nuclet1s or even the nt1cleolus is first to ar·ise~
•
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the rest of the cell being _precipitated much as crystals are formed.
Our present conception of the cell dates from 1860 ,vhen M ax Schultze
gave us our present definition of a cell. E,,en as late as 1885, Kollilier
seems to have be}jeved that the l1ead of the spermatozoon p1·oceeds
from one part of the nucleus and the tail from another part of it.
On the other l1and, it was maintained by rnany at that tin1e that
the nucleus disappears and l1as nothing to do with the formation
of the spe1·matozoon . Ze11l{er thought that to be true in the, case
of isopods, and R emal{ (' 54) at about the same time thought it t1·ue
also of a1nphibiar1s. A simila1· view ,vas held by l\1etschnikoff ('68).
i11 the case of c1·ayfish, and by Balbia11i (' 69) in the spermatozoa of
Aphis. The spermatozoo11 of ftmphioxus was thought by Lange1·hans (' 76) not to develop from the nucleus, but f1·om a body at the·
side of tl1e 11ucleus possibly what we no\V know as the nebenkern . .
Says Sabatier (' 90): '' Les grains de nucleine ·du noyau deviennent
vesiculeux et forment une g1·ot1pe de vesicules <lites nucleaires, qui en
se fusionnant e·t en perdant leu1· affinite pour les colorants nucleair·es,
•
constituent la coiffe cepl1aliqt1e en fo1·me d' ancre. Elles representent.
ce qt1i reste du noyau qui s' est done altere et a perdu ses caracte1·es
nucleaires. La degene1·escence du noyau comme noyau est done·
un des traits p1·incipaux de la spermatoge11ese des Loct1stides."
On the otl1er l1an<l, Bessels (' 67) speaking of Lepidoptera (the fo1·ms.
related to the subject of the present worlt) says : '' Wir haben es hier·
mit ei11er bildung der spermatozoon aus den zelll{erns zu thun deren
entstel1ung ausserhalb der l{e1·11eliegende11 theile cles zelleni11l1alts wie·
das W eistna11n ve1·muthet, ich i11i ab1·ede stellen muss."
We thus h ave l1ad what might be called 1·espectively the nuclear
and the cytoplasmic view of spe1·m fo1·mation. But seve1·al ea1·ly
obse1·vers we1·e able to sl10,v tl1e presence of tl1e nt1 cleus in tl1e spermatozoa supposed to be devoid of them, thanks, doubtless, to
imp1·oved methods and tecl1nique. Nussbaum (' 84) and likevvise
Gilson (' 85-'88) showed the p1·esence of tl1e nt1cleus in C1·ustacea.
But e,1 en considerably ea1·lie1· than tl1ese disco, e1·ies, ot11· present·.
view with regard to tl1e fu11ction of the 11ucleus ~nd cyto1)lasm was:
not witl1ot1t its advocates. Amo11g the first to insist on the presence
of both nucleus and cytoplasn1 in the fo1·mation of the sp ermatozoon
,vas H enle ('66) . E,,en as early as 1865, Schweigger-Seidel (' 65)
concluded that the spe1·n1atozoon is an enti1·e cell which has merely
been transfo1·1ned . It is interesting to note that he even made out.
1
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three divisions - the l1ead de1·ived f1·om the 11ucleus, tl1e 1niddle
part a11d the tail, both de1·ived fron1 the cytoplasm.
We owe to L a V alette St. Geo1·ge the most satisf acto1·y theo1·y tl1at at least vvhicl1 is 110w 1nost gener,1.113, acc·epted by writers on
sper1natoge11esis. To him also 'A·e a1·e i11debtecl for .the no1ne11clature
no\v 1nost generally used, a 11d tl1at whicl1 I ha ,re aclopted in the ])resent
,vorl{. In a sei·ies of a1·ticles (' ' Ueber die ge11ese der· sa1ue1tl{orper, ''
' 67, '78, '86, '87) l1e l1as given as a gene1·al la,y, tl1e follo~~11g sue-cession of cells ,vith thei1· names, he1·e quoted fro1n \Valde3re1·: 1. Spermatogonien = a11f angszelle11.
,
2. Spermatocyten =p1·odukte11 de1· e1·ste11 teilung.
3. Spe1·matiden =endzelle11 =pr·odul{te de1· letzte11 teilt11i.g.
4. Sper1natoso111e11 =direl{te11 u1nfo1·mu11gs1)1·odt1l{ten de1· enclzellen
= sa1nenfade,n .
·
I n tl1e p1·e$ent ,,,01·k it has seemed desirable to define n101·e clea1·ly
the te1·111 sper1natogo11ia and sper1natocyte, £01· it is useft1l to distinguisl1
the 1)rimar3r spern1atogonia (tl1ose befo1·e di,·isio11 b egi11s) ancl tl1e
seco11dary spe1·matogonia (tl1ose v\'l1icl1 fi.11all3r forn1 the gr·o"'·ing
sp er1natocyte) . It has also seen1ed desiral)le to disti11gt1isl1 n1ore
definitely than did La Val ette St. G eorge bet,,,ee11 tl1e c3rst co11tai11ing
spermatogonia, a11d tl1at co11tai11ing spe1·matoc3rtes; l1e11ce tl1e ter1ns
gonocyst a11d cytocyst int1·odttced i11 tl1is ,,·orl<.
R ecent lite1·atu1·e. - The following state111e11t b)' Biondi: ('85)
expresses tl1e condition_ of the subject at the 1)1·esent tune : '' N och
vor ,venige11 jahren wa1· es nicl1t scl1,vierig sicl1 11acl1 dem stande
unserer damalige11 l{enntnisse tibe1· die spe1·1natoge11ese eine bestimmte
und kla1·e vorstellt1ng zu verschaffen. Het1tzt1tage l(o1111e11 "\\ ir das
nicht 1neh1· sagen; dt11·ch zahlreiche neue a1·beite11 sind z,,Ta.r t111se1·e
kenntnisse b ezuglic-h dieses vo1·ganges at1ssero1·de11tlicl1 ,·er111ehrt,
aber u11ter bedeutender einbusse an l(la1·heit t111d ei111gheit in den
a11schauungen." In the body of tl1is pa1)e1·, it l1as bee11 s t1ggested
that 1n11ch of. this confusion is due to tl1e .11an1i11g of · acciclental and
transier1t bodies. This te11ds to obscw·e the 1nost esse11tial fact that
the spern1atozoon is n1e1·ely a g1·eatly elo11gate.d cell ,,Titl1 centrosome,
nt1cleus, and cytoplas1n.
One of the bodies wl1icl1 catises t1n11ecessa1·y conft1sio11 is the so
callecl nebenke1·11. Tl1e first disc<),'ere1· of tl1is bod3' · is st1pposed to
be L a Valette St. Geo1·ge. Acco1·<li11g to '\'\?'ilso11 (' 02) it was fi.1·s t
desc1·ibed by Biitscl1li ('71). La •V alette called it tl1e n ebenl~o1·per .
7
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The p1·i11cipal (ltie.stion conce1·ns its natt11·e and 01·igii1, a11d the part
it plays i11 the fo1·matio11 of the spe1·rn. Says ,vilson (' 02) : ''The
conft1sio11 tl1at l1as arise11 in this diffictrlt subject is O\ving to the fact
that tl1e spe1·matid 1nay co11tain, besides the nucleus and cenh·oS<->111es, 110 less tl1a11 tl1ree a dditional ·bodies, which were endlessly
confused in the ea1·lier studies on tl1e subject. These a1·e the N ebenlce1·11, t he att1·action-spl1e1·e· idiozo1ne (M eves) and the cl1romatoid
nebenl<o1·pe1· (Be11da) ."
L a Valette fi1·st came to the co11clusion that tl1e nebe11l{e1·n origi11ates
i11 tl1e cytoplas1n, a , 7ie,v wl1icl1 was late1· accepted by Nussbaum ('84)
i11 tl1e c1·ayfisl1, b)· I(efe1·stei11 (' E>6) in pulmonates, by L e11hossek ('98)
in tl1e 1·at, - b3r .Butscl1li ('71),. Balbiani ('69), and lVIetscl1nikoff
('68) i11 a1·thropocls, and by Auerb·a ch •('96) in Pa1udii1a.
On the other l1and it has bee11 held by many that the nebenkern
has a 11uclear origin.
an Beneden a11d Julin ('84) att1·ibuted sucl1
an 01·igin to it in Ascaris, Grobben ('78) in decapods, and Lee ('88)
in Sagitta. .LL\.ttempts l1a,·e bee11 1nade to homologize tl1e 11ebenl<e1·n
with the 3roll{ 11t1clet1s of eggs, and co11seque11tly it has been thougl1t
to have a sirnila1· origin. So far· as I have been able to asce1·tain tl1ere
is no si111ila1·ity between tl1e two as 1·ega1·ds origin, but the histo1·y of
the two is p1·ecisely the same, namely, absorption as foorl.
It appears tl1at the majo1·ity of ,vriters no,,r talre the vievv that the
nebenke1·11 is a •1·em11a11t of the ach1·omatic spi11dle afte1· the last di-~lision
of spe1·111atoc)rtes to form spern1aticls. This is tl1e conclusion which
my p1·eparatio11s have led me to adopt. The e·v·idence is so strong
that the1·e is sca1·cely any 1·oom fo1· · dot1bt.
Plat11er ('86) has sl1ovln that tl1e 11ebe11l{er11 of at1tl1ors has meant
different things; tl1at it consists of
0 pa1·ts, the centroso1ne at tl1e
pole of tl1e spi11dle, a11d the remnant of tl1e achromatic spindle
whicl1 lie na1nes, ,1 e1·y app1·opriately it seems to n1eJ the rriitosome.
P1·ena11t ('87) in a se1·ies of stl1dies on pt1ln1onates and reptiles has
a1·rived at tl1e san1e co11clt1sion; also Meves ('97a) in Salamandra.
I-Ienl(ing ('91) atten1pts to sl1o~r that in P yrrhoco1·is, tl1e nebenkern
is derived fron1 a yolk-like substance existing in tl1e cytoplasm and
esp ecially su1·1·ou11di11g the nuclet1s, which g1·adt1ally agg1·egates into a
s1)here afte1· l(a1·yokinesis. I have seen no e,ridence of yoll{ bodies such
as these in Papilio 1·i1,tul1l-s. Wilcox ('96) professes to l1ave seen, in
Calopte11us, evidence of tl1e 3rollc-lil{e s11bstance forming at least part
of the nebenke1·n, and the same seems to be infe1·red in Paulmier' s
('99) work on Anasa.
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Another impo1·tant qt1estion wluch has att1·acted considerable
attention, and given 1·ise to mt1ch confusing disct1ssion is the relation
of the centrosome to tl1is nebenl<:er11. and tl1e part which either· of these
plays in tl1e for1nation of the sper1natoioon. Says , i\lilso11 (' 02) : '' The
11ebenkern sometimes takes a definite part in the fo1·mation of the tail
envelopes and of the acr·osome (insects) but in many cases it seems
to be wholly wanting." In Papilio it takes no sttcl1 pa.rt, and the
fact that in many ca.ses it is vvl1olly wanting is easily understood when
its ultimate fate i11 Papilio is conside1·ed. H e says ft1rther: '' T?e
idiozome is in some cases an t1ndoubted attractionsphere derivecl
from the aster of the last division, and at first co11taining the cent1·0son1e as shown by Calki11s, ('95) and Erlange1·, ('96, 4) in tl1e salamander and gl1inea pig, Meves ('96, '99), and in H elix acco1·ding to
I{o1·ff ('99), thougl1 i11 later stages th e cent1·osomes usually pass out
of the body of the idiozome. In so1ne cases the idiozomes of adjoining
cells 1·emain for a time connected by bridges of material rep1·esenting
the remains of the spindle, and hence co1·responding to a nebenkern
(e. g., salamander·, 1\1:eves, '96), and the distinction betv\·een nebenke1·n and idiozone he1·e fades a,vay."
From my obse1·vatio11s already 1·ecorded it is self evident that son1e
of Wilson's ('02) statements are misleading "rl1en he maintains tha.t
in insects the nebenle:er·n tal<:es a definite par·t i11 the formation of the
tail envelopes and acroso111e. Neither can the broad stateme11ts of
La Valette St. George ('86) a-n d Btitschli ('71) be st1·ictly t1·ue when
they maintai11 that i11 insects, the nekenl<:e1·n forms tl1e 1niddle piece .
. As I have shown that the 11ebenkern finall3r dissol,res in tl1e cytoplasm, ·
as P1·enant ('88) also fot1nd i11 p11lmonates, the general statement tl1at
the nebenkern forn1s the h eadpiece as maintained by I{eferstein ('66),
La Valette St. George ('67), Metschnikoff ('68), Duval in molluscs,
Grobben ('78) in decapods, and by N11ssbaum ('84) is not con:firn1ed
by the facts in Papilio.
I have shown that it 01·igi11ates p1·ima1·ily f1·om the intermediate
spindle fiber·s of tl1e last 1natti1·ation division and tl1at its persistence
seems. to be due to the elimination of chromatin g1·anules during the
last matur·ation divisio11, which if it ,vere not for the maturation divisions the1nselves would st1·ongl)r suggest that it has sometl1ing to do
with 1·eduction. This l1as also bee11 s11ggested by va11 Beneden ancl
Julin ('84) i11 Ascaris . .. Both Waldeyer· ('87) and Weis1nann ('64)
have favored such an inter·pretation .
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In what has become rega1·ded as a typical spe1·matozoon, the following parts are usually tl1ought to be preser1t: (1) acrosome,. 4ead,
middle piece, tail; in tl1e tail there is thought to be (2) axial filament,
inner tail envelope, outer· tail envelope. From ,vhat !)arts of the
spermatid do these va1·ious parts arise? Wilcox ('96) found that
in Caloptenus the middle piece a1·ises from the centrosome. Paulmier ('99) says: '' --~ strict application of the term nebenl<::ern (defined
as a body fo1·med from the spindle fibers and yol]<:: granules) would
include the ac1·osome, sho1·tly to be described; fo1· that also in insects
appears to hav·e a common origin vv·ith the pa1·t forming the tail sheath."
Of tl1e centrosome, Paulmier says: '' It tl1l1s seems quite certain that
in Anasa it does not move around the nuclet1s, as Wilcox ('96) describes
in Caloptenus, and as I l1ave myself observed in Papi]io. Later however, a centroso1ne appears in the nebe11ke1·n, lying on the nuclear
membrane."
It seems unfortunate that Paul1nier l1as )7ielded to the temptation
of drawing some of l1is most important concl11sions, not f1·om Anasa,
the subject wl1ich he studied pri1narily, but from P~pilio, a. form
which he appea1·s to l1ave examined only incidentally. My observations on Papilio 1·iitilli1,s do not confi1·m these conclusio11s .
Tl1ere is a very extensi,re recent literatt1re on the question of tetrad
formatio11, reduction, a11d matt1ration. Henl(ing ('92), Hennegt1y
('98), Wilcox ('95), and Paulmier ('99) have discussed tl1is literatu1·e
in their i11teresti11g studies. It is so well l~nown by students of cytology, that I feel justified in omitting any disct1ssion of it. Observations on reduction a1·e stimulated by tl1e theory of Weisn1ann. To
argue extensively about the longitudinal and tr·ansverse splitting of
the spher·ical chromosomes of insects sucl1 as I fir1d in Papilio only
suggests that facts a1·e in danger of being s11ited to the theo1·y rather
than the theory to the facts.
Mentio11 m11st be made here of the so called Verson' s cell of the
silk wo1·m whicl1 t11e above atlthqrs do not mention, and which is
evidently so closely 1·elated to the g1·a.nd1nother stem cell of the present
,,~ork.
Erico Verson ('89) fi1·st desc1·ibed in Bo1nbyx mori an enormous
cell, located in the periphe1·al end of each follicle. Acco1·ding to
lum, it has an eccentric nucleus and the cytoplas111 spreads out radially. The cell divides. amitotically and gives rise to all tl1e formed
elements of tl1e testis. He regards it, consequently, as the t1·ue spermatogone.
•
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Cholodkovsl{y ('94) like"7ise found a ,large cell in tl1e blind end· of
the testis follicle of Laphira, which he tool~ to ·b e the sp e1·matogone
from wl1ich a.11 the contents -o·f the follicle 01·iginate. H e saw radial
processes proceeding from tl1is cell in " Thich numerous nuclei were
imbedded. It co11tai11edJ not a single nucleus, but se,,eraJ, " :rhich he
took to be the result of mitotic di,,ision.. He found the •same cell in
va1·ious L epidopte1·a, Hemiptera, a11d N et1ropte1·a.
Spichardt ('86) fot1nd i11 tl1e testis of Lipa ris d £spa1· a giant cell
,vith scatte1·ed 11uclea1· substa11ce. This nt1clea1· substancf', derived
from the 11ucle11s, v\ra.s tho11gl1t to generate new· nuclei at the pe1·iphery.
Erlanger ('96) .came to the conclusion f 1·on1 l1is ovv11 obse1·vations
that the c..... ell divides a1nitotically; bt1t l1e regards it as a suppo1·ting cell.
Toyama .('94) fo11nd the sa1ne cell in tl1e sillc \\'Orin- a11d other
Lepidoptera, both in the testis and (as he tho11gl1t) also i11 the ovflry.
He fou11d, in studying the early stages that 01·igir1ally both the o·va1·y
and the testis l1a,re but 011e lt1me11. Tl1is-finally
.. beco1nes indented
and in eacl1 co1npartn1ent tht1s· formecl, the1·e is a cell v\7l1icl1 acqui1·es
a connection ,vitl1 the rest of the ger111 cells . H e concluded that it
has nothing to do ,,~ith tl1e fo1·mat io11 of ge1·m cells, a11d that it is p1·imarily a suppo1·ti11g cell. In this Cl1olodkovsl()' did not ag1·ee.
Vom Rath ('93) basing l1is opinion 011·Verson's descriptio11, conside1·ed the cell a clege11e1·ating sex cell. Son1ewhat ea1·lier, both he
.
and Ziegle1· conside1·ed it as a · s11pporti11g cell ·,vl1ose nucleus mt1ltiplies a111itotically. They 1·egarcled the s111all pe1·ipl1eral nuclei not
as dat1ghte1· cells of tl1e la1·ge eel], but as ,siste1· cells of the spe1·matogones.
.
Finally La Valette St. Geo1·ge ('97) gives l1is OJ)i11io11, fron1 his study
of the sill{ wo1·1n, Bomb;yx 11io1·i) that in the testis as i1i the ovary, tl1ese
cells have notl1ing to do vvitl1 tl1e multiplicatio11 of spe1·matogo11ia 01·
of oogonia. Acco1·ding to him, tl1ey ser,re as suppo1·ting cells. Tl1ey
are 11ot mothe1· cells, but siste1· cells of the primorclial ge1·1n · cells.
He says : '''t\T enn icl1 111icl1 i.i be1· die he1·l{unft cliese zelle ausse1'Il soll,
so kann icl1 nichts ande1·s a1111ehmen als class sie als eine umgewa11delte spern1atogo11ie auf zufasse11 sei." I t does 11ot appea1·, ho\\ eve1·,
f1·om his plates that he ha.cl •stt1died the matte1· ,,e1·y carefully. Even
if they vvere st1ppo1·ting cells, tl1ei1· absence in some cases ~ ould be as
difficult to explain a,s if they vvere J)1·imary sper1natogo11es. I ha,re
shown that in Papilio·, t l1e cell in the o,,a1·y 1·esernbling tl1e g1·andmother stein cell, is the g1·owing egg.
1
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.
•

ABBREVIATIONS .

a. f. axial filament.
ac. acrosome.
al. c. alimentary canal.
arch. archoplasm.
br. c. mother branch cell.
c. centrosorne.
c. c. cyst cells.
en. l. tunica propria.
cy. c. cytocyst.
ep. epithelium.
•
f. follicle.
g. c. gonocyst.
g. m. s. grandmother stem cell.
h. heart.
li. n . head nurse-cell.
m. muscle.
m. n. cortical nucleus.

n. nucleus.
n. c. nerve cord.
n. k. nebenkern.
p. ct. primary spermatocyte.
p. g. primary spermatogone.
p. l. pigmented layer.
pt. m. tunica adventitia.
s. ct. secondary spermatocyte.
s. g. secondary spermatogone.
sp. c. spermatocyst .
spz. sperrnatozoon.
st. spermatid.
st. c. stallced cell.
t . testis.
tr. trachea.
v. d. vas deferens.
x. free stalked cell.
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PLATE 12 .

P apilio rutulus, reduced l ·
2. Larva of Papilio rutul1.ls, reduced J.
3. Pupa of Papilio rutillus, redl1ced ¼4. Grandn1other stem cell ,vith branch cells and cortical nuclei.
5. Longitudi11al section of adult testis.
6. Transverse section of pupa of Papilio rutulus.
7. Dissected a}Jdo1nen of adult Papilio sl1ovYi11g testis and vas deferens.
8a. Transverse section of adult testis, sho,,,ing right a11d left testis and
the fol1r follicles of each.
Fig. 8b. Trans,rerse testis of Grapta silerius .
•
Fig. 9-23. Stages of de,relo1)ing s1)ern1atocysts from teased testis.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
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PLATE 13.
Drawn with ca1nera, obj . /
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

24.
25.
26.

27.

Fig. 28.
Fig. 29.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
F ig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

30.
31.
32.

33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
39a.

72,

oc. 1, oil immersion.

Gonocyst, shov'ring spermatogones at rest.
Gonocyst with spermatogones in synapsis stage.
Gonocyst ,vith spermatogones i11 the spireme stage.
Gonocyst shoV\ring spern1atogones just before the formation of ·
spindle.
Gonocyst v'ith dividing spermatogo11es, anaphase.
Gonocyst v'ri.th spermatogones much olcler than the precedi11g, in
various phases of mitosis.
Gonocyst with spermatogones in metaphase of karyokinesis.
Gonocyst witl1 spennatogones in telophase of ka1·yol<:i11esis.
Gonocyst with sper1natogones shov'ring pseudonebenkern.
Degenerating sper1natogone.
Various phases of mitotic division of sper1natocytes first order.
Resting spermatocytes first order of Grapta silenus.
Spermatocytes preparing for the first-matu1·ation division.
Spermatocyst with prophases and metaphases of first maturation.
Spermatocytes in first maturatio11 division, telopl1ase.
P art of spermatocyst sho,ving giant spermatids.
Ne,vly formed spermatids sho,ving nebenkern.
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Fig. 40.
Fig. 41.

PLATE 14.
Spern1atocyst with spermatids for1ning first stages of spermatozoa.
Spermatocyst with spermatids gro,ving into spermatozoa - from

Grapta silenus.
Fig. 42.
Fig. 43.
Fig. 44.
Fig. 45.
Fig. 46.
Fig. 47.
Fig. 48.
Fig. 49.
Fig. 50.
Fig. 51 .
Fig. 52.
Fig. 53.
F ig. 54.
Fig. 55.

Section through the head nurse-cell showi11g insertion of the heads
of spermatozoa. Cf. fig. 43.
Spermatocyst with developed spermatozoa.
Section of head end of si:>ermatocyst showing relation of spermatozoa to the head nurse-cell.
Bundle of developed spermatozoa i1nbedded in gonocyst.
Part of section of spermat ocyst shoYving development of giant spermatids into spermatozoa.
Transverse section of a developed spermatocyst represe11ted in figu1·e
45, and showing sectio11 of the heads of spern1a.tozoa.
Sectio11 of head end of developing spermatocyst sho"'·ing extension
of nucleus, a11d imbedding of centrosome (c.).
Section of spermatocyst sho"·ing early st age in de,relopment of head
nurse-cell.
Section of spermatocyst showing early developme11t of head nursecell, and a spherical sper1n nucleus.
Mature spermatocyst showing its gradual absorptio11 and liberation of spermatozoa.
Tra11sverse section of the body of a spern1atocyst represented in
figure 43.
Bundles of free spermatozoa i11 testis, recently discharged from cyst.
Section of head end of spermatocyst with fully developed spermatozoa.
Section of vas deferens sl1owing secreting epithelium and bundles
of spermatozoa recently arrived in t he proximal end of vas deferens .
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PLATE 15.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
F•ig.
Fig.

56.
57a.
57b.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.

Fig. 63.
Fig. 64.
Fig. 65.
Fig. 66.
Fig. 67.
Fig. 68.
Fig. 69.
Fig. 70.
Fig. 71.
Fig. 72.
Fig. 73.
Fig. 74.
Fig. 75.
Fig. 76.
Fig. 77.
Fig. 78.
Fig. 79.
Fig. 80.
Fig. 81.
Fig. 82.
Fig. 83.
Fig. 84.
Fig. 85.
Fig. 86.
Fig . .87.
Fig. 88.
Fig. 89.

Grandmother st em cell, from pupa, Feb. 15th .
Grandmother stem cell with branch cells and cortical nuclei.
Transverse section of branch cells showing cortical nuclei.
Spermatogone with peripheral nucleus.
S1Jermatogone with dividing centrosomes.
Spermatogone in m etaphase of mito~is.
•
Spermatogone in anaphase of mitosis.
Spermatogone in telophase of 1nitosis, and showing remnant of first
spindle.
Spermatogone in telophase of 1nitosis.
•
Gonocyst in t wo-celled stage.
Gonocyst in resting eight-celled stage.
Gonocyst of. sixteen-celled stage in mitosis.
Part of gonocyst sho~ring anaphase
of mitosis.
•
Stall{ed cell.
Stalked cell set free.
Spermatogonium in resting state.
R esting spermatogoniu1n preparing for division.
Section through equatorial plate showing chromosomes.
Aster of spern1atogone see11 from pole.
Spermatogone in telo1Jhase of mitosis.
Grovving spermatogone (spermatocyte) .
Spermatocyte, prophase of first maturation division.
Stalked cell .
.
Spermatocyte, prophases of first maturatio11 division.
Metaphase of mitosis, spermatocyte first order.
Telophase of mitosis, spermatocyte first order.
Division phases of spermatocytes.
Division phases of sper1natocytes.
Free stalked cell.
Free stalked cell divided.
Free stalked cell in metaphase of karyol<inesis.
Prophase of spermatocyte first maturation division.
Spermatocyte first order with only one developed aster.
Spermatocyte in metaphase of first m aturatio11 division.
Section of di viding spermatocyt e through equatorial plate, showing
lineal arrangement of chromosomes .
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PLATE 16.
Maturation divisions of spermatocytes.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

Spermatocyte first order at rest.
.
Spermatocyte first order with dividing centrosome.
Spermatocytes first order with developed asters.
Spermatocyte ~rst order with aster and inde11ted nucleus.
Spermatocyte with spireine of first maturation division.
Spermatocyte with co11tracted spireme.
Spermatocyte ,vith double spireme.
Spermatocyte vvith second doubling of the thread.
Spermatocyte ,vith segm~nting spire1ne.
Sper1natocyte with dividing spiren1e.
Spern1atocyte sho,ving tetrad formation.
Spermatocyte vvith distribt1ted tetrads.
Spermatocyte tetrads and connecting fibers.
Sper1natocyte vvith diads.
Spermatocytes v\·ith distributed diads.
Spermatocyte with diads shovving polar a1·rangement of fibers.
Spermatocyte with disappearing nuclear membrane and first stages
of spindle.
107. Spermatocyte first order, prophase of mitosis.
107a. Spermatocyte first order, metaphase of mitosis.
108. Spermatocyte in metaphase of first maturation division.
109. Sper1natocyte i11 metaphase of first maturation division, showing
aster and original bot1ndary of nt1cleus.
110. Section through equator of spindle showing twe11ty-eight chromo·
somes in equatorial plate.
110a. Spermatocyte first order showing polar vievv of aster.
111. Spermatocyte in 111etaphase of first maturation division.
112. Spermatocyte first order in a11apl1ase of first n1aturation division.
113. Telophase of first maturation division.
114. Telophase of first matt1ration division and preparation for the second maturation di vision.
115. Spermatocyte in telophase of first maturation division and in a11aphase of second 1naturation• division .
116. First and second maturation division of spermatocyte of first and
second order.
117. Spennatocyte second order showing anaphase of second matl1ration division.
118. Spermatocyte second order, telophase of second maturation division showing formation of nebenkern.
119. For1nation of spermatids ,vith nebenkern.
120. Spermatocyte second orde1· sho,ving constriction of cytoplasm,
and tl1e for1nation of nebenkern.
121. Forming spern1.atids with nebenkern.

90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
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PLATE 17.
I

Fig. 122. Abnor1nal sper1natid wit h t\vO nuclei.
Fig. 123. Abnormal spermatid ,vith tl1ree nuclei.
Fig. 124. Abnor1nal sper1natid with two nuclei and nebenkern.
Fig. ·125. Typical spermatid with centrosome and nebenkern.
Fig. 126-127. Typical spermatids of the small kind.
Fig. 128. Spermatid \\rith tV1 0 centrosomes and nebenke1·n.
Fig. 129. Slightly elongated spermatid.
Fig. 130. Elongated spern1atid ,vith two centrosomes and nebenkern.
Fig. 131. Giant spermatid vv'ith centrosome, nebenlcern, and mitosome.
Fig. 132. Grovving spe1'ffiatozoon \\.-ith centrosome, nebenkern, and axial filament.
Fig .. 133. Growing spermatozoo11, v\·ith centrosome, mitosome, nebenlcern,
and axial fila1nents.
Fig. 134. Gro\ving spermatozoon with centrosome, mitoso111e, nebenlcern,
and divided axial filament.
Fig. 135. Grov.ring spermatozoon "''ith centrosome, nebenkern, and axial filament.
Fig. 136. Growing spermatozoon with t h e axial fila1nent apparently passing
through the nucleus .
F ig. 137. Growing spermatozoo11 with centrosome, small 1nitosome, nebenkern, and axial filament.
Fig. 138. Growing giant spermatozoon.
Fig. 139. Growing spermatozoon as it appears at a constant period of growth .
Fig. 140. Gro'v'i ing spermatozoon with centrosome, axial filament, axial
vacuole, and 1nigrating nebenkern.
Fig. 141. Gro\ving sper1natozoon with centrosome and 1nigrating nebenkern.
Fig. 142. Grov\ring spermatozoon with cent1·osome and elongated nebe11kern.
Fig. 143. Grov\1ing sper111atozoon with centrosome, nebenker11, axial filament,
a11d axial ,,acuoles.
Fig. 144. Growing spermatozoon with centrosome, nebenkern, axial filament, and t hree axial vacuoles.
F ig. 145. Gro,vi11g spermatozoon jt1st before the elongation of the nucleus
to form head of sper111atozoon, a11d having several axial ,,acuoles.
Fig. 146. Spermatozoon witl1 elongated acrosome centrosome, but t he chromatin still forming a spherical mass.
Fig. 147. Spermatozoon with elongated acrosome and distribu ted chromatin,
into an elongated head.
F ig. 148. Spern1atozoon with elongated head showing distinct ch romosomes
or ch romatin granules and an elongated body (centroso1ne) in t he
acrosome.
Fig. 149. Spermatozoon from the vas d eferens 11ot yet entirely discharged
from spermatocyst; acrosome still imbedded in the head nursecell.
Fig. 150. Spermatozoon from vas deferens, loVl'er third .
Fig. 151. Mature spermatocysts from teased material.
Fig. 152. Spern1atozoa just set free from a single mature spermatocyst (teased
preparation) .
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